
CHAPTER VI.

SIXTH DAY'S PROCEEDING~FRIDAY
JULY 17,1925. '

The Bailiff-Raps for order.
verybody stand up, please. Is

v. Mark in the house?-Rev.
bbi Mark. Is Rev. Dr. C. G. East-

ood in the house?
The Court-Dr. Eastwood, open
urt with prayer.
Dr. -Eastwood-Our Father and

ur God, we thank Thee for the
rivilege that is ours of living in
is glorious land that Thou hast
ven to us through the sacrifice

nd heroism of those who have
ved and gone. We thank Thee,
h God, that Thou didst inspire
em to press onward and upward

n the building of a civilization that
hould last and we pray Thee that
e same spirit that impelled them
ay grip our hearts and seize upon

that we may give to the gener
lions that shall yet follow as rich
heritage as they have bequeathed

nto us. And, our Heavenly Father,
e thank Thee for the courts of

ustice in our land, where men can
ome and receive justice and this
orning we pray that Thy blessings
ay rest upon the Court at this
our and upon this occasion. Wilt
hou give him clearness of vision
nd of mind for the solution of the
roblems that are before him? And,
ur Father, we pray that Thy bless
ngs may rest upon the jury in its
eliberations and upon the counsel
nd upon all those engaged in or
articipating in this case and, Oh
od, we ask Thee that Thy bless

Ings may rest upon those who are
members of the press as they send
out the messages to the waitin~ mil
lions of the world. Now again we

ray that Thy blessings may rest
upon the Court and Thou wilt give
Thy divine guidance in the things
that shall be done and the decisions
that shall" be made. These things

e ask in the name of our Lord and
Master Jesus Christ. Amen.

The Court-Open court, Mr.
Sheriff.

The Bailiff-Oyez, oyez, this hon
orable circuit court is now open,
pursuant to adjournment. Sit down
please.

TEXT OF JUDGE RAULSTON'S
KULING IN EXCLUDING

EXPERTS
State of Tennessee VS.

John T. Scopes.
This case is now before 'the court

upon a motion by the attorney
general to exclude from the consid
eration of the jury certain expert
testimony offered by the defendant
the import of such testimony being
an effort to explain the origin of
man and life. The state insists that
such evidence is wholly irrelevant,
incompetent and impertinent to the
issues pending, and that it should
be excluded.

Upon the other hand the defend
ant insists that this evidence is
highly competent and relevant to the
issues involved, and should be ad
mitted.

The first section of the statute in
volved in this case reads as follows:

"Be it enacted by the general
assembly of the state of Tennessee,
that it shall be unlawful for any
teacher in any of the universities,
normals and all other public schools
of the state which are supported in
whole or in part by the public
school funds of the state, to teach
any theory that denies the story of
divine creation as taught in the
Bible, and to teach instead that man
has descended from a lower order
of animals."

The state says that it is both
proven and admitted that this de
fendant did teach in Rhea county,
withhi the limits of the statute, that
man descended from a lower order
of animals; and tbat with these facts
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mit me to take an exception? To
state my grounds of exception. We
say that it is a denial of justice not to
permit the defense to make its case
on its own theory.

The Court-You mean the state?
Mr. Hays-No, sir, not to permit

the defense to makes its case on its
own theory. I say further that it is
contrary to every element of Anglo
Saxon procedure and jurisprudence
to refuse to permit evidence as to
what evolution is and what it means
and what the Bible is and what it
means. Take my exception on the
further ground that for the court
of Rhea county to try to determine
whether or not this law is unrea
sonable without informing itself by
evidence assumes plenary knowl
edge on a subject which has been
the subject of study of scientists for
generations and for these reasons
and those placed on the record yes
terday the defense most respectfully
excepts.

The Court-Let the exception be
entered on the record.

Gen. Stewart-I desire to except
to exceptions stated in that manner.
Such a procedure as that is un
known to the laws of Tennessee and
I except to the manner in which
the counsel for the defense excepts
to the Court's ruling. I think it is
a reflection upon the Court.

The Court-Well, it don't hurt
this Court.

Gen. Stewart-I think there is no
danger of it hurting the Court for
that matter.

Mr. Darrow-There is no danger
of it hurting us.

Gen. Stewart-No, you are al
ready hurt as much as you can be
hurt.

Darrow Is Sarcastic.
Mr. Darrow-Don't worry about

us. The state of Tennessee don't
rule the world yet. With the hope
of enlightening the Court as a whole
I want to say that the scientists
probably will not correct the words
"descent of man" and I want to ex
plain what descent means, as start
ing with a low form of the life and
finally reaching man.

Gen. Stewart-We all have dic
tionaries.

rdinary understanding is not com
tent and qualified to form an

Ilinion.
In Tennessee an act should be

onstrued so as to make it carry
ut the purposes for which it was
nacted.
The legislative intent will pre
il over the strict letter, and in

rder to carry into effect its intent,
neral terms will be limited, and
ose which are narrow expanded.
In construing a statute we must
ok to the aetas a whole, to the

bJect with which it deals, and the
ason and the spirit of the enact
ent, and thereby, if possible, dis
ver its real purpose.· The mean

ng must be determined, not from
he special words in a single sen
nee or section, but from the act
ken as a whole, comparing one
ction with another, and viewing

he legislation in the light of its
neral purposes.
In the act involved in the case at

or, if it is found consistent to in
rpret the latter clause as explan-

tory of the legislative intent as to
e offense provided against, then
by call experts? The ordinary,
on-expert mind can comprehend

he simple language, "descended
rom a lower order of animals."

These are not ambiguous words
I' complex terms. But while dis
ussing these words by way of par
nthesis, I desire to suggest that I

Heve evolutionists should at least
bow man the consideration to sub
titute the word "ascend" for the
ord "descend."
In the final analysis this court,

fter a most earnest and careful
onsideration, has reached the con
lusions that under the provisions
r the act involved in this case, it

made unlawful thereby to teach
In the public schools of the state
r Tennessee the theory that man
escended from a lower order of
nimals. If the court is correct in
his, then the evidence of experts
ould shed no light on the issues.
Therefore, the court is content to

ustain the motion of the attorney
neral to exclude the expert testi-
ony. ..
Mr. Hays-Your hOlwr will per-

story of divine creation as taught in
the Bible, or the story of the crea
tion of man as taught by evolution,

If the state is correct in its insist
ence, it is immaterial, so far as t!H!
results of this case are concerned.
as to which theory is true; becauso
it is within the province of th
legislative branch, and not the judi
cial branch of the government to
pass upon the policy of a statute;
and the policy of this statute hav
ing been passed upon by that de
partment of the government, this
court is not further concerned a~

to its policy, but is interested only
in its proper interpretation and, it
valid, its enforcement.

Let us now inquire what is th
true interpretation of this statut .
Did the legislature mean that befor
an accused could be convicted, th
state must prove two things:

First-That the accused taught n
theory denying the story of divino
creation as taught in the Bible;

Second - That man descended
·from a lower order of animals.

If the first must be specially
proven, then we must have proof
as to what the story of divine ere·
ation is, and that a theory wal.
taught denying that story. But if
the second clause is explanatory of
the first, and speaks into the act
the intention of the legislature and
the meaning of the first clause, it
would be otherwise.

To illustrate, when the legisln
ture had provided that it shall b
unlawful to teach a theory that d 
nies the divine story as taught in
the Bible; and, then, by the seconll
clause, merely clarified their inten
tion, and that the real intention uS
provided by the statute taken as II
whole, was to make it unlawful to
teach that man descended from II

lower order of animals, then thero
would be no such ambiguity and
uncertainty as to the meaning or
the statute, and as to the offens
provided against, as to justify til
court in calling expert testimony
to explain.

The court will seek the aid OJ'

opinion of expert evidence onlv
when the issues involve facts or
such complex nature that a man of

ascertained and proven, it has met
the requirements of the statute and
has absolutely established th~ de
fendant's guilt; and with his guilt
thus admitted and established, his
ultimate conviction is unavoidable
and inevitable, and that no amount
of expert testimony can aid and en
lighten the court and jury upon the
real issues, or affect the final results.
In other words, the state insists that
by a fair and reasonable construc
tion of the statute, the real offense
provided against in the act is to
teach that man descended from a
lower order of animals, and that
when this is accomplished by a fair
interpretation and by legal implica
tion, the whole offense is proven.
That is, the state says that the latter
clause interprets and explains what
the legislature meant and intended by
the use of the clause, "any theory
that denies the story of divine crea
tion as taught in the Bible."

But the defendant is not content to
agree with the state in its theory,
but takes issue and says that before
there can be any conviction the state
must prove two things:

First, that the defendant taught
evolution in the sense used in the
statute;

Second, that this teaching was
contrary to the Bible.

That these are questions of fact,
that the proof must show what evo
lution is, so that the jury may deter
mine whether evolution as taught by
the defendant conflicts with the
Bible; that it is not merely what the
defendant said, or what the book
taught; and that they cannot do this
without evidence. That is, that the
defendant must have taught the de
scent of man from a lower order of
animals, and a theory contrary to
that of divine creation as taught by
the Bible. That· the teaching of
either would not be a crime.

Now upon these issues as brought
up, it becomes the duty of the court
to determine the question of the ad
missibility of this expert testimony
offered by the defendant. .
. It is not within the province of

the court under these issues to decide
and determine which is true, the
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Mr. 'Darrow-I don't think the
Court has one.

Gen. Stewart-I think the Court
knows what "descent" meanS all
right.

Mr. Darrow-We will submit
your honor's request to the Associ
ation of Scientists.

The Court-I think the Court un
derstands some things as well as
the scientists.

Mr. Hays-May I respectfully
move if the Court regards this ques
lion as one of law for the Court
and if the Court believes that the
question as to whether or not this
law is unreasonable is wholly one
for the Court, that the Court hear
evidence in order to i.nform itself
on that question in the presence of
the Court only and in the absence
of the jury.

Gen. Stewart-They are entitled
to have entered on record the sub
stance of what they expect to prove.
We do not question that. I make
no question as to that, but then, of
course, they have no right to ex
amine witnesses and conduct a long
drawn-out examination and make
a farce of your honor's opinion.
They are entitled to have sufficient
in the record to enable the supreme
court to pass upon the proposition,
and, in my opinion, a sufficient
amount of which is already in the
record. How many branches of
science have you represented here
by witnesses?

Mr. Hays-About six. As I inter
pret your opinion it does not cover
this proposItion. The court still has
to charge the jury and the court
still has to pass on questions of
law. We wish to raise, not only
before your honor, but before your
higher court, our proposition that
this law is unreasonable. If your
honor will permit me to give an
example. Suppose the legislature
passed a law prohibiting workmen
from working more than six hours
in a paint factory. The court would
declare that law unconstitutional.
But in doing that the court would
find out the effect of working mQre
than six hours, and if the work was
deleterious to the health of the
workmen, then the court would

hold such law constitutional.
Raulston Explains Stand.

The Court-Let me state what I
have in mind. I think you are en
titled to have in the record a suf
ficient amount of your proof to in
dicate to the appelate court, in case
of conviction here, what your proof
would have been. I think you have
a right to introduce that proof that'
is under such limitations as the
court may prescribe and let it be
written in the record in the absence
of the jury, and I meant all the time
for you to do that.

Mr. Hays-I would like to state
further-if 1 can prevail upon you
to do so-I understand the rule is
that we can put in the evidence in
that fashion in order that we may
make a record for the appellate
court, but we not only want to do
it for that reason, but we feel we
have a right to argue before the
court and the court will hear us
upon the question of whether or not
this law is reasonable. Gen Stewart
says that that motion has been de
nied. That is true, but 1 hope the
court will hear me with an open
mind, and we want to introduce tho
evidence and ask that the court take
that evidence and inform itself, and
should the court come to a differ
ent conclusion, and we hope to per
suade the court that this law is un
reasonable-we ask the court to
permit us to' put in evidence fOI'
the sole purpose of informing th
court so you can determine, after
evidence, whether or not this law
is unreasonable. 1 regard that as
so important, if you will permit me
again to refer to my Copernican il
lustration, which has seemed to b
so humorous to the court in general
-your honor knows there are peo
ple in the United States who would
like to enforce on the people of til
United States laws to the effect that
nothing could be taught contrary to
the theory that the planets moved
around the earth and that the earth
was the center of the universe, and
1 have learned of them in the hIli
country back of Dayton. When
people, present the fact that scienc
present the facts in court you would
say that a law of that kind was un-

sonable, and I state to your honor,
my judgment, if you permit us to

me to- the evidence your honor will
me to the same conclusion on evo-
tlon that you have come to on the
estion of the Copernican theory,
d 1 ask that it be put in as evidence
this case in order to inform this

urt and give us an opportunity to
ow whether that law is reasonable
not. Your honor told me yester

y that your honor would hear us
lth an open mind.
The Court-I am going to let you
troduce evidence and 1 will sit
re and hear it, and if that evi
nce were to convince me that I

as in error 1 would, of course, re
rse myself.
Mr. ,Hays-That is true. I know

ou would do that.
The Court-You can introduce

vidence for the other purpose and
wiIl hear it and 1 never hesitate

reverse myself if 1 find myself
n error.

Mr. Hays-That being so 1 think
our honor ought to permit us to
nter the evidence for both pur
oses.
:rhe Court-It looks like we are
ibbling over a matter really with

ut a difference.
Mr. Hays-If that is so won't your

onor give me that privilege?
Mr. Malone-I want to ask Gen.

tewart whether he would mind
ithdrawing his remarks that the
urpose of the defense in produc
g this evidence is to make a farce

ut of the judge's opinion. Cer
inly that is not our purpose and
don't think he meant that it is.
e haven't really provided any
w comedy here so far, so let us
ot-

Stewart Stands Ground.
Gen. Stewart-I will be glad to
lthdraw that and supplement it
!th this remark, which you will
ot deny. It is a known fact that the
fense consider this a campaign of

ducation to get before the people
heir ideas of evolution and scien
Ute principles. This case has the

pect of novelty, and therefore has
en sensationalized by the news

al>ers, and of course these gentle
en want to take advantage of the

20S

opportunity. 1 don't want to make
any accusations that they are im
properly taking advantage of it.
They are lawyers and they have
these ideas, and it is an opportun
ity to begin a campaign of educa
tion for their ideas and theories of
evolution and of scientific princi
ples, and 1 take it that that will not
be disputed and all 1 ask, if the
court please, is that we not go be
yond the pale of the law in making
this investigation and that we and
that they not forget ourselves to the
extent that we go beyond the pale
of the law. Our practice, if the
court please, has been in matters
of this sort to let the substance Of
the evidence be stated by one of
the attorneys and let it be placed
in the record, in affidavit form, and
1 think that would be much better
and would expedite the trial of this
case, and 1 would much prefer
that that course be taken. If wit
nesses are put on the stand, as your
honor knows, a lawyer would ask
a thousand questions that are not
relevant, and if we do that we go
beyond the pale of the investiga
tion, and 1 respectfully ask your
honor to confine this to the subject
of that particular theory that is in
volved in the act and that no more
be permitted. They say they have
here six branches of science. 1
don't care how many branches they
have, there is only one that is per
tinent to this case-only one theory
and that is that theory of evolution
which teaches that man is descend
ed from a lower order of animals,
and if they want something for the
higher courts to look at to support
that theory-let that be put in sub
stance.

Mr. Darrow-That is what I am
willing to do.

Gen. Stewart-Let them put it in
in substance-in affidavit form and
not take up our time in the trial of
the case. 1 don't object to your
testimony or affidavits being print
ed.

Mr.Malone-1 just want to make
this statement for the purposes of
the record, that the defense is not
engaged in a campaign of educa
tion, although the way the defense

I

I
i

I
I
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The Court-But, if the statements
are put in, in open court, why not
make them today?

Mr. Hays-We are not prepared
to do that. As you say, when that
question comes up, we want to dis
cuss it. but the General wants to dis
cuss it before it comes up.

Gen. Stewart-I' don't want to
spend all next week-

Mr. Hays-Pardon me.
Gen. Stewart-I understand, if

your honor please, they do not have
a right under our procedure and
practice to state in open court what
their witnesses will testify to. What
would be the purpose of a statement
in open court, for the enlighten
ment of the crowd present? If they
want it for the record-

The Court-If the court excluded
a statement Monday morning, I
could not give them time then to
to prepare it.

Mr. Hays-I ask that your honor
hear that question Monday morn
ing.

The Court-I will hear it Monday
morning. Let the court take a re
cess until Monday morning.

Mr. Malone-Until 8 o'clock.
The Court-Nine o'clock. Nine

o'clock Monday morning.
Thereupon at the hour of 10 :30

o'clock a.m., of Friday, July 17,
A. D., 1925, a recess was taken to
the hour of 9 o'clock a.m., of Mon
day, July 20, 1925.

ecause if we make our offer of
roof, we reserve the right to make
t in open court.

The Court-You have made that,
nd the court has overruled it.
Mr. Hays-No. The suggestion

f the general was that we file affi
avits. Instead of filing affidavits
e may wish to have the opportun

Ity of stating our offer of proof in
open court. We have not made up
ur minds on that.
Gen. Stewart-You have no right.
Mr. Hays-Are not trials public

n Tennessee? Isn't it a part of the
trial when we state what we expect
to prove?

Mr. Neal-As I understand-
The Court-I have passed upon

that when you presented it to me.
Mr. McKenzie-It is not part of

the trial.
Gen. Stewart-We cannot meet

here Monday morning and spend
the whole day in statements-the
tatements are in affidavit form, and

placed in the record.
The Court-I will tell you what

bas been a practice in my court,
lor the man whose evidence is ex
cluded, is to step to the court re
~orter and give the proof, so that
the jury does not hear it, and pro
ceed with the trial. That is the way
we have been doing. But, they say
they cannot do that in this case in-
telligently. .

Mr. Darrow-It is too elaborate.

the day to do it, why of course, but
I hate to lose the time, but justice
is more important than time.

Mr. Darrow-Certainly, your hon
or. Your honor, we will come in
tomorrow morning.

The Court-Have any of you gen
tlemen on the state's side any sug
gestions to make; do you want to be
heard any further?

Gen. Stewart-I would like very
much to have the afternoon, your
honor. There is nothing left now
except the argument of the case be
fore the jury.

The Policeman-Order in the
courtroom. .

Gen. Stewart-We hate so much
to lose this time. I do not want to
be unreasonable. But, they have six
men here.

The Court-Col. Malone, you
think you could be ready by 1 or
1:30?

Mr. Malone-Your honor, we have
these witnesses here, and they have
summer assignments; we don't ex
pect it is possible to make a state
ment in public here; we cannot do
it in public, we have to concentrate
upon it. (Consultation between
counsel not heard by reporter).

Mr. McKenzie-Both counsels
have agreed that a large number of
counsel are worn out. These gen
tlemen want to try and prepare
their affidavits; we know we cannot
finish the case tomorrow, and there
are many reasons why the jury
should have a chance to go home
and rest. This is the situation, and
it is the nnanimous agreement we
~ade here, a minute or so ago, sub
Ject to your honor's agreement, to
finish this case on Monday at 8
o'clock.

Mr. Malone-We think we can
finish it up on Monday.

The Court-Today is Friday.
Mr. Malone-Yes, your honor.
The Court-That is agreeable to

the court if it suits both sides.
Mr. McKenzie-Suits the attor

neys on both sides.
Mr. Hays-Before we adjourn, we

do not understand that we have
agreed merely to file the affidavits.
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The Court-Well, when it comes
to taking the whole day, to prepare
affidavits, I hate to lose the time.
Col. Darrow is certainly laboring
under a mistake when he says this
court has ever taken a day to pre
pare an opinion. I read an opinion
the other day. The court waited
from 1 :30 to 3-no,-the forenoon,
about five hours, perhaps. It did
take time, yes. I believe that is
correct.

Gen. Stewart-Your honor needed
that time.

Mr. Darrow-I want to ask if it
is unreasonable for me to ask for
the rest of the day to prepare the
statements?

The Court-I don't know.
. Mr. Darrow-I ought to know.
The Court-Do you think you

need the time?
Mr. Darrow-I do need it, your

honor.
. The Court-You would know bet
ter than I.

Mr. Darrow-I will read them to
morrow.

Gen. Stewart-They wouldn't be
read; just filed in the record.

The Court-Yes, they will be filed
in the record; no occasion to read
them.

Mr. Darrow-All right.
Mr. McKenzie-It has been held

that they can go in any time in the
world; why take the time of the
jury? Put them in the record any
time after the lawsuit is done.

The Court-You would dictate to
the court stenographers what you
expect to prove, and then let it be
copied and filed later.

Mr. Darrow-No, I think it ought
to be in the record.

Mr. Malone-We have these wit
nesses here who cannot stay here;
we want to make use of them while
they are here.

The Court-I mean right now,
dictate it.

Mr. Darrow-No, we want to dic
tate it from our witnesses' state
ments.

Says He Wants to Be Fair.
The Court-Regardless of the

opinion of counsel, I have no pur
pose except to be fair, but if it takes
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Gourt· met pursuanr to adjourn- -and de'crees, when the following
ment!' Present ·as-before. . ) rJ:91IollPY '9ccu~ed between :the c9m;t

Pfayer' by 'Rev.' Standefer: ,',; 'and one of'the attorneys mterested
Alriiighty! (Jod,) -:our 'Fat-her· 'in 'in the' tdal 'of~the case: : . I

If aVeIr, we thank ;Th~EVfot all the .", Mr. 'Darrow-What we are intet
kindly' influences I Thou' .'hast sur- ested' in, counsel well knows what
,'ounded our lives withr.IThou.hast the judgment and verdict in: ihis
been constantly seeking~tQ invite. us case will he. 'We hav'e a right to
to t. contemplate' "higher t, and·· better 'prdent .'bur caSe to another court
nndrr:icher cr'eations, of Thine, ,and anu'th;a('isall we' are after. .(\.nd
ometimes ,.we 'ha'VC,9bee)l[.stupi"g they have' no right whatever' t,o
llough to .match; our"huIIl,llnl,minds cro~s-e:,a.Ihine.~riy witness when we

withu1,evelations,of the -infinite and are' offermg simply what we expect
etel1llal. f May-' we",.as·~ n:atio_n~ have 'to"prove: .... . ,'.... .
Thy guiding and diJ;;e,c!i.ng. pr~s,epce "n Court-=-Cblonel, what is the' pur
w~th,.q:>,-,~,al.l.vlti9-\\te,t.l1-ings'j;l\n~ llose' of 'a c~oss-examination?'. ! },,~

Ilt.,l'ho,u ~~,s tn~J.!J.mgA)~ the ftI,- ", ·Mr. ':Oa'rrow-The purpose'· i?f
r,~ct~;nI.LP~es,~.n,<;~ ... \4at, st;tpple!]1eJ;1t~ cross-exaIj:iination'is to be used'on
~umll,n lImitatIOns aniL .ep.a.Qles th~ trHI'l. ' ".' , ...

Iif-h" !n~i:vidual{ 'iJ;i ',his" resp~c~~ye ,: Court-"--WeU; isn't it. an effort to
osition 'to- ,meet -the fuU, reqmre- ascertain' the 'truth? ' .. ,

merits of this- PQ:>ftion.: . 'Do Thou", , W:hat ..Darrow Said•
grant to aU of us Thy presence arid Mr. ;Da~row-No, it is an effort
Thy -direction' in aUthings,w.e ask
for Christ ~sake~.(\nien. ..,' to- show- predjudice.. Nothing else.

The . Court'-...:...~n'. "Sheriff,. .open Has there been any effort to ,ascer-
court. . -, , , .! - " ,I ·tain the truth in this case? ,Why

(Court 'was 'then> opened.)' . , '. not bring in -the jury and let us
• .. --.. ,.'_' , JI _pr.ove it? • . .

Judge G.itoes Darrow for- Co.ntempt Court-Courts are a mockery-
,of Coprt., ,f' Mr. Darrow-They are often

The- Court-U·there is any meni- that, your honor.
ber of the jqry 'in ·the ,courtroom, "The:Court-When they, permit
let ,hiIh at- once ,retire. Any. member cross-examination for the purpose
of the' jury anywhere. about the of cr€aHng;prejudice.
ourtroom;' let him at; once·. ·retire. .,:Mr. "Darrow-I submit, your

Vou l gentlemen:' have'Tseats 'in'. the ..honor" there is··no sort of question
bar. ,No member-of -the ,jury lin: the -that, they a'l'e not entitled to, cross

urtl'oom?- -: "., ,,;-" ,I"~ ,I" .,examine;that aU-this evidence is to
The' Court-In the'_tria1 10f a case sh(i)w' what 'we expect to prove and

there are two things that the court nothing' else, mid can ,be' notliing
hould·1alwayS endeavor .to avoia: else.. -' , .. '.' , .. ; ,',
'First~The doing'o~:anything;that :.<. ,The', Co,urt~I will say this-: '·If

WiU'/0xcite'the p'assions oLA:he"jully,the,defense :wants to put their proof
and.'thereby ptedjmlice; the rights .inHhe record dn 'the form of, affi.
of eithe-r par'ty;', J') ;~";l·' .~·'L clav.its,r:of- COUl'se theY·'can do that.

Se'cond-The c01irf.'slrouUI.!;a!waYs If the)'l, put witnesses on ,the stand,
avoid writing passion 'int<!r his own . and ·:the ,state desires to eross"ex
decrees,' ·,·" ... IJ u,t ~/n;.· Vc.!>, \ amine·them, I1 sha11 expect them to

Ort last Friday/JtilY.17'rC:ontemp't'do so.' . ' , . ; .' ., > ~
nndt,insult were expressed ,in; this Mol': l)arrow~We except to it, and
Gurt, for. the'~'com;t arid its· orders ,.take .-an;exception., i: _H~
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being considered by that body. It
is not competent in this case.

Mr. Hays-Oh, no, this is the gov
ernor's message approving the bill.

Gen. Stewart-That message has
no bearing on this case and I ob
ject to it.

Mr. Hays-He said, "having these
views, I do not hesitate to approve
this bill." This is the message ap
proving the bill.

Gen. Stewart-Well, sent to the
legislature? Who is the message to '1

Mr. Hays-A message from the
governor.

Gen. Stewart-To whom?
Mr. Hays-To the senate and

house of representatives, approving
the bill.

Gen. Stewart-We except to that.
Mr. Hays-I presume the signa

ture is important also. He signs the
bill.

Gen. Stewart-We except to that
being put in the record.

Mr. Hays-May I read a part of
it?

Gen. Stewart-I except to your
reading any of it.

The Court-I will hear it.
Gen. Stewart-Why not get what

some of the representatives said and
introduce it in evidence?

Mr. Hays-I have not yet come
to it. You don't give me time.

Gen. Stewart-I will not be sur
prised if you undertake to do it.

The Court-That would be a mat
ter addressing itself to the powers
of the legislature on the question
of public policy. I think I will
hear you.

Mr. Hays-The governor said,
among other things: "It will be
seen that this bill does not require
any particular theory or interpre
tation of the Bible regarding man'.
creation to be taught in the public
schools. We know that creeds and
religions are commonly founded in
the different refinements and inter
pretations of the Bible. * * * It
seems to me that the two laws are
entirely consistent. The widest
latitude of interpretation will re
main as to the time and manner of
God's processes in His creation of
man."

lor his appearance from day to day
upon said citation and not depart
the court without leave.

JOHN T. RAULSTON.
Mr. Darrow-What is the bond,

your honor?
The Court-$5,000.
Mr. Darrow-That is, I do not

have to put it up this morning.
The Court-Not until the papers

re served upon you.
Mr. Darrow-Now, I do not know

whether I could get anybody, your
honor.

Mr. Neal-There will be no
trouble.

(Frank Spurlock, of Chattanooga,
thereupon volunteered his services
in the matter.)

The Court Officer-Let us have
order in this courtroom. If you
people come up here to hear the
trial, this is not a circus. Let us
have order.

Mr. Spurlock-Do you want a
signed bond, judge?

The Court-I reckon not, Mr.
Spurlock. Oh, Mr. Spurlock.

(The court and Mr. Spurlock
thereupon held a whispered consul
tation.)

The Court-Are you ready to pro
ceed with the case on trial, gentle
men?

Mr. Hays-Yes, sir, if your honor
please; shall we proceed?

The Court-Yes.
The Governor's Message.

Mr. Hays-Before coming to the
evidence that we wish to read into
the record, the defense wishes to
introduce in evidence a certified
copy of the message from the gov
ernor approving this bill, on the
ground that the message of the gov
ernor approving the bill has a bear
ing on the public policy of this
state. Is there any obj eclion?

Gen. Stewart-Yes, we except to
that. .

The Court-All right, I will hear
you.

Gen. Stewart-That is the mes
sage that the governor sent to the
legislature at the time this bill was

thereby does an injustice both to
the courts and good society.

Men may become prominent, but
they should never feel themselves
superior to the law or to justice.

The criticism of individual con
duct of a man who happens to be
judge may be of small consequence,
but to criticise him while on the
bench is unwarranted and shows
disrespect for the official, and also
shows disrespect for the state or the
commonwealth in which the court
is maintained. .

It is my policy to show the same
courtesy to the lawyers of sister
states that I show the lawyers of
my own state, but I think this cour
tesy should be reciprocated; those
to whom it is extended should at
least be respectful to the court ovet·
which I preside.

He who would hurl contempt into
the records of my court insults and
outrages the good people of one of the
greatest states of the Union-a state
which, on account of its loyalty,
has justly won for itself the title of
the Volunteer State.

It has been my policy on the
bench to be cautious and to en
deavor to avoid hastily and rashly
rushing to conclusions. But in the
face of what I consider an unjusti
fied expression of contempt for this
court and its decrees, made by
Clarence Darrow, on July 17, 1925,
I feel that further' forbearance
would cease to be a virtue, and in
an effort to protect the good name
of my state, and to protect the
dignity of the court over which I
preside, I am constrained and im
pelled to call upon the said Darrow,
to know what he has to say why
he should not be dealt with for
contempt.

Therefore, I hereby order that
instanter citation from this court
be .served upon the said Clarence
Darrow, requiring him to appear in
this court, at 9 o'clock a. m., Tues
day, July 21,1925, and make answer
to this citation.

I also direct that upon'the serv
ing of the said citation that he be
required to make and execute a
good and lawful bond for $5,000
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The Court-Yes, sir, and always
expect the court to rule correctly.

Mr. Darrow-No, sir we do not.
The Court-I suppose you antici

patedit?
Mr. Darrow-Otherwise we would

not be taking our exceptions here,
your honor. We expect to protect
our rights in some other court.
Now, that is plain enough, isn't it?
Then we will make statements of
what we expect to prove. Can we
have the rest of the day to draft
them?

The Court-I would not say
Mr. Darrow-If your honor takes

half a day to write an opinion.
The Court-I have not taken

Yes, I did take five hours.
Mr. Darrow-We want to make

a statement here of what we expect
.to prove. I do not understand why
every request of the state and every
suggestion of the prosecution would
meet with an endless loss of time'
and a bare suggestion of anything
that is perfectly competent, on our
part, should be immediately over
ruled.

The Court-I hope you do not
mean to reflect upon the court?

Mr. Darrow-Well, your honor
has the right to hope.

The Court-I have a right to do
something else, perhaps.

Mr. Darrow-All right, all right.

The Citation.
. The c~lUrt h!"s withheld any ac

tIon untIl paSSIOn had time to sub
due, and it could be arranged that
the jury would be kept separate and
apart from proceedings so as not
to know of the matters concerning
which the court is now about to
speak. And these matters having
been arranged, the court feels that
it is now time for him to speak:

Both the state and federal gov
ernments maintain courts, that those
,,:ho cannot agree may have their
dIfferences properly adjudicated.
If the courts are not kept above re
proach their usefulness will be de
stroyed. He who would unlawfully
and wrongfully show contempt for
a court Qf justice, sows the seeds
of discord and breeds contempt for
both the law and the courts, and

I

I
!I

11
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take to make these statments?
Mr. Hays-I do not know. It I

presume on the patience of the
court the court will stop me. But
this i; in the absence of the jury.

The' Court-I know, of course,
you would not expect to read all of
the statements, but would merely
summarize it.

Mr. Hays-I will merely state
what I expect to prove. Some I
would summarize, others I would
read. .

Gen. Stewart-That IS not the
correct way to put i! in.to the rel?
ord. If it is to go 10 10 affidavIt
form, it must have the effect of
testimony.

Mr. Hays-I do not u,ndersland.
I understand statements are allowed
to go in.

Gen. Stewart-They must be
sworn to.

Mr. Hays-I do not understand
the practice. That is not the prac
tice in your state, Cruso vs. State,
95 Tennessee, appears the state
ment that where you do file a state
ment "one way is for counsel to
writ~ it out at that time, what is
expected to be proved, h~nd it .to
opposing counsel, so there IS 1}0 dl.s
pute." I cannot !ind anythmg .10
that case that requires any affidaVits
being sworn to whatever.

The Court-What about the agree
ment when we adjourned Friday?

Gen. Stewart-It was to be pre
pared. We made no such statement.
You said you would present the
statements to be read in court. That
you would have. to. prepare tht:se,
because your SCIentIsts were gomg
away.

Mr. Hays-Exactly. We could not
prepare these in their absence.

Gen. Stewart-I suggest, your
honor, the record will show t~e
word "affidavit" was used, that IS
the understanding.

Mr. Hays-It was used in one
place and not another. "State
ment" was used, statements, of
course.

Gen. Stewart-We adjourned !>n
Friday to give them the opportuDlty
to prepare them. ., .

'Mr. Hays-After our diSCUSSion
on Friday the court said: "If the

Mr. Hays-That being so, I think
our honor ought to permit us to
nter the evidence for both pur
oses.
So I suppose we may assume in
is offer to proof that we can

make it in our own way.
The Court-I said, further, that I

id not know ·about it. Of course
II this discussion we have now we
id not have before the court, the

question as to how that would be
Introduced.

Mr. Hays-Yes, but your honor
aid you will hear us.

Gen. Stewart-Permit me to in
terrupt for just a minute.

Mr. Hays-Yes.
Gen. Stewart-On Friday we ad

Journed until Monday to give them
an opportunity to prepare state
ments or affidavits of witnesses to
be filed. I stated I would not agree
to a continuance if we were to meet
on Monday morning to spend a
whole day in a harangue. I stated
it expressly, and the record shows
that. We adjourned with the ex
press understanding that they
would be permitted to prepare· the
affidavits for the record, and the
only thing left for the court to de
termine, according to the court's
own statement in response to an in
quiry by Mr. Hays, as to whether
or not the affidavits would be read.

Mr. Hays-That is what I wanted
to do. I want to present my offer
of evidence, stating that we would
prove such and such a thing by
uch and such a witness.

The Court-You mean you will
make the statement yourself, Mr.
Hays?

Mr. Hays-Oh, yes; yes, sir.
The Court-Gen. Stewart, do you

object to that? .
Gen. Stewart-How is that?
The Court-Do you 9bject to his

statement that he hopes to prove
so and so by certain witnesses?

Gen. Stewart-Your honor, the
statement could be made for the
record and we would except to it
being stated in open court.

The Court-Of course. I want to
hear it or want to read it, one.

Gen. Stewart----:Your honor could
read it. About how long would it

recognized and used. I am told
that an attorney, so long as the jury
is not present, is seldom, if ever,
denied the right to make this offer
of proof in his own way. We are
anxious, your honor, to state what
our offer of proof is, and we are
particularly anxious to state it in
reference to a statement that your
honor made in the discussion on
last Friday. You will remember
that I suggested to your honor that
it might be, after hearing some of
the statements, you would change
your ruling, at least as to some of
it. For instance, we are prepared
to prove what evolution is by a
witness, and by the same witness
what the Bible is, qualifying him
as an expert on both subjects, and
show according to a proper inter
pretation or translation of the
Bible, or translation, these two
parts of the act are not conflicting
and Scope's act has not conflicted
with the first part. I don't say that
will be convincing to your honor,
but I suggest we want to prove it
on that ground and also on the
ground that after hearing the evi
dence your honor might change
your opinion as to the reasonable
ness of this law. In the discus
sion I said: "I asked to be given
an opportunity to show whether or
not that law is reasonable or not."
Your honor then told me this: That
your honor would hear us. Here
is what happened. I asked that it
be put in evidence in this case in
order to inform the court and give
us an opportunity to show whether
that law is reasonable or not. Your
honor told me yesterday that your
honor would hear us with an open
mind. .

Your honor said: "I am going to
let you introduce evidence and I
will sit here and hear it, and if that
evidence were to convince me that I
was in error, I would, of course,
reverse myself."

Mr. Hays-That is true. I know
you would do that.

The Court-You can introduce
evidence for the other purpose and
I will hear it, and I never hesitate
!o reverse myself if I find myself
10 error.
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was adopted in substitution for
that. I claim it indicates you can
not teach biology without teacbing
something about Darwin and evo
luUon. If this law is unreasonable,
it is, of course, unconstitutional.
That shows how unreasonable that
law is, that is one of the questions
we have to make on the constitu
tionality of the statute. I take it
that the court takes judicial notice
of every fact that bears upon that
question.

The Court~1 have already passed
upon it, but you have the right to
have my action reviewed, of course.

!\fl'. Hays-No, I think we have a
right to have your honor to pass
upon it. We want to be heard in
order te;> have it before the court
should we desire to make a motion
in arrest of judgment or the direc-
tion of a verdict. .

The Court-Mr. Stewart, for the
present I will let this book be filed.
If I see proper I will exclude it
later. It might be competent, I .am
not sure.

Gen. Stewart-We except..
Mr. Hays-I am referring to page

6 of "Biology .and Human Welfare,"
by Peabody & Hunt, and page 463.
I aIU quite ready to suggest, if the
prosecution wants to use auy other
part of the book on appeal, or if we
want to use any other part, that this
same ruling be adopted as to the
other parts. (Said book was there
upon received and marked defend
ant's exhibit, No.2,)

Mr. Hays-If your honor please,
we next .desire to ma·ke another of
fer. I have, sin.ce the last hearing,
looked up the law and inquired
from prominent members and jur
!sts of your bar as to the practice
10 your courts. I understand, of
course, that the offer or' proof must
be made in the absence of the jury.
! understand, further, that it is done
10 anyone of three ways. Either
you call your witness and first bring
out the testimony by question and
,answer, so as to make your record;
or, se,condly, you state to the court
what you intend to prove; or,
thirdly, you make an affidavit; first
handing it to opposing counsel. I
believe all three ways are properly
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Must Not Be a One-Sided Case;
Mr. Bryan-If your honor please,

if the object of the defense is to
make a record for the higher court,
that can be done by affidavits and
we will not be allowed any affida
vits, on the other side.

If the purpose of the defense is
to present an argument with the
purpose of pursuading your honor
that he was wrong, and in order to
induce him to reverse himself, if
that is the purpose of this, it can
not be a purely ex parte matter.

If they are allowed to present ar-'
gument to the <;ourt that it should
be wrong, and should reverse itself,
we certainly should be allowed to
present an argument on the other
side. As long as it goes into the
record for the other side, we are
excluded, but so long as the de
fense is attempting to persuade this
court and to secure action in this
matter, it cannot be on side ex parte
it seems to me. We must be allowed
to present our side to the court so
that the court, when it comes to con
sider whether it should reverse itself
should have both sides of the cas~
and not only the other side.

Mr. Malone-Mr. Bryan is guilty of
the same fallacy in his statement now
that he was guilty of the other day
when he asked the right to cross
examine our witnesses who might be
called merely for the purpose for
which these statements are offered.
The prosecution and the court sus
tained that objection to the 'admissi
bility of the testimony of our wit
nesses who were here. If the prose
cution had not objected and your
honor had admitted our witnesses,
then Mr. Bryan would have the right
he now wishes to claim to cross
examine witnesses. But after limit
ing us to witnesses to testifying to
mere points in synopsis, he wanted
to maintain all the broad rights
which he would have had if our tes
timony had been admitted even with
out the prosecution having objected
to our testimony being limited. Now,
this morning he claims the right
when limited not to witnesses, but
statements, and I have the same right
to answer that he cannot have the
issue limited as to our offer of proof,

the court having ruled upon it, and
then claim all the broad rights which
he would have if the proof had been
admitted that we wish to offer.

Mr. Bryan-The point which the
gentleman makes is not the point in
this case. He says I object to the in
troduction of witnesses without the
right to cross-examine. Now, even if
the court had held that we had no
right to cross-examine these wit
nesses on the ground that the testi
mony was not for the court to con
sider, but for the higher court, even
if the court had so held and we had
been permitted to cross-examine wit
nesses, I submit that this morning is
in for an entirely different purpose.
The argument to be made by the gen
tleman from New York is not for the
higher court, but for this court, to
persuade this court that it was
wrong, to secure -from this court a
decision in this trial, and surely we
are not to be banned from presenting
our side, whenever they try to per
suade this court to take an action that
vitally affects this case. This is an
entirely different point this morning,
Mr. Malone, and had the other side
been right when they objected to
cross-examination, they cannot be
right now, because if they had been
right then, it would be simply be
cause the evidence was for the upper
court, which could not render a de
cision, but only remand the case for
a new trial. Had they been right
then, they cannot be right now, when
their purpose is not to make a record
for the higher court, but to persuade
this court and secure a decision from
this court for the acquittal of the de
fendant at this time.

Mr. Darrow-May I say a word in
reference to Mr. Bryan's statement,
if your honor please?

The Court-Judge MacKenzie,
couldn't you furnish me some author
ities on this question?

Mr. Hays-I have the authorities.
The Court-Just a minute, Col.

MacKenzie.
Mr. MacKenzie-Your honor-
Mr. Darrow-I don't suppose there

is any dispute between us lawyers on
it, but you may differ, Mr. Bryan. If
there is I suggest, your honor, thai
is a good way to send out for them,

but I do not believe there is any dis
putebetween the lawyers on this
method.

The Court-I will hear you.
Mr. Darrow-I only want a mo

ment. I agree exactly what the prac
tice is, not only here, but elsewhere.
We offer certain evidence; the court
refused it. We offer to call witnesses
and the court said it was not com
petent. Now, we cannot predicate
error on that unless we put in the
record what we expected to prove by
witnesses.

Your honor is quite right, and that
is ordinarily right, too, stepping up
to the shorthand reporter and stating
what we expect to prove, telling the
court and the shorthand reporter
taking it down. That is exactly what
we want to do here. We want to
state it to the court and have it taken
down by the shorthand reporter, or
else pass them the statements we have
already prepared to be used in the
record in lieu of. that.

We want to state to the court ex
actly what we expect these witnesses
to swear to. How can there be any
question?

The Court-Have you the affida
vits?

Mr. Darrow-They are not affida
vits, but statements.

Gen. Stewart-Have you the state
ments prepared?

Mr. Darrow-Yes.
Gen. Stewart-Then simply place

them-let them turn them into the
record, and proceed with the case.

Mr. Darrow-We think we have the
right-

Gen. Stewart-To make a speech?
That is what you are talking about!

Mr. Darrow-To choose our own
way of protecting the record.

Gen. Stewart-I think not.
Mr. Darrow-We have a right, if

we choose, to state in open court we
expect to prov:e, for instance, Dr. Os
born-

The Court-How long will it take?
Mr. Darrow-I think, your honor,

we will not need to read all of them;
I think we could read all we wanted
to in an hour, and then adopt their
method on the rest.

The Court--Wllat do you say?
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Mr. MacKenzie-What do you say?
The Court-Let me ask you a ques

tion; they ask to file statements; they
want an hour to briefly review what
is in the statements.

Mr. MacKenzie-Can we see the
statements?

Mr. Darrow-Certainly.
Mr. McKenzie-After he speaks an

hour and tells us what he expects to
prove, this is excluded testi,mony for
the supreme court to reVIew, how
much closer to the facts than you are
right now? Is your honor goi?g to
say under your statelllent, as Judge
of the Eighteenth Judicial Circuit of
the state of Tennessee, if these gen
tlemen could prove that-have either
of the witnesses fainted? Have they
run off and has it gotten down to the
point where these distinguished gen·
tlemen have to take the statements,
too? Not even concerned to? What
does the statement of an hour mean
in this record? Of course, they are
entitled to preserve their exceptions.

Mr. Darrow-That is all?
Mr. McKenzie-Not what Mr. Hays

of New York thought he hoped. to
prove? This is not an applicatIOn
for a continuance?

Mr. Hays-Why of New York?
Mr. McKenzie-1 noticed you don't

want to be of Tennessee, and hence
I thought I would place you. We
want you to have the respect of your
own wishes, Brother Hays, .aI!-d v;e
have no objections to your lIvmg m
New York. .

Mr. Hays-(Not heard in the nOIse
and continued talking of couns~l.)

Mr. McKenzie-Please do not mter
rupt me. I am talking to the court,
if you please. I will answer any
thing you want to ask, and wnte you
a letter to boot.

Mr. Hays-You cannot-
Mr. McKenzie-Your honor, I w.as

proud to see as a friend of these dIS
tinguished gentlemen among the
many. able Chattanooga lawyers up
here, my distinguished friend, FraI!-k
Spurlock one of the best lawyers m
Tennesse'e, standing by Col. Darrow.
If you want to get the Tennessee laws
as to how to get this in t.he record,
let him make a statement 10 the rec
0reJ.
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Mr. Hays-He told me.
.M~. McKenzie-We are perfectly

wIllIng for you to have it but we
don't .want to give you thr'ee hours
over It; your honor is not going to
let you prove that unless you could
show some symptoms you could
prove that.

Mr. Hays-I want to see the symp
toms.

Mr. McKenzie-We have had sev
eral of them. I think we have heard
the speeches of my good friends
Hays and Malone. We kind of enjoy
Brother D!lrrow speaking, but we
heard theIr speeches and sitting
around for two hours, on every ex
ception. Now it is a mere matter of
law and procedure what shall go into
the record in this case.

Mr. Hays-That is right.
Mr. McKenzie-it has been exclud

ed. Now, will your honor put it in
the record in this case? In the first
place, this honorable court must be
satisfied that they could have proved
by these witnesses this excluded
testimony.)

The Court-:-How can I be satisfied?
Mr. McKenzie-The onus is on

them.
Mr. Darrow-Let me ask you a shn

pIe question.
Mr. McKenzie-All right, Col. Dar

row.
Mr. Darrow-If you were askina

for the admission of some evidenc~
or John Smith here to testify, and
you told the court what it was and
the court said it was not competent
and ruled you could not give it isn't
that simple statement of what you
expect to prove by John Smith
enough to preserve the record?
. ~1r. McKenzie-No, sir; not unless
It IS agreed to by the other side.

Mr. Darrow-What?
Mr. McKenzie-Never has been in

Tennessee. If that is the way of it
we ought to just practice law on the
statements of the lawyers on each
side as to what they want to prove
and dispense with the witnesses, and
argue the case.

Mr. Darrow-I don't like to dis
pute on Tennessee law, but I am
sure I am right.

Mn. MbKoom-Let Col. Stewart

look at your statements there, and
if he will agree your witnesses will
swear to them-that trouble is all
over.

Mr. Hays-Why not read them in
open court?

Mr. McKenzie-1 don't want to
read them and nobody else wants to
read them. .

Mr. Darrow-It won't take over
an hour, and take the statements
of the rest of them.

Gen. Stewart-I don't think we
will have any trouble about what
~oes into t?e record; the only thing
IS the readIng of these in open courl.

The Court-They do not purpose
to read them.

Gen. Stewart-Re~d them and
make speeches on them.

Mr. Hays-No.
Mr. Darrow-We expect to show

that a certain professor will say so
and so and read the statement; read
two or three of them, and let it go
at that.

Mr. Hicks-As I understand and
remember, they made the statement
the other day to this effect: What
they intended to prove, that evolu
tion does not conflict with the Bible
or they want to interpret the Bibl~
or show evolution does not contra
dict the Bible. Now, your honor
has ruled that line of evidence is
not admissable in this case. Now
will your honor rule time and agair:
on it? Is there an end to that?

The. Court-Didn't they say what
they Intended to prove; didn't Mr.
Hays say that he wanted to offer
proof they wanted lo show what was
meant by it?

Mr. Hicks-That is true, your hon
or has already ruled on that; what
is their purpose?

The Court-I thought that the de
fendant admitted that he taught thal
man descended from a lower order
of. animals.

~1r. Hicks-If they exclude every
thIng else but the only evidence on
this merely to save time.

The Court-The higher courts may
differ with me.
. Mr. Hicks-What is the use of
reading. them in open cbmt? ..

Mr. Darrow-We are just trying
to make the record, nothing else.

Mr. Hays-We are entitled to make 
Ihis record in our own way as long
os it is iIi accord with the practice
of Tennessee .and the constitution.
Aren't we entitled to make it as long
as it is in accOI:d with your practice

r the way you gentlemen say?
Gen. Stewart-Like the court says.
Mr. Hays-If it is in accord with

your practice. .
Gen. Stewart-Why state them m

open court?
Mr. Hays-I understand that three

times.
Gen. Stewart-I would not be able

to understand you.
Mr. Hays-That is not my fault;

beg pardon.
Mr. McKenzie-As I understand

these gentlemen, the other day, they
offered this scientific testimony, and
your honor held that was not com-
petent; am I right? .

The Court-I held it was immater
ial and incompetent because it would
not reflect upon the issues involved
in the case.

Mr. McKenzie-Now, as I under
stand, if your honor please, the 0111y
purpose in their offering these state
ments now is to make up the record,
and in the event the case goes to the
appellate court to convince the court
your honor is i? erro~ in refu~
ina to admit thIS partIcular tesb
mgny. Now, if this is true, may it
please this honorable court, v:hat
right would they have to come mto
this court by reading these s.tat,:
ments and then after that as mdI
cated by Mr. Hays, make an argu
ment on the very statements of the~e
scientists that you have held theIr
testimony was not competent?

The Court-Just an hour to make
up the record.

Mr. Hicks-To make up the record,
not to make an argument. .

(Thereupon after a further col
loquy between counsel, the court
said) :

The Court-I give you an hour,
gentlemen to go over that, I will
then hear 'you on both sides. I will
let you have a chance to see the
statement'S offered as pro'cif.

(Thereupon Mr. Hays proceeded to
read) :

Mr. Malone-We can finish it in an
hour, your honor. ..

The Court-I am very much m
clined to give them an hour, general.
I believe I will give the defense an
hour to make up their record for the
appellate court. I want to be fair
to both sides and it occurs to me that
that is fair.

Mr. Hays-We expect to prove by
the Rev. Walter C. Whitaker-

The Court-I wish you wouid
stand over here near the stenogra
pher, Mr. Hays.

Mr. Hays-We expect to prove by
the Rev. Walter C. Whitaker, rector
of-

Gen. McKenzie-1 just want to l;lsk
for information. Is he first gOIng
to state what he expects to prove
here by each of these witnesses and
then read the affidavit covering the
some thing?

The Court-No, I don't think he
wants to do that. Mr. Hays, what
do you want to read, your statement
of summaries? I don't understand
he wants to argue the statements.

Bible Not to Be Taken Literally.
Mr Hays-I will offer a portion

of them. I have two here which
have not been prepared and I w!ll
state what they are and the.n I wI!1
offer just one where the Witness IS
in court and I want to read from that
what we offer to prove. The others
will state in general and we Will
save time if we can. We expect ~o
prove by the Rev. Walter C. Whit
aker, rector of St. John's Episco~al
church Knoxville, Tenn., and chaIr
man of the com~ittee which p~ss.es
on the competency of new mmIS
ters for the United States that a 1?an
can be a Christian and an evoluti:im
ist at the same time. He says As
one who for thirty years has preach
ed Jesus Christ as the Son of God
and as 'the express image of the
Father' I am unable to see any con
tradiction between evolution and
Christianity. •

"And also a man can be a ChrIS
tian without taking every word of
the l3ibIe literaHy. Not only so; but
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one thing followed another and the
truth is I did not know just how it
looked until I read over the minutes
as your. honor did and when I read
them over I was sorry that I had
said it. This is not all I am going
to say-I am just going to preface
it. So on Friday I determined im
mediately on reading it over I
would tell the court just what I
thought about it this morning. In
the meantime, I had seen the paper
which stated that the court thought
that I was trying to get in position
where I would beheld in contempt
and they thought so and the like
and I was at loss what to do, but I
knew your honor wanted to be
heard first. Now I want to say that
what I say is in good faith, regard
less of what your honor may think,
it is right for you to do, But I say
it because I think I ought to say it
for myself. I have been practicing
law for forty-seven years and I have
been pretty busy and most of the
time in court I have had many a
case where I have had to do what
I have been doing here-fighting
the public opinion of the people,
in the community where I was try
ing the case-even in my own town
and I never yet have in all my
time had any criticism by the court
for anything I have done in court.
That is, I have tried to treat the
court fairly and a little more than
fairly because when I recognize the
odds against me, I try to lean the
ether way the best I can and I don't
think any such occasion ever arose
before in my practice. I am not
saying this, your honor, to influ
ence you, but to put myself right.
I do think, however, your honor,
that I went further than I should
have gone. So far as its having
been premeditated or made for the
purpose of insult to the court I had
not the slightest thought of that.
I had not the slightest thought of
that. One thing snapped out after
another, as other lawyers have done
in this case, not, however, where
t.he judge was involved, and apolo
gized for it afterwards, and so far
as the people of Tennessee are con
cerned, your honor suggested that
in your opinion-I don't know as I
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ulminated in man possessed of
both animal and divine elements.

The theory of evolution is an at
tempt to explain the process in de
lail. It does not take place in a
vacuum, but in an environment in
which is God. Genesis and evolu
tion are complementary to each
other, Genesis emphasizing the di
vine first cause and science the de
tails of the process through which
God works. This view that evolu
tion is not contrary to Genesis is
held by many conservative evan
gelical theologians, such as Strong,
Hall, Micou, Harris and Johnson,
Mullins also holds to a theistic evo
lution."

Mr. Hays then read the statement
of Dr. Fay Cooper Cole, anthro
pologist, University of Chicago; the
statement of Kirtley F. Mather,
chairman of department of geology,
of Harvard university, and the state
ment of Dr. ·Winterton C. Curtis,
zoologist, University of Missouri.

At 11 :40 a. m., during the reading
of Dr. Curtis' statement, the further
hearing of this case was adjourned
to 1 :30 p. m., when the following
proceedings were had:

Darrow Apologizes to the Judge.
Gen. Stewart-This morning the

court read a citation to one of the
counsel for the defense, referring
to a certain matter which occurred
here on Friday and during the noon
hour I conferred with some of the
gentlement for the defense, partic
ularly the gentleman involved, Mr.
Darrow, and Mr. Darrow has a state
ment that he wants to make at this
time and I think it is proper that
your honor hear him and I want to
ask the court to hear the statement.

The Court-All right, I will hear
you, Col. Darrow.

Mr. Darrow-Your honor, quite
apart from any question of what is
right or wrong in this matter which
your honor. mentioned and which I
will discuss in a moment-quite'
apart from that, and on my own ac
count if nothing else was involved,
I would feel that I ought to say
what I am going to say. Of course,
your honor will remember that
whatever took place was hurried,

Two Accounts of Creation.
There ar~ two accounts in Genesi~

?f th~ creatIon of man. They are nol
IdentIcal and at points differ widely
It would pe difficult to say which i~
the teachmg of th~ Bible. The ainl
of both, ~ow~ver, IS clear and won.
~erfullY InspIred. Each shows how

ad created man and how man dif.
fers from beasts.

In the first account in Genesis
C~apter 1 to Chapter 2 Verse 3 it i~
Sild that ~od m~de bea'sts, cattl~ an;'
a creepIng thIngs by having th
earth brIng them forth as living crea.
tures. The Hebrew expression here
used to quote Nephesh Shayah is the
~ame as that used in Genesis Chapter
, Verse 7, to describe m~n when

c,reated. , The first story then can.
tInue~ wIth the creation by God of
man In th,e divine image, male and
female beIng created on the sixth
~ay. In the second account Genesis
~apter 2, Verses 2 to 24 God i~

saId to have formed man from the
dust of the ground and to have
breathed into him the breath of life
Man thus became a living soul. II;
the Hebrew the same word is us'ed
as tha~ previo~sly used to describe
the ammals whIch the earth brought
forth.

This living creature Adam is
plac.:ed by ,God in a ga~den, which
he IS to tIll. He is forbidden to
eat of the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil. He, however, dis
obeys and eats the' fruit. God then
declares that man has become "one
of us, knowing good and evil."
qenesls thus says that an animal
hfe, prod~ced,~y God from the
~arth by hIS spInt, came to be likecd thr~ugh a developmnet born
o ex.penence. Thus so far from
OPPO~Illg the Genesis account of the
cr~atI0!I of man, the theory of evo
lutIOn In some degree resembles it.
, But the book of Genesis is not
Intended to teach science but to
teach the a.c~ivity of God i~ nature
~nd the sIB,ntual. value of man. It
IS ,a relIgIOuS Interpretation its
wrIters use the best of the'the~
furrhent knowledge of the universeti s ow how God was in the crca.

ve process, and how that process
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the man has never. lived who took
w~ry Sword of ~he Bible literally.

. en t. 'pa,ul saId: 'I am crucified
~Ith <:hnst,. and when David said
TJ.1e lIttle hIlls skipped like rams:

neIther expected that what he wrot~
would. be ta~en literally. The sense
?f Scnpture IS Scripture. That sense
IS conveyed to us sometimes in a
st.ory and sometimes in a poem. The
hIgher !!nd truer meaning would often
be lost Ifwe held ourselves exclusively
~o the letter and rejected that which
It sugges!s or figures. The story of
Abrah.am.s t.wo sons, as contained in
gen~sIs, ~s Illt.eresting and valuable'

ut In hIS epIstle to the Galatians'
~t. .Paul does not hesitate to say thai
I IS a.n ~llegory, and that its true
value IS ItS teaching as to the two
c02venants or testaments.
G J am thQroughly convinced that

o created the heavens and th
earth, but I do not know how he
proce~ded.. I am sure that He mad;
man In lIls Own image but I fi dnothing' th . '. , 111

, III e SCrIptures that tells
me ,HIS method. Since God is not
subject to the categories of time and
~fcrht a thou~and years being in His
to'" seea~h:t s:t:gle ~ay, I ~m unable
b T ere IS any Incompati
! Ity between evolution and reI'=

rC!n. Sbome evolutionists are irr~
IgIOUS.. 1;It so are some who are not

evolutI?msts. I myself hold 'th
the wnter of the E istl WI
brews that 'G d h P e to the. He-

d' , 0, w 0 at sundry tImes
an III dIvers manners, spoke in time
ha:~ ~ntohthe fathers by theprophets
u; byInH~ eSs,e lasbt days spoken unto

IS on, y whom H d
the world.''' That w e rna e
testimony of Dr. Whitak~:~ be the

Would Use Shailer Matthews.
. We expect to prove by Dr. Shailer

~}atfhewtd,ean C!f the Divinity school
e mvers,Ity of Chicago, and

. ?1?e of the leadmg American author
ItIe~, on th~ Biple, author of the book
0!I ~ontn~?tIon of Science to Reli.giog' th!!t a correct understanding
o ~nes~s shows that its account of
treatIhon IS, nl? more denied by evolu-

on t, ~n It IS by the laws of light
electnc~ty and gravitation Th B'bI'
deals wIth religion. '. e I e
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inal.(The statement of Dr. Herman
Rosenwasser was thereupon read,
which follows.)

Dr. Herman Rosenwasser is a rab
bi whose qualifications are vouched
for by Dr. Kaufman Kohler, presi
dent emeritus of the Hebrew Union
college of Cincinnati, and the lead
ing Hebrew Scholar of America,
who says: '

"I consider Rabbi Rosenwasser
well qualified to interpret Genesis
scientificallY and fully agree with
him in his endeavor to reconcile ev
olution with the Bible, as I did in
all my teachings."

(Biography-Dr. Herman Rosen-
wasser resides at 180 Common
wealth avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
He is 46 years of age, was born in
Hungary and came to the United
States in 1893. He studied in the
West High school of Cleveland, O.
Upon graduation he went to the
Hebrew Union college, where he
was a pupil of Dr. Isaac M. Wise.
After two years, and before gradua
tion, he was called to the rabbinate
of the congregation at Springfield,
Mo., and while there, in addition to
his religious duties, he taught in the
public high school. He left Spring
field for Cleveland in 1903 to con-
tinue his academic studies at the
Western Reserve university of Cleve
land. He specialized there in semi
tics and philosophy. In the year
1905, he received a degree of master
of arts from the Western Reserve
university. In 1906 he continued his
rabbinical studies at the Hebrew
Union college in Cincinnati, and in
1908 was there ordained a rabbi.
His first charge was Lake Charles,
La., two years; then Baton Rouge,
three years. While there he was a
member of the Protestant Ministerial
alliance. Then he went to San Fran
cisco, where he occupied for ten
years the rabbinate of Temple

, Sholem, leaving there two years ago
to devote himself to research.

During all this time he was a
student and teacher of the Bible and
has contributed largely to theologi-
cal papers.

I am sure that if he had had time
to have thought and deliberated he
would not have spoken those words.
He spoke those words, perhaps, just
ot a moment when he felt that he
had suffered perhaps one of the
greatest dissapointments of his life
when the court had held against
him. Taking that view of it, I
feel that I am justified in speaking
for the people of the great state that
1 represent when I speak as I do
to say to him that we forgive him
ond we forget it and we commend
him to go back home and learn in
his heart the words of the Man who
said: "If you thrist come unto Me
and I will give thee life." (Ap-
plause.)

I think the court should adjourn
downstairs. I am afraid of the
building. The court will convene
down in the yard.

(Court thereupon adjourned to
the stand in the courthouse lawn
and upon reconvening the following
proceedings occurred:)

Mr. Hays-If your honor please,
I will not take very much time. I
have condensed these statements
considerably.

The Court-Where is my officer?
Announce to the jury if any are
present they must retire.

Officer Kelso Rice-Now, if any
of the jurors are present please re
tire, by orders of the court.

Mr. Hays-Your honor, as to the
next order of proof which the de
fense would offer I should like to
say that the defense, as lawyers,
take no position of this. It has to
do wholly with the question of what
the Bible means, and what we
would be able to prove from wit
nesses~we wish to state that we
should be able to prove from learn
ed Biblical scholars:

(The statement of defense counsel
was thereupon read, which has
heretofore been multigraphed and
delivered to the press.)

Rabbi Rosenwasser's Statement.
Mr. Hays-Next, your honor, we

come to the question of what we
would like to prove on the ques
tions of translation that occur in the

Raulston Acts on Christian
Principles.

My friends, al;1d Col. Darrow, the
Man that I beheve came into the
world to save man from sin the
Man t~at died on the cross' that
~an might be redeemed, taught that
It was godly to forgive and were it
not for the forgiving nature of Him
self. I w?uld fear for man. The
Sa,vlOr died on the cross pleading
w~th God for the men who crucified
HII~. ~ believe in that Christ. I
beheve m these principles. I accept
C?l. Darrow's apology. I am sure
hIS remarks were not premediated.

judge speaks fro'm the bench or
acts from the bench, !:)is acts' are
no! persona,l but are part of the ma
chme that ~s part of the great state
where he hves. I could not afford
t~ pass those words by without no
!ice! because to do so would not do
Justice to the great state for which
I speak when I speak from the
ben<;h. I am proud of Tennessee
~ thmk Tennessee is a great state'

J
t has produced such men as th~
acksons, such men as James K

Polk and such men as Andy John:
~hn and such men as the great judge

at recently went from our neigh
borhoo.d to the supreme bench of
the Umted States--.,,-Judge Sanford
so I feel that we must preserve the
good name of this great state that
has produced such great men-such

,great. characters as these that I have
mentioned.. We. have had another
~an who hved m Tennessee-I be
heve he is dead now-he was a
poet and he wrote these' words:
"Dost thou behold thy lost youth

all aghast, '
Or . dos! t.hou feel from retribu

tions rIghteous blow
Then turn from the blotted archi

eves of the past
And find the future pages white

as snow.
Art thou a mourner? Rouse thee

from thy spell'
Art th?u a sinne'r? Sin may be

forgiven.
Each day gives thee light to lead

thy feet from hell
Each night a star t~ lead thy feet

to heaven."
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The Judge Forgives Darrow.

Tht; Court-Anyone else have
anythmg t.o say? In behalf of Col.
Darrow m anyway? (No re
sponse.) If this little incident had
been person~l between Col. Darrow
and myself, it would have been pas
sed by as unnoticed, but when a

was ever in a community in my life
wher~ my religious ideas differed
as widely from the great mass as I
~ave found them since I have been
m Tennessee. Yet I came, here a
perfect st~anger and I can say what'
I have said before that I have not
fC!~nd upon anybody's part-any
citizen. here in this town or outside,
the shghtest discourtesy. I have
been treate? better, kindlier and
more hospitably than I fancied
would have been the case in the
nortp., and that is due largely to
the ideas that southern people have
and they are, perhaps, more hospi
table .than we are up north. Now I
certamly meant nothing as against
th~ sta~e of Tennessee, whom I don't
thmk, is any way involved, as your
hoo;or knows. that these things came
up m. cC!urt time and time again and
that it is not unusual perhaps in a
case where there is a feeling that
grows out l?f proceedings like this
that some lawyers will overstep the
b~unds. I am quite certain that I
did that. I do not see how your
hoo;or co~ld have helped taking
notice. of it and I have regretted it
ever smce on my own account and
on a,ccount of the profession that I
am m, where I have tried to con
form ~o all rules and think I have
done it remarkably well and I don't
want thiS court, or any of my breth
re~ down here in Tennessee, to
thmk that I am not mindful of the
rules of court, which I am and
mean to be, and I haven't the ~light-·
est fault to find with the court. Per
sonally, I don't think it constitutes
a contempt, but I am quite certain
that the remark should not have
been ma~e and the court could not
help takmg notice of it and I am
sorry. that I made it ever since I
got tUJ?-e to read it and I want to
apologize to the court for it (Ap-
plause.) .
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not know it· he is ignorant of right
and wrong.' This is a story of a
man awakening to the consciousness
of right and wrong, of the conse
quences of such a knowledge, and he
begins the only process ~nown to
allay the pangs of conSCIence and
lack of harmony with his Creator.

To science and not to the Bible
must man look for the answer to t~e
question as to the pr~cess of man S
creation. To the BIble and not
science must men look fo~ t.he
answer to the- cause of man. s. In
telligence, his moral and spIrItual
being.

Man is here and must be accounted
for from two standpoints. He is a
physical being and lives the life of
all other physical beings and is a
study for material science. He is
spiritual and lives in tht: realm of
spirit and for understandmg of that
spiritual side one must study the
science of theology. When these two
shall be harmonized then will we
have an understanding of this dual
personality that follows after God
rather than the animal existence,
who plays with God's laws and
learns how. He operates them, who
sees in spirit and the~ transf?rms the
vision into locomotIves,. aIrplanes,
telegraph instruments, radIO,. and by
many inventions overcomes tIme and
space.

Students have a right to be taught
the truth about the whole man rather
than a half truth. The future of
human progress demands it.

Mr. Hays-Our next witness 'Y0uld
be Donald F. Metcalf and I thmk I
stated his qualification the other day.

The Court-His testimony is in
the record?

Mr. Hays-I have a few statements
I will read.

The Court-All right.
(Excerpts of the statement of Mr.

Metcalf were thereupon read.)
Mr. Darrow-I take it you want all

of the testimony incorporated in the
record?

Mr. Hays-Yes, of course, the
whole statement will go into the
record.

The Court-Yes, let the whole
statement go into the record.

If the Hebrew Bible were properly
translated and understood, one
would not find any conflict with the
theory of evolution which would
I)revent him from accepting both.

Mr. Hays-The defense counsel, of
urse, disclaims any knowledgt: on

tbe subject, but knows thert: IS. a
number of translations, and this WIt
ness would testify to them.

What Dr. H. E. Murkett Would
Say.

We would also be able to prove
that the Bible, properly interpreted,
does not conflict with the theory of

voltition by Dr. Herbert E. Murkett,
pastor of First Methodist Church,
Chattanooga. .

There is nothing whatever. III the
belief in evolution that demes the
divine story of creation. The non
Calvanistic churches have nev~r bt;
lIeved through their leaders, 10 dI
vine fi~t or determined and fixed pro
cesses as acts of God.

The divine story does not tell how
man was made: It says that he was
ml<de out of the dust-that is, .the ~a

terial~it tells what God dId WIth
him when made-breath~d into him
his spirit. The process IS not men-
tioned anywhere. . .

If the second chapter of Gen.esIs IS
taken literally then the ~reatIon C!f
man was progressive. FIrst man IS
formed and he is put to sleep and
through another process that no man
can interpret, woman was made, aI?-d
then through another process ChIl
dren were made and this process has
been going on for centUrIes. .

Take the statement that God saId,
"Let us make man in our image."
This is open to interpretation. Was
man already made? The story does
not say "Let us make another crea
ture an'd call him man and let us
make him after image." No, let us
make man-already known, already
a part of the ani~al life-let us
make him after our Image. He was
then endowed with the sp~r~t of God,
possessing his moral, SpIrItUal and
intelligent nature. .

Again note the s.tory m th~ s~cond
chapter of GeneSIS. Man IS 1Otro~

duced as perfectly naked, and does

which means "to animate the face of
the fluid mass."

In Psalms cxlviii :6, the King James
version says: "He hath made a de
cree which shall not pass." That is
not a correct translation. The word
"chak" in Hebrew means "natural
law" or "law of nature." Here it is
translated "decree." The words
"which shall not pass" do not repre
sent a correct translation, either.
The words should be "which He doth
not transgress." The proper English
translation of the whole would be
as follows: "He hath made a law of
nature, which He doth not trans
gress." In other words, the laws of
nature are unchanging.

In the Bible there are four dis
tinct terms for man: Adam, Enoch,
Gever and Ish. Some of these are
used as meaning animals.

In the Book of Ecclesiastes 3 :19:
"Adam (the physical man) and an
imals are declared to be subject to
the same laws. The original, proper
ly translated, is "There is no pre
eminence of the 'Adam' (of the nat
ural man) over the animal, for all is
unstable." The word "eucsh" also
refers to the physical man, because
that man turns to dust. (Psalms xc:
3). These two words, "Adam" and
"Eaosh" refer to the physical man
only and identify him with the phys
ical creation.

In the first chapter of Genesis, the
word "Adam" is used. The word
Adam means a living organism con
taining blood. If we are descended
from Adam we are descended from
a lower order-a living, purely or
ganism containing blood. If that is a
lower order of animal, then Genesis
itself teaches that man is descended
from a lower order of animals.

The terms "Gever" and "Ish" refer
to the intellectual and spiritual man.

Wherever the higher attributes of
man are referred to, such as love,
mercy, justice, righteousness, purity,

. etc., or any ethical attribute, the
words used are "Gever" and "Ish."
Every translation of a term here is a
literal translation. The Hebrew dic
tionary will bear out every transla
tion referred to.
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Mistakes in Bible Translation.
In the translation of the Hebrew

Bible, from which the King James
Protestant version is derived, there
are many errors, none of them basic.
The word "create" purports to be a
translation of "bara." This word,
"bara" is used with reference to both
inorganic and organic creation, man
as well as animals and plants. The
word "bara" is used to represent the
whole cosmic scheme. The correct
translation is "to set in motion."
From the incorrect translation into
English in the King James version
great confusion has resulted.

In Verse 2 of the King James ver
sion of the Protestant Bible appears
the following: "The spirit of God
moved upon the face of 'the waters."
That is not a correct translation of
the Hebrew. A correct translation
of the Hebrew word "marachefeth"
is, "And God animated, imparted life,
vivified." The words, "The face of
the waters" are "alpenai humayin,"

He speaks fluently, English, Ger
man, Yiddish, Hungarian and He
brew. He reads and translates the
above languages and in addition,
Latin, Greek, Chaldaic, French and
Italian. On the Bible he has done
original research work for years.)

The defense counsel, of course,
disclaims any knowledge on the sub
ject and knows there are any num
ber of translations, but this witness
wou~d tt;stify that the King James
verSIOn IS not an accurate transla
tion; not true to texts vitally teach
ing creation, man, life and soul.

In 16H, when the King James re
vision was made, little was known of
the Hebrew language. The scholarly
study did not begin until 1753. 142
years after the King James version.
From that time on, great stl'ides
have been made. To understand the
Bible one must know Hebrew.

The original Bible was without vo
calization (that is, the vowels were
missing), and without punctuation,
and the five books of Moses are read
in Hebrew synagogues from unvocal
ized or unvowelized and unpunctu
ated texts.
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Statements of Noted Scientists
as Filed Into Record by

Defense Counsel.
By Charles Hubbard Judd

Director of the School of Education,
University of Chicago.

(Biography.-D ire c tor of the
School of Education and head of the
Department of Education at tb;e Un~

versity of Chicago; has b~en III thIS
position sixteen years. Pnor to that
was professor of psychology at Ya~e

University. He was educated In
Connecticut Wesleyan, a Methodist
college, where the doctrine o~ evolu
tion is taught by all of the mstruc
tors in the Science Department. He
received the degree Ph. D. at Leipsig
University, where he took compara
tive anatomy as a minor subject,
with psychology as a major. In 1909
he was president of the American
Psychological Association; was twice
president of the Society of College
Teachers of Education, president of
the National Society for the Study

pret from within the Book. Innum
erable illustrations might be given
bearing upon almost every word in
the Bible.

In other words, we should prove
that the Bible is subject to various
interpretations depending upon the
learning and understanding of the
individual, and that, if this is true,
there is nothing necessarily incon
sistent between one's understanding
of the Bible and evolution. Many
accept these statements in the Bible
as legends or parables. They may
accept them as legends or parables,
and thus not find them inconsistent
with any scientific theory.

In II Timothy iv:4 appears the fol
lowing, according to the translation
from the Greek of Prof. Goodspeed,
of the University of Chicago:

"For the time will come when
they will not listen to wholesome
instruction, but will overwhelm
their whims and tickle their fancies,
themselves with teachers to suit
and they will turn" from listening to
the truth and wander off after fic
tion."

Fifth-That natural scielice is con
, erned with the developmental his
tory, the structure and the functions
of all living bodies, and not with any
religious or any ethical questions.

Sixth-That the Bible simply states
that God created the human body and
the material he used in doing it, and
not how he did so. There are at
least four separate accounts of the
creation of the human body in Gen
esis, and they can only be harmon
Ized in accordance with this view
point.

Science Discovers Method.
Science has discovered the devel-·

opmental history (evolution) of t?at
body-i. e., the method by whIch
God has brought it into being.

Another theory of some Biblical
scholars is that the Bible interprets
itself. In Roman iv:17 appears the
statement· that God "calleth things
that be not as though they were."

For instance, some scholars would
say, where the Bible states that man
was made in the image of God, it
refers only to Christ and His body,
and in the Bible are found passages
to uphold this. As an instance, in
Philippians iii :21 is the statement
concerning Christ, "Who shall
change' our vile body that it may
be fashioned like unto His glorious
body?"

We can merely give illustrations.
Genesis said, "Let there be 'light' and
there was 'light'." According to
some scholars, the word should be
law. According to others, as appears
in Psalms cxix:l05, "Thy word is a
lamp unto my feet and a light unto
my path,"-the word light should be
construed in a different sense. In
Psalmscxix :130, the statement is
"The entrance of thy words giveth
light, it giveth understanding unto
the simple.' In Psalms xliii:3 ap-"
pears, "Send out thy light and thy
truth." "Let there be light" should
be interpreted, these men say, as
"let there be understanding,"" ac
cording to those other statements
in the Bible. So, within the Bible
itself, can be found many interpre
tations. Even those who do not
choose to go outside the Book, inter-

STATEMENTS ARE FILED.
By Defense Counsel.

"Of course, the defense, as lawyers,
take no position on tile truth of the
stories of the Bible, but we wish to
state that we should be able to prove
from learned Biblical" scholars that
the Bible is both a literal and figura
tive document... that God speaks by
parables, allegories, s~~etimes liter
ally and sometimes spIrItually.

We should berable to prove:
First-That the entire Bible teaches

the fact of the fundamental differem;e
between the soul and the body. T!:llS
is clearly shown by the followmg
passages: Ecclesiastes vii:8; ~uke
"viii :55, xxiii :46, xxiv :39; John VI :~3;
I Corinthians vi:17,20; Hebrews IV:
12 xii 22 23' James ii :26-all of
which sho~ thG Bible attitude on the
question of the nature of the soul.

Typical examples of the teaching
of the Bible in reference to the body
or flesh are given below:

"My' substance was not hid from
thee when I was made in secret, and
curi~uslywrought in the lowest parts
of the earth. Thine eyes did see my
substance yet being unperfect: and
in thy boo~ all. my m.embers were
written, whIch III contInuance were
fashioned, when as yet there. was
none of them." (Psalm CXXXXIX :15
16.) "

Here there is a distinct statement
that" the human body was created by
the process of evolution.

Also Roman viii :22 says "For we
know that the whole creation groan
eth and travaileth in pain togethel'
until now."

Second-That the entire Bible
teaches that God is a spirit and "the
father of spirits," and not the father
of flesh. (See Numbers xxvii :16;
John iv:23-24; Hebrews xii:9.)

Third-Therefore, it is man's soul
or spirit, and not his body, that is the
Son of God, and which consequently
is in the image of God.
" Fourth-That the "Bible is con

cerned with the ethical and spiritual
side of life, and not with the body,
or chest of tools, which is the means
of self-development or self-expres·
sion of that soul.

Letter From Luther Burbank.
Mr. Hays-While we are on that

subject I will say Mr. Luther Bur
bank makes a full statement.

The Court-Is he here?
Mr. Hays-He is not here, yo?r

honor. This is his letter. We wIll
take" his deposition if you will let it
in as "evidence.

Mr. Hicks-Will you let us cross
examine him?

Mr. Hays-Do you want t? cross
examine Mr. Burbank, Mr. HIcks?

Mr. Hicks-We would cross-exam
ine him if you put him on.

Mr. Hays-I would like to hear
you cross-examine Mr. Burbank.

Mr. Hicks-I would like to hear
you too. (Applause and rapping for
order by Policeman Kelso Rice.)

(Letter by Mr. Burbank was then
read.)

Gen. Stewart-That is just a let
ter from Mr. Burbank?

Mr. Hays-That is what we .wo?ld
be able to prove and if the sCIentIfic
witnesses went on the stand, I as
sume we could take his deposition
and prove it if we could get it here
in time. Dr. Charles Hubbard Judd
would testify:

(The statement of Mr. Judd was
thereupon read.)

Mr. Hays-And the last statement
which I would read to your honor,
showing what I could prove, is from
Dr. Horatio flackett" Newman, zool
ogist of the University of Chicago.

(Reading.)
The Court-Have you had the

itatements marked filed, Mr. Hays?
Mr. Hays-Yes, sir, I will.

Mr. Hays-The next is Herbert A.
Nelson, who, as your attorney
knows, is state geologist of Tennes
see. (Reading statement by Nelson.)

Mr. Hays-I will next read Dr.
Jacob Lipman, as your honor no
doubt knows, Mr. Lipman is a very
eminent scientist.

(The statement of Mr. Lipman was
thereupon read.)
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animals cells is made. Other· bac
teria convert the nitrogen of the
plant and animal substances into am
monia and nitrates. Mineral acids,
like nitrous, nitric, sulphuric and
phosphoric, are partly, if not en
tirely, the products of bacterial ac
tivity. Carbon dioxide is generated
in enormous quantities through the
activities of nitro-organisms. In the
course of ages the by-products of
microbial activity served to dissolve
enormous quantities of rock material,
and this dissolved material started
on its way to the sea. Silicates,
phosphates, nitrates, sulphates and
carbonates, went to supply the build
ing stones for the bodies of marine
organisms. Some of the salts dis
solved from the rocks ultimately be
came the source of salt deposits, such
as rock salt, gypsum, potash, salts,
limestone, etc. Bacteria are thus
recognized as the primary or sec
ondary cause of extensive mineral
deposits, in other words, as geologi
cal agents of importance. By way
of example, mention may be made of
the potash deposits of certain Euro
pean countries, estimated to be 20,
000,000 years old. The green sand
formation of New Jersey and states
further south originated in the sea
about 10,000,000 years ago. The phos
phate deposits of .Central Tennessee
are derived from limestone rock ·50,
000,000 years old at the very lowest
estimate. The extensive deposits of
coal represent the remains of the
ancient vegetation. We are now
burning coal derived from plants
that grew at least 20,000,000 years
ago. The coal deposits contain ni
trogen which today is the source of
fer~ilizer. In making coke, illumi
natIng gas and other products from
coal, a large part of the nitrogen is
saved and converted into ammonia
for refrigeration and fertilizer pur
poses. We know of extensive de
p~si~s of sulphur which originated
mIllIons of years ago and which to
day are used for industrial and agri
cultural purposes. In a smaller way,
merition may be made of deposits of
iron ore, gyPsum, or limestone, in
the formation of which bacteria
played an important parL

He is a member of the National Re
search council, the American associa
tion for the Advancement of Science,
the American Chemical society, the
American Society of Bacteriologists,
the American Society of Agronomy,
the American Academy of Science,
the Washington Academy of Sciences
and a number of other American sci
entific societies. He is president of
the International Society of Soil Sci
ence and corresponding member of
the Swedish Royal Society of Agri
culture and Veterinary Medicine.

Organic Evolution from the Point of
View of the Soil Investigation.

The student of soils is obliged to
consider the materials from "which
they are made. These materials are
represented by rocks and minerals,
and by the remains of plants, ani
mals, insects, bacteria and other
micro-organisms. The change of
rocks into soils is a slow and gradu
al process. .. In the older geological
ages the mantle of soil covering the
roc;ks was not as thick as it is today.
Gomg back for enough, we come to
the time when the depth of soil was
not great enough to support plants
of any but very primitive forms..
Like plants and animals, OUl" soils
had to pass through a long period of
change to support the varied forms
of life on the earth. A direct rela
tion may be traced between soil,
plants and animals in the evolution
of organic life.

Among the early forms of life
there were bacteria capable of de
veloping in a purely mineral me
dium. Such forms are still found
in the sea, in mineral springs and in
soils. Some of them can obtain the
energy for their life processes by
oxidizing hydrogen gas, mothane
(marsh gas), carbon monoxide, sul
phur, sulphurated hydrogen, iron
and even carbon. In the primitive
s~as, and on the rock surfaces, those
SImple forms of life prepared the
way for the more highly organized
beings. Some bacteria are able to .
manufacture nitrogen compounds out
of the simple nitrogen gas of the
aIr. They thus supply material out
of which the protoplasm of plant and

based on definitely ascertainable
facts and show without exception
that a long process of evolution has
been going on in the life of man as
it is definitely know through histor
ical re.cord and prehistoric remains.
In my judgment it will be quite im
possible to carryon the work in
most of the departments in the high
er institutions of the state of Ten
nessee without teaching the doctrine
of evolution as the fundamental
basis for the understanding of all
human institutions.

Whatever may be the constitu
tional rights of legislatures to pre
scribe the general course of study
of public schools it will, in my judg
ment, be a serious national disaster
if the attempt is successful to deter
mine the details to be taught in the
schools through the vote of legisla
tures rather than as a result of scien
tific investigation.

By Jacob G. Lipman,
Dean of the College of Agriculture

and Director of the New Jersey
Agricultural Experiment Sta
tion, State University of New

Jersey, New Brunswick,
New Jersey.

Dr. Jacob G. Lipman, of Rutgers
and the state university of New
Jersey, is a specialist in the field of
soil science. He received his bach
elor's degree at Rutger's in 1894, his
master's degree at Cornell in 1900,
and the degree of doctor of philoso
phy also at Cornell in 1903. His al
ma mater gave him the honorary de
gree of doctor of science in 1923. He
has been soil chemist and baceteriol
ogist of the New Jersey Experiment
stations since 1901; director of the
stations in 1911, dean of the college
of agriculture, State university of
New Jersey since 1915. Since 1902
he has been a member of the faculty
of Rutgers.

He is editor-in-chief of Soil Sci
ence, associate editor of the Journal
of Agricultural Research, Interna
tional Mitteilungan fur Bodenkunde
and of Annales Sciences Agronomi
ques. He is also editor of the Wiley
Agricultural Series, and associate
editor of the Pennsylvania Farmer.
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of Education, president of the North
Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, vice-president of
the section of psychology of the
American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science. He is author
of seven books and of numerous arti
cles of psychology and education.)

In the normal schools of the state
of Tennessee it will, I think, be im
possible to obey the law without
seriously depriving teachers in train
ing of a proper view of the facts of
human mental development. Every
psychologist recognizes the fact that
the human organs of sense, such as
the eye and the ear, are similar in
structure and action to the organs
of sense of the animals. The fun
damental pattern of the human
brain !S the same as that of the high
er ammals. The laws of learning,
which have been studied in psy
chological and educational labora
tories, are shown to be in many re
spects identical and always similar
for animals and man. It is quite
impossible to make any adequate
study of the mental development of
children without taking into account
the facts that have been learned from
the study of comparative or animal
psychology.

Would Handicap Teaching.
It will be impossible, in my judg

ment, in the state university, as well
as in the normal schools, to teach
adequately psychology or the science
of education without making con
stant reference to all the facts of
mental development which are in
cluded in the general doctrine of
evolution. The only dispute in the
field of psychology that has ever
arisen among psychologists so far
as I know has to do with the meth
ods of evolution. There is general
agreement that evolution in some
form or other must be accepted as
the explanation of human mental
life.

Elaborate studies have been made
in the field of human psychology
dealing with such matters as the evo
lution of tools, the evolution of lan
guage and the evolution of customs
and laws. All of these studies are
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tribe or race, and to determine its
normal variation. Anything strik
ingly beyond the normal at once be
comes the subject of inquiry to de
termine its cause. In· addition to the
mathematical description there are
added observations-color of skin,
shape of teeth, the form of the hair,
and many others.

On man's skeleton these observa
tions are even more exact and are so
definite that given a single skull or
skeleton it is possible to tell with
considerable certainty the age, sex
and race of the individual, while for
a series of skeletons the results are
definite. The skeletons tell much of
man's history, for the articulation of
the bones and the lines of attachment
of the muscles reveal how he walked,
how he held his head and many
other details of his life. It also re
veals the fact that man presents
many variations difficult to explain
without referring to similar condi
tions found in the animal world. To
gain further light on these variations
the anthropologist works with the
anatomist and comparative anatom
ist and he quickly finds that every
human being of today possesses
many muscles for which there is no
apparent use; such muscles are those
behind· the ears, those going to the
tail, the platysma-a muscle going
from the chin to the Clavicle. These
are but a few among many which to
day are functionless in man; but are
still in use by certain animals. Go
ing to the human embryo we find
these vestiges of an earlier condi
tion much more developed while
others appear for a time and then
vanish before birth. Such a case is
the free tail possessed by every. hu
man embryo, a few weeks before its
birth.

Man's Useless Organs.
It is difficult to explain the pres

ence of these useless organs in man
unless we believe that sometime in
his development they were in use.

This study also reveals the fact
that man closely resembles certain
members of the animal world in
every bone and organ of his body.
There are differences. but. they are

and Malays, and of their social or
ganizations. He was a member of
various expeditions to the American
southwest, excavating the ruined
cities of cliff dwellers in the south
west and carried on investigations
among the Pueblo and Navajo In
dians. From· 1907 to 1912 he was
special investigator for the Philip
pine Bureau of Science, codifying the
laws and making a study of the
social, economic and mental life of
the uncivilized- tribesmen. During
the last three years of connection
with the field museum he was also
lecturer in anthropology at North
western university. He is a fellow
of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, fellow of
the American Geographical society,
member of the council of this as
sociation .and now one of the vice
presidents of the American Anthrop
ological association, and member of
the Social Research council of this
association. He is author of four
monographs and various scientific
papers dealing with the folk lore,
physical typ~s, social, religious and
economic life of the primitive tribes
of the Philippine islands.}

Anthropologists accept evolution
as the most satisfactory explanation
of the observed facts relating to the
universe, to our world and all life
on it. They hold that evidence
abundantly justifies us in believing
that development has been from the
simple to the complex and that pres
ent forms of life, including man, have
been produced from earlier existing
forms, but through immense periods
of time.

The field of the anthropologist is
man, man's body, and man's society,
and in this study he finds himself
working side by side with the bi
ologist and the geologist. For the
study of man's body he has worked
out a set of instruments and has se
lected a series of points for obser
vation, by means of which he can
accurately describe each individual
of a group, the length, breadth and
beightof head, the facial proportions,
the length of limbs and so on.

In this way the anthropologist de
termines .the averaee oia. group oc

perfect flowers, fruit of higher yield
ing qualities and better flavor, fibre
crops of superior fibre, sugar crops
with a higher content of sugar, crops
resistant to plant diseases, crops suit
able for dry climates and wet cli
mates, for sour soils and sweet soils,
and, in general, for a wide range of
soil and climatic conditions. In the
same way, genetics has made it pos
sible for us to improve on the types
of animals of economic importance
in our farming industry.

We are indebted to science for a
clearer vision of the great laws of
nature, and of the methods of the
divine Creator. The men of science,
carrying on their labors in a spirit
of reverence and humility, try to in
terpret the great book of knowledge
in order thflt the paths of man may
fall in more pleasant places, and the
ways of human society may be in
better keeping with the divine pur
pose..

With these facts an interpretations
of organic evolution left out, the ag
ricultural colleges and experimental
service to our great agricultural in
stations could not render effective
dustry.

By Dr. Fay-Cooper Cole,
Anthropologist, University of

Chicago.
(Biography-Dr. Fay-Cooper Cole

received the degree bachelor of sci
ence at Northwestern university.
After work as a graduate student at
Rush Medical college and the Uni
versity of Berlin, he took the degree
doctor of philosophy at Columbia
university. He is now anthropolog
ist at the university of Chicago. Be
fore that he was connected with th
Field Museum of natural History at
Chicago, one of the three chief mu
seums in America, for nineteen years,
for the greater part ·of that period he
was in charge of the museum's wor)
in physical anthropology and Malay
an ethnology. He conducted thre
expeditions covering a period of flv .
and one-half years in the Philippine'
Islands, Borneo, Java, Madura, Nias,
Sumatra and the Malay peninsu]n.
making a particular study of the or
igin and the migration of the pygmies
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Today, like many millions of years
ago, bacteria are busy creating con~

ditions necessary for the growth of
plants and animals. Bacteria are re
sponsible for the circulation of car
bon and nitrogen in nature: The ma
terial of plant and animal bodies is
used over and over again, and pro
cesses of decay must go on in order
that the carbon, nitrogen, sulphur
phosphorus, lime and other elements
locked up in the bodies of plants
and anim;lls may be released for. the
development of countless generatIons
of living things. It has been truly
said that we may have in our bodies
today the carbon or the nitrogen
which were once in the bodies of the

.kings of Egypt or of living organisms
of whose origin and history we know
nothing.

After the lowly bacteria and other
miscroscopic forms of life .had
lived and produced extensive changes
on land and in the sea, conditions
became more favorable for the
growth of plants. The primitive
forms of plant life gradually devel
oped into more perfect organisms,
until the mosses, ferns, cycads gave
way to flowering plants, perhaps 10,
000,000 years ago at a very conser
vative estimate. In some way bac
teria learned to establish a partner
ship with some kinds of plants, such
as .clover, alfalfa, soy beans, etc.
These plants, together with the bac
teria, are the important factors in
our agriculture as regards the main
tenance of a. supply of nitrogen in
our soils. .

Thus plants had to develop both
as to quantity and quality in order
that there might be sufficient food for
the advancing forms of animal life.
One may properly speak of the gen
esis and evolution of soil as one
would speak of the genesis and evo
lution of plants and animals. Man
has learned to use this knowledge to
improve his condition, and in follow
ing the laws laid down by the divine
Creator, he has been able to fashion
more perfect forms of plant and an
imal life. The story of Genetics,
which deals with the principles of
plant and animal breeding, is full of
mterest. It has to its credit more
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differences of degree rather than of
kind. The animals most closely
resembling man are the anthropoid
apes. A careful study shows that
they have specialized in their way
quite as much as man has in his, so
that while they are very similar, yet
it is evident that man's line of de
scent is not through any of th6se
anthropoids. It does appear, how
ever, that both man and the other
primates have a common precursor,
but that the anthropoids must have
branched off from the common stock
in very remote times. If this is true,
then we might hope to find in ancient
strata of the rocks some evidences
of earlier forms of men, who might
perhaps more closely approach the
common ancestor. This is exactly
the case. The geologists have estab
lished the relative age of the strata
of the rocks, while the palaentolog
ists have made plain the forms of
life which lived in the epochs when
these strata were deposited.

In the strata laid down at the end
of the Pliocene period, at least 500,
000 years ago, there has been founlil
the bones of a being which appears
to be an attempt of nature toward
man. In the year 1891 on the island
of Java, there was found the bones
of an animal which in many ways
seems to be· intermediate between
man and the anthropoids. These
bones were found in undisturbed
strata, forty feet below the surface,
at a point where a river had cut
through the mountainside. There
can be no doubt that these bones
were laid down at the time that
stratum was deposited and by study
ing the associated fauna, consisting
of many extinct animals, the age of
these rocks was established. These
bones were not lying together, but
had been scattered over a distance
of about forty-five feet by the action
of the ancient river which deposited
them.

These semihuman bones consisted
of a skull cap, a femur, and two mo
lar teeth. The skull was very low
with narrow receding forehead and
heavy ridges of bone above the eye
sockets, while a bony ridge extended
from lretW\l'en the ey'&-brows to the

top of the head approaching a con
dition found in the cranium of th
anthropoids. The brain capacity of
this individual was between 850 and
900 cubic cen.timeters, or a littl
more than half of that of model' II
man. On the other hand it is half :t~
much again as that of the adull
gorilla, and the special development
has taken place in these regions
whose high development is typical
of the brain of man. Hence in tbi.
respect this being seems to stant!
midway betwen man and the high
est anthropoids. The teeth approach
the human type and indicate th
peculiar rotary mode of masticatioll
of the human, which is impossibl
in animals having their interlockinl!
canine teeth. The thigh bone is
straight, indicating an upright pos
ture and ability to run and walk, as
in man. And the muscle attachmen1.~

show he was a terrestial and not an
arboreal form. If, as seems probabl ,
these four bones belonged to tb
same individual, he must have been
more man-like than any living ap
and at the same time, more ape-lik
than any human known to tis. He ill
known as Pithecanthropus erectus 01'

the erect ape-man.
Another find of somewhat similar

nature was made only a few months
ago in Bechuanaland of South Africll
by Prof. Dart, of the University at
Johannesburg. This find consistetl
of the skull of an animal well de
veloped beyond modern anthropoid.
in just those characters, faCIal a1'!d
cerebral which are to be expected In
a form intermediate between mall
and the anthropoids. Neither of
these two heings are of certainty, di
rectly ancestral to man, but they do
seem to indicate that nature at II

very early period was making ex
periments toward man.

Two other fossil beings, found III
the early strata of the rocks, a1ll0
seem to indicate a development to
ward man. In the strata of til{
second interglacial period, probably
at least 250,000 years ago, there liv II
a being with a massive jaw, a jaw
human in every respect, except tbnl
it had no chin and the ramus or up
right portion toward the socket wo

ry broad, as in the anthropoids.
his jaw is so narrow behind that it
thought the tongue could not have

ufficient play to allow of articulate
ecch. The teeth, although very
rge, are essentially human with

ven tops, as in man, while the ca
Ines lacked the tusk-like character
hich they still retain in the apes.
his jaw was found in the year 1907

n a sand pit working near Heidel-
rg, Germany. It was discovered

n place at a depth of nearly eighty
et and lay in association with fos

U remains of extinct animals which
ake possible its dating in geologic

Ime.. It is difficult to picture a man
Irom the jaw alone, but this much

e can say the mouth must have
rojected more than in modern man,
ut less than in the chimpanzee or

forilla. He had.a heavy protruding
ace, high muscles of mastication,
ssentially human teeth, and he was
Iready far removed from his pri-

matic ancestors with large canines.
He was nearer. to man than to the

pes; he was further along the line
of evolutionary development than

ithecanthropus erectus, the Java
ape-man, and he lived at a much
Inter period. This being is known
s the Heidelberg man.
The second of these two finds

which we have mentioned occurred
near Piltdown in Sussex, England.
This consisted of the crushed skull
of a woman and a jaw which can
carcely be distinguished from that

of a chimpanzee. For a time there
was much question if the two could
possibly belong together, but a more
recent find, which occurred about
three miles -distant from the first,
gain showed portions of the same

type of skull and jaw. The skull is
exceedingly thick and its capacity
much less than that of modern man,
but it is distinctly human, while, as
Indicated, the jaw approaches that
of an anthropoid. Here again we
eem to have an approach toward

man in very ancient strata.
Toward the end of the second in

terglacial period in Europe at least
225,000 years ago we begin to find
tODe implements which give indi

cation of having been intentionally
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formed and used by intelligent
beings. By the third interglacial pe
riod, more than 150,000 years ago
these utensils have taken on definite
form and we find thousands of stone
axes of crude type scattered over a
large portion of central and south
ern Europe. We have no fossil re
mains of man during this third inter
glacial period, for he then lived in
the open and it would only be by
the merest chance that his skeletons
might be preserved to us. But when
the fourth glacial epoch spread over
Europe these men were compelled to
make their homes in the shelters and
caves of the rocks, and here in the
debris around their ancient hearths
we can read the record of their home
life, and from this period on for a
period of at least 50,000 years, we
can read the record of man's oc
cupancy of Europe as clearly as
though we were reading from the
pages of a book. Fortunately for
the scientists, these people buried
their dead and we have preserved for
us a considerable number, ranging
from children to adult men and
women, so there is no guessing as to
the sort of man who occupied Eu
rope at this time.

They were massively built, with
long arms and short legs, in height
they averaged about five feet three
for the men, and four feet two, for
the women, or about the same as the
modern Japanese. The head was
long and narrow, above the eyes was
a heavy bony ridge, back of which
the forehead retreated abruptly, in
dicating rather little development of
the fore brain. The nose was low
and broad, the upper lip projecting,
but the jaw was weak and retreat
ing. The head hung forward on a
massive chest, this we know because
the foramen magnum, the opening
by which the spinal cord enters the
cranium, was situated further back
than is the case in modern man, and
the points of articulation with the
bones of the neck also show con
clusively that the head hung habitu
ally forward. In all cases we find
the thigh bone to be curved and this,
together with the points of articula
tion, show that the knee was habitu-
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time, and in each and every part of
the world.

We also know that practically all
of the earth has at some time ?r
other been covered by water, and In
these ancient seas life has existe!l,
which has left its record to us In
fossil form. It must, however, also
be understood that large parts of
our present water ar~as ~ere at some
period in past geolOgiC hme also land
areas. These seas have come and
gone over limited areas of the earth's
surface many times during the geo
logic history of the earth.

We know that originally the
mouth of the Mississippi river was
near Cairo, Ill., and that all of the
Mississippi valley, as we now know,
it was at that time (which was the
close of the Cretacious period) a
part of a much larger Gulf of ~ex
ico than the one that now eXIsts.
All of West Tennessee, during this
time, was in a northern extension of
the Gulf of Mexico, and the fine
China clay deposits of that section
were laid down in shallow water at
the time tropical plants flourished in
that section.

East Tennessee.
East Tennessee is made up of many

layers of rocks, limestone, shale and
sandstone, all of which were like
wise laid down under water, and
many of these layers contain the Fe
mains of animal and plant lIfe.
Some of the oldest rocks whi~h con
tain animal life are found In East
Tennessee. They are known as
Cambrian rocks, and in these rocks
occur the first abundant remains of
sea form of life. This was the age
of the early invertebrates. These
rocks are well exposed to the east of
Dayton in the East Tennessee valley
region. .

Then came the time interval WhICh
the geologist calls the Ordovican, the
time when primitive fishes, corals,
and land plants came into existence.
Some of these first corals in fossil
form have been found in the western
ed<1e of Dayton. This time interval
w:s followed by another series of
rocks which, in East Tenne~see, c?n
tain the red iron are depOSIts which

buried animal and plant remains
has been taught in this state since.
1828 at which time Gerard Troost,
one 'of the founders of the Phila
delphia Academy of Science, was
elected professor of geology at the
University of Nashville, and three
years later was elected state geolo
gist of Tennessee. From that date
to the present time, this science,
dealing with the age and study of
the earth and its rocks and the bur
ied life'which they contain, has
been continuously taught in Ten
nessee.

Such teaching could not have been
carried on through ninety-seven
years of time, unless the t~aching ~f
evolution had been permItted as It
was permitted by our religious an
cestors who formed this state.

We know that streams and rivers
carry sediment; that muddy waters
are full of the soil of some field,
washed into a nearby stream by a
hard rain, and some such soil, when
it once gets into a stream, starts on
a long journey to .the oc~an. Most of
the streams in thIS sectIOn are mud
dy for many months in. each yea~,
and this mud which IS the SOlI
washed from ~ur gullied hillsides,
in this particular case goes ~0'Yn.th~
Tennessee river, into the MIS:,>ISSIppi
river and to the Gulf of MeXICO.

We know that at the mouth of the
Mississippi river the sediments
brou"ht down by this river are de
posit~d so rapidly that land is formed
which is extending into the Gulf of
Mexico at the rate of many feet a
year. As a rule, these processes ?f
weathering of rocks to produce SOI~,
of erosion of this soil, and of depOSI
tion of this transported soil through
rivers into some nearby sea or ocean,
takes place so slowly, as time is gen
erally measured, that we ca';1 o';1IY
see through detailed and. sc~enhfic
observation the results Withm our
own lifetime. But at the delta of
the Mississippi river this v.ery pro
cess is taking place so rapIdly that
anyone can easily measure it year
by year and can understand that
these same processes have bet;n
taking place all through all geolOgiC

American Engineering council, and
president of the Monteagle Sunday
School assembly, of Monteagle, Tenn'l
the leading dnterdenominationll
chautauga and summer resort in tho
south, founded forty-three years ago.
and after Sept. 1st, Corcoran pro
fessor of geology and head of th
department of geology, University of
Virginia, and state geologist of Vir
ginia. He received the degree bache
lor of science at Vanderbilt univer
sity and the degree master of arts nl
Leland Stanford university. He hall
held responsible posiions with com
mercial firms as well as in the serv
ice of the state. He is a fellow of th
American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science, a fellow of
the Geological Society of America,
member American Institute of Minin"
and Metalurgical Engineers, Ameri
can Association' Petroleum Geolo
gists, Seismological Society of Ameri
ca and other organizations. He has
published a number of papers on
geological and related subjects, both
scientific and of a popular nature.)

The different layers of rock
which form the surface of the earth
unfold a remarkable story of evolu
tion. These rock layers may be read
as clearly as the leaves of a book,
and they are the book which tells
the true history of the earth; and
the buried remains of animal and
plant life which they contain like
wise show the rise of life and its
development on this earth. All
forms of life have changed and de
veloped to meet the conditions
which have existed on the earth, all
it has developed to meet the condi
tions which have been developing
from the beginning of geological
time.

Tennessee is an ideal place ill
which to study and learn the story
of the rock layers which have been
laid down, from the earliest timo.
in which any life existed up to tbo
present. Life forms suitable fOI'
one period of the earth's history,
proved unsuitable for another pe
riod, and so new forms, therefore.
evolved through natural causes.

This is not a new study in Ten
nessee, as geology and its study or

ally bent and that this man walked
in a semierect position. Those
people known as the Neanderthal
race spread out over the western
half of Europe and we now know
and have excavated very large num
bers of the" stations in which they
lived. They were men-they were
human-but they were much more
like the anthropoids in many re
spects than is modern man. They
lived in Europe for a period of at
least 25,000 years, probably much
longer, when they were displaced by
newcomers who pushed in from
around the eastern end of the Medi
terranian and from Asia. The new
comers known as Cromagnon, are
a much finer physical type, but so
closely related to modern man that
it is not necessary to describe their
physical type; but it is of interest
that we can study his home life, his
art and his life among certain an
imals now extinct, for a' period be
ginning about 20,000 years ago and
extending down to the coming of
modern races.

Only a few points relating to man
and his history have been reviewed,
but enough has been said to indicate
that the testimony of man's body, of
his embryological life, of his fossil
remains strongly points to the fact
that he is closely related to the other
members of the animal world, and
that his development to his present
form has taken place through im
mense periods of time.

From the above it seems conclusive
that it is impossible to teach anthro
pology or the prehistory of man
without teaching evolution.

By Wilbur A. Nelson,
State Geologist of Tennessee.

(Biography-Wilbur A. Nelson is
state geologist of Tennessee, presi
dent of the American Association of
State Geologists, past president of the
Tennessee Academy of Science,
chairman executive committee, South
ern Appalachian Power conference,
1923, member of the executive com
mittee of the division of states re
lations of the Natural Research coun
cil; member of the council of the
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are used by the iron furnaces of
this section. The rocks of this age
are known as the Silurian, and dur
ing this time life further developed
and scorpions and lung fishes came
into existence. "

The series goes on.' Layer after
layer of rocks were laid down, each
series of which has been given a
name" by geologists so that they can
be easily referred to. Next came the
great age of fishes, and their remains
are found in the rocks which the
geologists call the Devonian and
Mississippian series. The black slate,
which crops out at the foot of Wal
den's ridge, as well as, the limestone

.lying above it, which form the side
of the mountain to the west of Day
ton, are layers belonging to these
series. These rocks are full of the
remains of animal life.

Then came the period in which
the ancient plants flourished and pro
duced great coal deposits, the age
which has ben called the carbonifer
ous. The extensive coal deposits of
the Tennessee coal field, the edge of
which caps the mountain a few miles
west of Dayton, are of this age, and
wonderfully preserved plant remains
are found in the slates which lie on
top of the differ.ent coal seams. This
is a fact well known by the coal
miners of this section. And what
has been stated above as to Tennes
see is but one illustration of how the
different geologic periods passed and
life developed over the earth.

And even when this carboniferous
period in the development of the
earth has been reached, we are still
many millions of years back from
the age of man; we must still pass
through many geological time pe
riods, through that age known as the
Permian, when land vertebrates first
arose; through the Triassic, when
reptilliari mammals arose; through
the Jurassic, when flying reptiles
were in existence. This was the age
of reptiles. Then into the Cretace
ous when flowering plants came into
existence, and a great group of the
reptiles known as dinosaurs, became
extinct.
. And then we ~ame to that period
III the earth's history, at the begin-

ning of which the ancient mammals
and birds were first known to exist.
Fossil remains show clearly that
birds evolved from flying reptiles.
This is the great age of mammals.
Thru this period, the modern life
forms developed. A period of glacial
activity took place, during which
five distinct glacial stages existed,
one after the other, with four in
terglacial intervals, and man-like
beings came into being at least the
beginning of this time. Such, very
briefly, is an account of the evolu
tion of the earth from Cambrian time
to the present, with a brief outline
of the life forms which existed dur
ing these different periods. We
know that this took many millions of
yeats, and yet we also know that
the earth existed untold millions of
years before Cambrian time.

For the formation of the earth
and its early stages we must turn to
the science of astronomy. The re
lations of the earth to the stars and
the planets are shown in the depths
of the leavens, and there must exist
in the heavens those cosmie condi
tions which gave rise to our world
and the other planets of our system.
Through the telescope and spectro
scope, the astronomers have solved
many of these secrets.

But what. of the age of the earth
measured in years as we measure
other happenings. From the brief
outline just given one can see that it
has been in existence unknown mil
lions of years, but just how many it
is impossible to say.

We can, however, measure back to
t!J.e more recent. events in geological
tIme to the last lce age, before which
we know man existed, and get a
fairly accurate result, in terms of
years.

One of the most accurate ways in
which to measure such time inter
vals, is by measuring and counting
the light colored and dark colored
bands of clay, deposited by the melt
ina of the ice sheet in the fresh
water lakes which existed on the
edges of those continental glaciers,
as it retreated to its present posi
tion in the north polar regions. Each
dark layer of clay was laid down

during one winter and each light
layer during one summer. By such
detailed studies, it has been deter
mined that it has taken, approxi
mately, 5,000 years for the glaciers
of Sweden to melt back 270 miles,
and it is further known that this
melting took place 8,500 years ago.
We know that the glaciers in North
America extended into the northern
part of the United States and reached
as far south as the Ohio river. We
know that now their southern edge
lies far to the north in northern
Canada over a thousand miles away.
We know that it took approximately
4,000 years for 'the continental gla
cier which last covered the New
England states to melt back from
Hartford, Conn., to St. Johnsburg, Vt.
This is only one way of measuring
in years some of the more recent
happenings. There are many more
methods that could be given if it
were necessary.

In connection with evolution, it
is especially of interest to note that
the relative ages of the rocks corres
pond closely to the degrees of com
plexity of organization shown by
the fossils in those rocks. The
simpler organizations being found in
the more ancient rocks, each type of
organism becoming more and more
complex as we come nearer to the
present day, man and his fossil and
cultural remains being no exception.

It, therefore, appears that it would
be impossible to study or teach
geology in Tennessee or elsewhere,
without using the theory of evolu
tion.

By Kirtley F. Mather,

Chairman of the Department of
Geology of Harvard University.
(Biography-Kirtley F. Mather

graduated in 1909 from Denison uni
versity, a Baptist college at Granville,
0., in which evolution has for years
been taught by every science teacher.
In 1915 he received the degree Ph.
D. from the University of Chicago.
He taught geology at the University
of Arkansas for three years, at
Queens university, a Presbyterian

institution at Kingston, Ontario, for
three years, and from 1918 to 1924 he
was head of the department of
geology at Denison university. In
1923 he was appointed professor of
geology at Harvard and has recently
been made chairman of the depart
ment of geology at Harvard. He has
been a geologist of the United States
geological survey for many years,
and has made geological examina
tions for various oil companies in
Bolivia, Peru, Mexico, Canada, etc.
He was for several years a trustee of
the Baptist church at Gra"nville, 0.,
and chairman of the Baptist church
at Newton Centre, Mass., and teacher
of the "Mather class" in Bible school
of that church. He is a fellow or
member of such scientific organiza
tions as the Geological Society of
America, the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences, and the American
Inst~tute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engmeers. In 1923-24 he was presi
dent of the Ohio Academy of Science.
He is the author of numerous scien
tific publications and" bulletins of
the United States Geological Survey,
dealing with the petroleum resources
of Kentucky, Oklahoma, Alaska and
Colorado; technical papers on geol
ogy, paleontology and evolution in
scientific journals; "Christian Funda
mentals in the Light of Modern
Science," etc. In 1919 he prepared
a bulletin of the Tennessee Geologi
cal survey, dealing with the geology
and oil resources of Summer county,
Tennessee.)

The facts of life development are
so numerously displayed and so evi
dent in the rocks of the earth's crust
that every geologist with whom I
am acquainted has accepted the evo
lutionary principle as demonstr"ated.
Much of the exposed part of the
earth's crust is composed of rocks
deposited in layers as sand, mud,
gravel or limestone in the seas, lakes,
or ponds of past time, or upon the
surface of the dry land. These are
in many places broken through by
masses of rock which has formed by
solidification of molten lava. The
successive ages of the various kinds
and formations of rock are deter
mined by their physical relations.
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Where not 'greatly disturbed by
crumpling or upheaval of the earth's
crust, the rocks formed in layers are
obviously still in their original order
the oldest underneath and the young~
~r layers in order one upon the other,
Just as they may now be observed in
the hills overlooking Dayton, Tenn.
Where cut through by rocks which
were once in a fluid state, it is ap
parent that each body of rock is
younger than the youngest rock
through which it broke and older
!han the oldest rocks deposited upon
Its surface after it was solid. Thus
the succession of physical events in
the history of the earth may be de
termined by patient and careful
scrutiny of the earth's surface as it
now is visible, either in natural or
artificial exposure such as canyon
walls, valley slopes, mines and wells.

In many of these rocks there are
found entombed the fossil remains of
the animals and plants which were
alive at the time the rocks were
formed. Some of these are the shells
or bones of animals that lived in the
seas or lakes, some are the harder
parts of animals that lived on the
land and were buried beneath the
mud of river flats or the ashes blown
out of volcanic vents. Discovering
these fossil remains and knowing
by their physical relations the suc
cessive ages of the rocks in which
they are found, the geologist is able
to sketch the history of animal and
plant life upon the earth.

At Least 100 Million Years.
'In the very oldest rocks which

have yet been discovered, which are
at least 100,000,000 years old there
are absolutely no traces whatsoever
of any animal or plant life. In

, somewhat younger rocks, but rocks,
also referred to the oldest era of
geological history, the archeozoic
era, there are remains of one-celled
plants of the type known as albae.
The next era of earth history has
been named the proterozoic. In
rocks formed during it, there are a
very few fossils of lowly types of
shell-bearing animals and 'some
rather obscure markings which are
probably in part due to the presence

of worms and in part represent the
remains of sea-weeds. The rocks of
these two oldest eras are nearly
everywhere m!lch distorted and
broken by volcanic activity and
crustal upheavals.

Upon these ancient formations
there rest in orderly succession the
layers deposited during the several
periods of time which geologists
group into what is called the naleo
zoic era, which began at least 50,
000,000 years ago. Most of the rocl,s
of Tennessee were laid down during
that long space of time. In this
state, as elsewhere, these strata arc
known' at many places to contain a
great abundance of fossils. In the
oldest rocks of that era, the fossils
are of many and various invertebrate
animals, many of which are of kinds
not now known to exist anywhere on
the face of the, earth today. There
are no fossils of animals which had
a backbone of any sort in any of
these rocks. In somewhat younge.'
beds, referred to the second period
of the paleozoic era, there are, how
ever, very scanty and fragmentary
remains of primitive fishes, the first
known animals which possessed a
backbone. The oldest known forest,
composed of trees of fern-like rather
than of seed-bearing types, was
found a few years ago in New York
in rocks formed about at the middle
of this paleozoic era. That was the
time when fishes ruled the waters,
for remains of sharks and lungfishes
are present in great numbers in the
rocks formed in the seas, but in the
rocks laid down on the land or in
swamps there is not a trace of
animals with a backbone, although
insects and land snails have lefl
their fossil remains in them. To
ward the end of the paleozoic era,
however, the rocks formed of desert
sands and swamps contain the foot
prints and petrified bones of am
phibians and .reptiles, the first ani
mals with a backbone which could
breathe air by means of lungs. This
part of the paleozoic system of rocks
includes the coal seams of the east
ern states, and associated with the
coal are many beautiful specimens of
ferns and primitive evergreen trees,

ut none of the modern types of
ftowering plants. About at the close

f the paleozoic era the Appalachian
mountains were formed by the
rumpling of the earth's crust in this

region.
That episode of crustal crumpling

Is taken as the milestone to mark the
nd of the paleozoic and the begin

ning of the mesozoic era, which be
san at least 25,000,000 years ago.
most of which have long since van
iShed from the face of the earth, .a
very few fragments of quite primi
tive mammals have been found.

These are small and insignificant
creatures, most of whom laid eggs as
do a couple species of small mam-

, mals today, but who suckled their
young, were warm-blooded and pre
sumably had no scales as surface
covering. For the most part the
reptiles were small-brained and
large-bodied; they placed their trust
in strength of talon and claw, rather
than in mentality and agility. Ob
serving the earth at that time, one
could not help but feel that no good
could possibly come from that welter
of blood-thirstiness and cruelty. Yet
the small minority of puny mammals,
nresent then, was so endowed with
instinct, such as parental love for
Since that time, Tennessee and
neighborinl: states have. with minor
exceptions, remained continually
above sea level, so that we have to
transfer our search to other localities
to find the continuation of the fossil
record. The mesozoic era, the fourth
great era of earth's history, is fre
quently referred to as the age of
reptiles. In practically all the strati
fied rocks of this era there are petri
fied bones and footprints which tell
that cold-blooded, sealey animals
with backbones and four limbs lived
in great numbers on land, in the
sea, and in the air. The largest and
most ferocious animals that ever in
habited the lands left their bones
among the fossils of that era. An
imals with enough feathers to enable
them to fly, yet with claws on their
forelimbs and teeth in their jaws,
lived then and indicate the transition
forms between repUIes and birds.
In the same rocks with those reptiles,

offspring, that at the end of Mesozoic
time it became the dominant form of
life on land, while the few reptiles
which did not become extinct were
for the most part banished to the
swamps and deserts or other out-of
the-way places. The close of Meso
zoic time, the age of reptiles, was
marked by the upheaval of the Rocky
mountains. In a small fraction of
the time that has elapsed since then,
the entire Grand Canyon of the Colo
rado river has been carved by the
ceaseless wear of running water.
For this, and many other reasons,
geologists believe that each of these
eras of time should be measured in
terms of tens of millions of years.

The Cenozoic era, which began
5,000,000 or 10,000,000 years ago, be
gan as the Rocky mountains were
formed. Most of the rocks of that
era are still unconsolidated layers
of silt or sand or volcanic ash, al
though some are firmly cemented
into sandstone, limestone, etc. In
the earliest beds deposited around
the flanks of the new-born mountains
of the western states, the bones of
a great variety of mammals have
been found. They are evidently the
improved offspring of the puny mam
mals which had lived in constant
fear of the ponderous reptiles during
the preceding. era. Not until about
this time had there been any large
quantity of the kinds or vegetation
upon which modern mammals feed,
and this presumabiy explains in part
the slowness of the mammalian mi
nority in throwing off the yoke of
the reptilian majority during the
age of reptiles. The first flowering
plants had left their leaves and seed
pods in the rocks formed during the
middle of the Mesozoic era, but
grasses and herbs, fruit-and-nut
bearing trees were not numerous
until the beginning of the Cenozoic
era.

With an abundance of the right
kind of plant food and freed from
reptile dominion, the mammals in~

creased rapidly in numbers, and
their bones in great variety may to
day be seen in the rocks of the Rocky
mountains and other regions. Among
those of the earliest Cenozoic strata
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factured than those of their prede
cessors, the Neanderthals, and they
had a remarkable artistic ability as
shown by the pictures they engraved
or painted on the walls of caves in
southern France. For thousands of
years they maintained their life in
Europe, but about 10,000 years ago
they were displaced by the first
members of the races of mankind
which are today in existence.

During all this time no known
record of the presence of man or
man-like creatures was left in either
North or South America. Not until
the ice sheets of the latest glacial ep
isode had dwindled nearly to disap
pearance was any clear indication of
man's presence left in the New
World. The oldest human inhabi
tants of North America were mem
bers of the existing races of man
kind. They reached this continent
not more than 10,000 or 12,000 years
ago.

The facts stated in the foregoing
paragraphs have been discovered by
many different individuals. Proba
bly no one man could be found who
could testify to all of them as having
been personally observed by him
self. Knowledge of them is the com
mon property of countless scientists.
I can, however, affirm the truth of
many of these facts from personal
observations; the others I believe to'
be true because of my confidence in
the technical ability and integrity of
those who have seen the actual evi
dence. I have also studied many of
the specimens collected by those fel
low-workers and now on exhibition
in various museums. In 1916 and
1917 I examined the oldest known
rocks of the Archeozoic era in east
ern Ontario and, was unable to dis
cover any fossil remains in them.
The presence of these rocks had
already been made known by a
Canadian geologic survey party. I
was accompanied by four or five of
my students. In this bleak and
windswept waste of rounded rock
hills and impassable swamps, these
ancient rocks are cleanly displayed.
On the same trip I saw in slightly
younger rocks of the same era in
that locality the evidence of the

another extinct species even closer to
modern man. More than a score of
practically complete skeletons and
hundreds of fragmentary bones of
this the Neanderthal man have been
found in France, Spain and Germany.
It is chiefly in the characters of the
skull rather than in the other bones
of the skeleton that he differs from
modern man. His, forehead was
very receding; his brain capacity
was just a little less than that of the
most primitive of existing savage
tribes; his brow ridges were more
prominent than those of the negro,
his chin was approximately half way
between the chinless profile of the
Heidelberg man and the clearly de
fined chin of the white race of today.
With his petrified bones there are
frequently found the stone spear
heads and the bone knives which he
fashioned. To this array of facts
concerning him, I want to add just
one inference. Many skulls of
Neanderthal type were broken when
found, as though struck with a ham
mer on top of the head either at the
moment of death or very shortly
thereafter. Several tribes of abo
rigines in recent years break the
skulls of tneir dead in order, as they
say, to permit the spirit to start on
its journey to the happy hunting
ground. The inference is that the
Neanderthal man, a couple of
hundred thousand years ago, had
the same thought that man was im
mortal.

During the last of the glacial
stages, about the same time that the
ice pushed southward across Ohio
and Indiana to the Ohio river, 40,000
or 50,000 years ago, there lived in
southern Europe a race of men
known as the Cro-Magnons. They
were stalwart highbrows with prom
inent chins and large brain capacity,
and eyebrow ridges no more pro
truding than those of the existing
white race, but with massive cheek
bones like the North American In
dian. Clearly they belonged to the
same species as that which today in
cludes the white, yellow, brown and
red .races, but they cannot be in
cluded in any of these races. Their
implements were much better manu-

brain capacity somewhat grealel'
than that of the most brainy apeM
now living and somewhat less thllll
that of the smallest-brained human
tribe. He had a receding forehead
and a heavy ridge of bone above hiM
eyes like an adult chimpanzee; y I
his leg-bones show unmistakably
that he stood and walked erect UpOIl
his hind limbs. The name ape-mall
describes him exactly; he was truly
intermediate in body structure be
tween the apes and man'. He lived
1,000,000 or 2,000,000 years ago. III
rocks of just about that same age in
England there have been found
crudely fashioned flint implements,
unmistakably shaped by some in
telligent creature with hands so de
veloped as to be capable of holdinH
a stone and striking it with anoth \.
stone. Modern apes have been ob
served to hold clubs in their clumsy
hands, but none of them can at will
touch his thumb against the tip or
each finger on the same hand. PI'
sumably the creature who chipped
the flints found in those rocks neal'
Foxhall, England, could do so.

Then came the first of the greal
glacial advances of the ice age abolll
1,000,000 years ago. Five times the
northern lands were buried beneath
a mantle of moving ice. Five tim ~

the ice melted until the glaciers weI'
at least as small as those now re
maining on Greenland and in th'
valleys of Alaska. In the gravelH
deposited in Germany by the rivers
flowing from the melting ice of
either the first or the second of theso
interglacial intervals, there has beclI
found the jaw of the so-called H I·
delberg man. The jaw resemble
that of a modern man; its sides ai'
nearly parallel, the canine teeth al'
only a little higher than the incisol'iI
and molars. But it has no chin III
all, and the portion of the jawbon
which articulates with the skull jusl
in front of the ears looks consid I'·
ably like the equivalent portion or
an ape's jaw. Scientists classify thol
creature as a member of the salllO
genus to which modern man belonr;II,
but as a different species. '

Gravels of later interglacial stagu
have revealed the bOnes of sUII
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may be mentioned the five-toed and
four-toed ancestral horses, the trunk
less and small-tusked ancestral ele
phant, the cat-like forerunner of the
modern seal. At that time, too, we
find the first record of a primate,
that order of mammals to which the
zoologists refer man. This was evi
dently a small quadruped with toes
terminated neither in hoofs rior
claws, but with rather horny nails,
and with teeth adapted neither for
grinding grain like those of a horse
nor for tearing flesh like those of a
tiger nor for gnawing nuts like those
of a squirrel, but like those of a man
for eating herbs, fruits and eggs.
But in general appearance this crea
ture resembled a rat much more
closely than a monkey, ape or man.
Bones of that lowly type of primate
have been found in North America,
Asia and North Africa.

Somewhat higher in the series of
Cenozoic strata of India, there were
recently found a fragment of jaw
which had teeth totally different from
those of any nonprimate, somewhat
different from those of a monkey, and
closely resembling those of the great

, apes and of man. That animal lived
somewhere between 2,000,000 and
10,000,000 years ago. He is believed
to have been ancestral to the apes,
chimpanzees, gorilla&, and mankind,
all of which had by that time become
completely differentiated from the
monkey strain. If that be true, man
has become distinct from the other
anthropoids since that creature left
his bones on the banks of an Indian
stream. Narrowing our attention
now to the strain that leads to man,
the next fossil of significant interest
is that known as the ape-man of Java.
Some thirty years or so ago there
was found on the island of Java a
partially cemented layer of gravel
and sand containing fossil bones and
fossil plant remains. The plants
were of the same sort as found else
where in rocks known to have been
formed rather late in the Cenozoic
era just before the first glaciers of
the great ice age were accumulating,
therefore, it must be tbat the associ
ated animal bones are also of that
age. The skull of this animal had
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presence of primitive organisms, but
no record of any of the higher forms
of life. In 1906 I collected fossil
shells of lowly invertebrates from
the early Paleozoic rocks of Wiscon
sin. During the spring of 1916 I
found the remains of somewhat
higher types of invertebrates in
slightly younger rocks of the same
era in eastern Ontario and later de
scribed these fossils in publications
of the Ontario bureau of mines and
in the Ottawa Naturalist. Other
invertebrate fossils of about the same
age -and about the same kinds were
observed when I was in Bolivia in
1919 and 1920. Accompanied by
half-bred guides and camp hands I,
together with K. C. Heald, formerly
chief of the oil and gas section of
the United States geological survey,
pushed -far beyond the outposts of
civilization into the rocky fastnesses
of the eastern Andies and there we
found these fossil remains.

Saw Evidences in Rocks.
I have seen the fossil remains of

primitive .fishes of middle Paleozoic
age on a number of occasions near
Columbus, Ohio; in 1917, in Allen
County, Kentucky, and in 1919, in
Sumner County, Tennessee. I ob
served the foot prints of large rep
tiles in rocks formed shortly after
the upheaval of the Appalachian
Mountains at several places in the
Connecticut valley during 1921.
While exploring in Alaska during
the summer of 1923, I searched for
fossils in rocks of middle Mesozoic
age, but found in them only the
remains of shellfish and corals.
There was a party of six dispatched
by the United States geological sur
vey to search for mineral resources
in a previously unknown and alto
gether uninhabited portion' of the
Alaska peninsula, not far from the
famed valley of Ten Thousand
Smokes, so named because of the
countless vents from which steam
roared heavenward. We had to cut
steps with our geologic hammers
across glaciers and snow fields in
traversing the almost inaccessible
mountains of that bleak, barren and
rugged land. In Colorado, during

the summer of 1924, I had occasion
to study the petrified bones of
mammals imbedded in flat-lying
rocks of Cenozoic age directly over
lying tilted strata of late Mesozoic
age, in which were the fossil bones
of reptiles. The tilting of those beds
was a part of the crustal movement
which formed the Rocky Mountains;
the flat layers on top of them were
deposited while those mountains
were being eroded.

To this summary of known facts
concerning the life of the past, there
might be added a multitude of other
facts concerning the body structures
of the various animals, the life his
tory of the individual animal from
its start as a single fertilized cell
until its attainment of adult stature,
etc. I have, however, personal
knowledge of only a few of the facts
in these fields in which I am not a
specialist. While exploring the head
waters of the Amazon in Bolivia
and Peru in 1919 and 1920, I lived
for some time among quite uncivil

-ized peoples; many of whom had
never before seen a white man. At
the same time I watched the habits
and examined the bodies of several
different kinds of South American
monkeys. I have studied with care
the skeletons of many of the Asiatic
apes and Old World monkeys, as
they were available in various uni
versity laboratories and museums.
From these studies and from the
studies of others, I can affirm tpe
following generalized statements:
Comparing the body structure of
monkeys, apes and man, it is appar
ent that they are all constructed
upon the same plan; with only triv
ial exceptions every bone in the body
of one has its counterpart in the
body of the others. Only in details
of shape, in relative size and in
method and angle of articulation
with their neighbors do these bones
differ in the different creatures just
mentioned. Monkeys have long
tails; some apes have long and some
have short tails; man has a vestigial
tail composed generally of about
four vertebrae so small and so short
as to be entirely concealed in the
flesh and muscles at the base of the

pine. In relation to the total dimen
,ions of the body, the brain of mon

keys is quite small, that of the apes
Is much larger, while that of man
Is largest of all. . This determines
In large degree the contour of the'
head; thus the face of the monkey
occupies more space than the top
and back of its head, that of the
apes is comparatively smaller, while
the face of man is smallest of all in
relation to- the total area of head
surface. No one would be surprised
or shocked to learn that apes and
monkeys had a common ancestor,
nor would he regard it as a start
ling scientific theory, yet in gen
eral there- are more differences be
tween the modern monkeys and the
modern apes, such as the chimpan
zee, the gorilla, the gibbon and the
orangoutang than there are between
the apes and man. Yet in general
there are more differences between
the apes and man than there are
between the existing races of men.
The gaps between these various
groups are, however, largely filled
by the fossils, some of which I have
already described. There are in
truth no missing links in the record
which connects man with the other
members of the order of primates.

Such facts as I have stated above
can be explained only by the con
clusion that man has been formed
through long processes of progres
sive development, which when traced
backward through successively sim
pler types of life, each living in more
remote antiquity, lead unerringly to
a single primordial cell. The facts
ascertained by natural science are
obviously incomplete; the record of
the rocks by no means tells the
whole- story. Man not only has an
efficient and readily adaptable body,
he also possesses a knowledge of
moral law, a sense of rightness, a
confidence that his reasoning mind
finds response in a rational universe,
and a hope that his spiritual aspi
rations will find increasing answer
in a spiritual universe. Such things
as these cannot be preserved in the
fossil record, yet their presence must
be accounted for. Nor have we a
direct record of whence came the

first living cells. The inference is
unmistakable that material sub
stances from which living cells
were first constructed were previ
ously present among the rocks and
minerals of the earth. All the neces
sary ingredients were certainly pres
ent in the outer shell of the youth
ful earth of even pre-Archeozoic
time. But life is something more
than matter. Living creatures are
characterized by vital energy, some
thing about which we. really .kno~
very little, but somethmg WhICh IS
absolutely indispensable to eve.ry
living creature. T. C. ChamberlIn,
the dean of American .geologists,
closes his volume on the origin of
the earth with the following sen
tence: "It is our personal view that
what we conveniently regard as
merely material is at the same time
spiritual, that what we try to re
duce to the mechanistic is at the same
time volitical, but whether this be
so or not, the emergence o~ what vye
call the living from the morgalllc,
and the emergence of what ~e c~ll
the psychic from the phYSIOlogIC,
were at once the transcendent and
the transcendental features of the
earth's evolution." With this con
clusion I am in hearty accord. I be
lieve that life as we know it is but
one manifestation of the mysterious
spiritual powers which permeate the
universe. The geologic factors as
sembled in the primitive earth pro
vided -an environment within which
the spiritual could manifest it~elf iII
the material. The fotm WhICh It
should assume may have been
largely determined by that environ
ment; the primitive cell was the
result. Thus, in truth, was man made
from the dust of the ground.

Again, the record of the rocks
tells nothing" except by inference of
the previous state of the mineral
matter of which the earth is made.
Several theories, varying from one
another in greater or less detail,
are now under consideration by
geologists and astronomers in their
attempt to understand the actual
beginnings and the antecedents of
the earth and its fellow planets in
the solor system. So far as we now
know all the planets, suns and stars
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rather than hours elapsed while
these things were taking place. "A
day in the sight of the Lord is as a
thousand years, and a thousand
years as a day." Taking the Bible
itself as an authority dissipates many
of the difficulties which threaten to
make a gulf between religion and
science. The fact that the seventh
day was stated to be a day of rest
has no bearing upon the length of
the other days. I have no doubt that
the man who made that chapter of
Genesis had in his mind days of
twenty-four hours each, but I re
serve for myself the right to make
my own interpretation of the mean-
ing of words, as does every Chris
tion, bE; he literalist, trivialist or
modermst.

Another of the reasons for the
modern dIstrust of science in the re
ligious world is the idea that evolu
tion displaces God. Man'y. s~em to
think that when the SCIentist en
thrones evolution as the guiding
principle in nature he dethrones
God that the two words are some
how' synonymous, that there is not
room for both and one must go. l?ut
the facts are as follows: EvolutIOn
is not a power, nor a force; it is a
process a method. God is a power,
a forc~' he necessarily uses pro
cesses ~nd methods in displaying
His power and exerting force. Many
of us believe that science is truly
discovering in evolution the pro
cesses and the methods which God,
the spiritual power and eternal force,
has used and is using now to effect
His will in nature. We believe we
have a more accurate and a more
deeply significant knowledge of our
Maker today than had the Hebrew
patriarchs who thought a man could
hide from God in a garden, or who
believed that God could tell man an
untruth. (Genesis ii :17 states that
God told man he would surely die if
he ate the fruit of the tree of knowl
edge' man ate, he did not die, God
kne~ he would not die therefor.)

Again there is the widespread mis
conception that if one accepts the
evolutionary process as the method
which God uses he will find himself
in a moral dilemma. Regardless of
sect or creed, all followers of Christ

Reasons for Distrust.
There are a number of reasons

why sincere and honest Christians
have recently come to distrust evo
lution. These reasons must be un
derstood and discussed frankly, be
fore the world will believe that
science and religion are not in con
flict. Some of the opposition to evo
lutionary science results from failure
to read the Bible. Too many people
who loudly proclaim their allegi
ance to the book know very little
about what it really contains. The
Bible does not state that the world
was made about 6,000 years ago.
The date 4004 B. C. set opposite
Genesis i:l in many versions of the
Bible' was placed there by Arc::h
bishop Ussher only a few centUrIes
ago. It is a man's interpretation of
the Bible; it is in the footnotes add
ed recently: it is not a part of the
book itself. Concerning the length
of earth history and of human story,
the Bible is absolutely silent. Science
may conclude that the earth is 100,
000,000 or 100,000,000,000 years old;
the conclusion does not affect the
Bible in the slightest degree. Or. if
one is worried over the progreSSIve
appearance of land, pla!1ts, ~nimals
and man on the succeSSIve SIX days
of a "creation week," there is well
known Biblical support for the
scientists' contention that eons

as upon them that all the animals
assed in review before man to be

named and then after these events
omaIi was made. There is obvi

ous lack of harmony between. these
two Biblical accounts of creatIon so
far as details of process and order
of events are concerned; they are,
however, in perfect accord in pre-
enting the spiritual truth that God

Is the author and the administrator
of the universe. And that is the
ort of truth which we find in the

Bible. It is a textbook of religion,
not a textbook of biology or as
tronomy or geology.. ~oreo~er, it
is just exactly the BIbhcal spIrItual
truth concerning God which rings
clearly and unmista.kaply thr0!1sh

. every theory of theIstIc evolution.
With it modern science is in perfect
accord.

child as he starts for school that
he must choose between spellin!!
and artithmetic. Thorough knowl
edge of each is essential to success
-both individual and racial-in
life.

Although it is possible to construct
a mechanistic, evolutionary hypothe
sis which rules God out of the world,
the theories of theistic evolution
held by millions of scientifically
trained Christian men and women
lead inevtiably to a better knowl
edge of God and a firmer faith in
his effective presence in the world.
For religion is founded on facts,
even as is the evolutionary prin
ciple. A true religion faces the facts
fearlessly, regardless of where 01'
how the facts may be found. Tho
theories of evolution commonly ac
cepted in the scientific world do
not deny any reasonable interpre
tation of the stories of divine cre
ation as recorded in the Biblelrather they affirm that story ana
give it larger and more profound
meaning. This, of course, depends
upon what the Bible is and what
the meaning. and interpretation of
the stories are to each individual.
I have been a Bible student all of
my life and ever since my college
days I have been intensely con
cerned with the relations between
science and the Bible. I have made
many addresses and have written
several articles upon this subject.
I have many times lectured to Bib
lical students, such as those in the
Boston University School of Reli
giow;; Education.

It is obvious to any careful and
intelligent reader of the book of
Genesis that some interpretation of
its account must be made by each
individual. Very evidently it is not
intended to be a scientific statement
of the order and method of creation.
In the first chapter of Genesis w
are told that man was made aftel'
the plants and the other animals had
been formed, and that man and
woman were both created on th
same day; in the second chapter of
Genesis we read that man was form
ed from the dust of the ground bo
fore plants and other animals weI'
made, that trees grew until fruit

within range of our telescopes are
composed of the same sort of mat
ter, reducible upon analysis to about
eight different elements, nearly all
of which are present in the earth.
In other words, it is a fair sample
of the material substances of the en
tire universe. Science has not even
a guess as to the original source or
sources of matter. It deals with im
mediate causes and effects, not at
all with ultimate causes and effects.
For science there is no beginning
and no ending; all acceptable
theories of earth origin are theories
of rejuvenation rather than of cre
ation-from nothing. Indeed, there
is some evidence for the prevalent
view that our sun had had at least
one earlier generation of planets in
its train before the disturbing effect
of the close .approach of another
star caused the reorganization of
part of its matter into our present
solar system. Conversely, it is prob
able that at some remotely distant
date in the future this group of
planets, on one of which we live,
will be similarly destroyed by an
other rejuvenating disturbance and
still another cycle of planetary or
ganization may take place.
. But none of these facts is really

in any way disturbing to the adher
ent to Christianity. Not one con
tradicts any teaching of Jesus Christ
known to me. None of them could
for his teachings deal with moral
law and spiritual realities. Natural
science deals with physical laws
and material realities. When men
are offered their choice between
science, with its confident and unani
mous acceptance of the evolution
ary principle, on the one hand, and
religion, with its necessary appeal
to things unseen and unprovable,
on the other, they are much more
likely to abandon religion than to
abandon science. If such a choice
is forced upon us, the churches will
lose many of their best educated
young people, the very ones upon
whom they must depend for leader
ship In coming years. Fortunately,
such a choice is absolutely unnec
essary. To say that one must
choose between evolution and Chris
tianity is exactly like telling the
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must accept his teaching that the
law of life is love, that service to
others is the true guiding principle,
that self-sacrifice even to death is
the best trait a man can display. To
many, evolution means the survival
of the fittest in the struggle for ex
istence; and that is taken to imply
that the selfish triumph, the most
cruel and blood-thirsty are exalted,
those who disregard others win. Ob
viously, this is the very anthithesis
of Christianity; both principles can
not be true; one must be false. The
Christian needs not to be told which
of the two it is. Here is a real rea
son for opposition to evolution; men
are not driven from it by the fear
of discovering that their bodies are
structurally like those of apes and
monkeys; it doesn't bother us to dis
cover that we are mammals, even
odorous mammals-"by the sweat of
your brow must man earn food"
states the Bible. It does bother us
to find the implication that the law
of progress has thus apparently been
opposed to the love of Christ. But
here are the facts. It has been my
privilege as a geologist to read the
record in the rocks; knowing the
ages of the rocks has led to better
knowledge of the Rock of Ages j , I
have watched the procession of life
on the long road from the one-celled
bit of primitive protoplasm to the
present assemblage of varied cre
atures, including man. At times of
crisis in the past it was rarely sel
fishness or cruelty or strength of
talon and of claw that determined
success or failure. Survival values,
at different times have been meas
ured in different terms. Ability to
breathe air by means of lungs rather
than to purify the blood by means of
gills meant success in escaping from
the water to the land. Love of off
spring and tender care for the young
gave the weak and puny mammals
of long ago the ability to triumph
over much stronger and more power
ful reptiles like the dinosaur. Es
,pecial1y in the strain that leads to
man can we note the increasing
spread of habits of co-ooeration. of
unselfishness of love. The survival
of the "fit" does not necessarily

mean either the survival of the "fit-

test" or of the "fightingest." It has
meant in the past, and I believe it
means today and' tomorrow, the sur
vival of those who serve others mosl
unselfishly. Even in evolution is it
true that he who would save his lifo
must lose it. Here, if nowhere else,
do the facts of evolution lead tho
man of science to stand shoulder
to shoulder 'with the man of religion.

Another difficulty arises from OUl'
present limitations of knowledge. If
man has evolved from other forms
of animal life by the continuous
process of evolution it is asked how
can there be any difference between
him and them, how can we believe
that he has an immortal soul. Again,
the appeal to facts makes it clear
that somehow out of the continuity
of process real differences have
emerged. When the cow pauses on
the hillside to admire the view,
when the dog ceases to bay at the
moon in order to construct a sys
tem of astronomy then and not till
then will we believe that there arc
no differences between man an (I
other animals. Even though we may
not understand hoY,>' these differences
arose, the facts are there; knowl
edge a'nd mystery exist side by side j
mystery does not invalidate the fact.
Men of sciem;e are working, on those
very problems. They have not learn
ed-and may never learn how God
breathed a living soul into man's
body. If they discover that process,
and the method used, God will sti II
be just as great a power. In the
image of God cannot refer to hands
or feet, heart, stomach, lungs. That.
may have been the conception of
Moses; it certainly was not the con
ception of Christ who said that God
is spirit, and proclaimed that man
must worship Him in truth. It is
man's soul, his spirit, which is pat
terned after God the Spirit.

Soul Theologian's Business.
It is the business of the theologi:Jn

not the scientist to state just when
and how man gained a soul. Th
man of science is keenly interested
in the matter, but ,he should not be
blamed if he cannot answer ques
tions here. The theologian must tell
when the individual gets his soul,

whether at the tlloment of concep
tion, or when the unborn babe first
atirs within the womb, or at the mo
ment of birth, or at the first gleam
of intelligent appraisal of his en
vironment and how he knows this.

Men of science have as their aim
the discovery of facts. They seek
with open eyes, willing to recognize
it, as Huxley said, even if "it sears
the eyeballs." After they have dis
covered truth, and not till then, do
they consider what its moral impli
cations may be. Thus far, and pre
sumably always, truth when found
is also found to be right, in the moral
sense of the word. Men of religion
seek righteousness j finding it they
also find truth. The farther along
the two avenues of investigation the
scientists and the theologian go, the
closer together they discover them
selves to be. Already many of them
are marching shoulder to shoulder
in their endeavor to combine a
trained and reasoning mind with a
faithful, and loving heart in every
human individual and thus to de
velop more perfectly in mankind the
image of God. Neither the right kind
of mind nor the right kind of heart
will suffice without the other. Both
are needed if civilization is to be
saved.

As Henry Ward Beecher said,
forty years ago, "If to reject God's
revelation of the book is infidelity,
what is it to reject God's revelation
of himself in the structure" of the
whole globe?" With that learned
preacher, men of science agree when
he stated that "the theory of evolu
tion is the working theory of every
department of physical science all
over the world. Withdraw this
theory, and every department of
physical research would fall back
into heaps of hopelessly dislocated
facts, with no more order or reason
or philosophical coherence than ex
ists in a basket of marbles, or in the
juxtaposition of the multitudinous
sands of the seashore. We should
go back into chaos if we took out of
the laboratories, out of the dissect
ing rooms, out of the field of inves
tigation, this great doctrine of evolu
tion." Chaos would inevitably de-

stroy the whole moral fabric of so-

ciety as well as impeded the physi
cal progress of humankind.

By Dr. Maynard 1\1. Metcalf.
Biography-Dr. Maynard M. Met

calf is engaged in private research
work at the Johns Hopkins univer
sity, specializing in zoology. From
1893 to 1914 he taught college zoo
logy, first at Goucher, then at Ober
lin college, at Oberlin, O. He re
ceived his bachelor's degree at Ober
lin, the degree or doctor of phil
osophy at the Johns Hopkins univer
sity, and the degree of science at
Oberlin. He has memberships and
has held offices in the American As
sociation for the Advancement of
Science, the American Society vf
Zoologists and numerous other scien
tific and economic societies. During
the past year he has been chairman
of the committee on biology and
agriculture of the National Research
council. He is author of numerous
books and articles on zoology and
evolution.)

Intelligent teaching of biology or
intelligent approach to any biolog
ical science is impossible if the es
tablished fact of evolution is omit
ted. Discussion of the methods by
which evolution has been brought
about is less essential but the fact
of evolution must be appreciated and
the evolutionary point of view must
be emphasized for any understand
ing of the growth of the universe,
of the earth of plants or animals;
for any proper grasp of the facts
of structure or function of living
bodies as involved in medicine and
in animal and plant husbandry; psy
chology, whether of ,normal or di
seased minds, must constantly re
member the processes of evolution;
human societies, with their diverse
customs, are unintelligible without
the facts of their origins and changes
their evolution. God's growing reve
lation of Himself to the human soul
cannot be realized without recogni
tion of the evolutionary method he
has chosen. I Tt;acQi~11 ~ ~~ flf.l~
that deals wIth- Iivll,u{thii1g;1: Ak:
~cefully, yes, crIminally, iu.a.de
<CHiC If It omits eWllbasi-s "POD &VO
J!!tion. An intelligent teacher could
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scribe adequately the tremendous
mass of phenomena which establish
the fact of past and continuing evo
lution would require not a book or
a series of books, but a library. In
the main, these evidences may be
arranged in four chief groups: ll)
The phenomena of comparative anat
omy; (2) the phenomena of compar
ative embryology; (3) the phenom
ena of paleontology and geology, and
(4) the phenomena of geographical
distribution. Much in the fields of
physiology, psych<:logy and hun~an
cultures has very Important bearmg.
upon evolution.'

First-We can arrange plants aod
animals in a double, parallel series,
showing increasing complexity of
organization.

Second-In the development of
an individual from egg to adult this
individual passes through a series
of stages of increasing complexity
and this individual series in one of
the higher organisms strangely par
allels and agrees with the racial
series first mentioned.

Third-In the fossiliferous rocks
we find actual bodily remains of
organisms of the past and these
form a series showing increasing
complexity within each taxonomic
group, the animals and plants io the
older rocks being more and more
simple, while' the successively
younger rocks show more and more
complex organisms in each group
under 'Observation.

Fourth-The distribution of ani
mals and plants over the earth is
such as to suggest strongly the ori
gin of each group of animals or
plants at some one place, and their
gradual spread from that center,
divergent evolution occurring while
they are spreading. No other sug
gestion even plausible, let alone con
vincing, has been made to explain
these phenomena. Evolution is the
only key we can find.

In each of the four groups of
phenomena mentioned there are
many very striking things. One set
of these things, in the first, mor
phological group, is that of the ves
tigal organs in animals and plants.

'There are in man, for example, very
many structures of no conceivable

ough His showing us His habit
producing results. by gradual

owth, by evolution, rather than by
ediate fiat.

Not only has evolution occurred;
Is occurring today and occurring

ven under man's control. If one
Ishes a new vegetable or a new
ower it is, within limits, true that

can order it from the plant
reeder and in a few years he will
roduce it. Hundreds of new plants
nd animals have been and are being
roduced in this way. This is evolu
on of just the sort that has always
curred, only it is influenced by
an's purpose. We can see evolu
00 occurring in our experiment sta

Ions and our laboratories and we
an control and modify the condi
ons of the experiments and can

bus modify the resultant product to
uit ourselves. Evolution is a pres
ot observable phenomenon as well

an established fact of past oc-
urring. The organisms produced
y this' present day controlled evolu
on in our experiments are as di
ergent from one another and from
he original stock as are animals and
lants in nature. The different kinds

of domestic horses, produced by hu-
an experiment, differ far more

than do the different kind of horses
found in nature. Domestic fowl un
der man's control have evolved into
R large number of kinds far more
widely divergent than are the wild
kinds in the genus Gallus, from
which our domestic chickens came.
The genus Brassica, plants belonging
to the mustard family, include a
number of different sorts of plants.
One of these, Brassica Cleracoa, is
the lj.ncestor, the form from which
man has evolved the cabbage, the
cauliflower, kale, Brussels sprouts,
kohl rabi and the Swedish turnip,
which differ among themselves far
more than do the wild members of
the genus Brassica. The same sort
of thing is seen in hundred., of do
mestrc animals and plants, dogs, cat
Ue, sheep, pigeons. cucumbers, ra
dishes, lettuce, dahlias, roses, wheats,
corns, strawberries, peaches, apples,
pears, etc., etc., etc. This is all true
evolution and is going forward today
with ever-increasing strides. To de-

the creator of the_ universe. It is
only a matter of the method He has
chosen in creation-whether imme
diate fiat or gradual growth accom
panied by divergence. The evidence
IS overwhelming that the latter was
and is His method. God is just as
truly and just as intimately acting
in the gradual growth of a plant
from a seed or of a man from a
fertilized egg as He would be in
creating the full grown plant or man
all at once in a thousandth part of
a second of time.

No Contest Between Bible and
Fact of Evolution.

There is no conflict, no least de
gree of conflict, between the Bible
and the fact of evolution, but the
literalist intepretation of the words
of the Bible is not only puerile; it
is insulting, both to God and to hu
man intelligence.
',- But the fundamentalist would do
much worse than insult God. He is
in reality, although he doesn't realize
this, trying to shut man's mind to
God's ever-growing revelation of
Himself to the human soul. He
teaches, in effect, that God's revela
tion of Himself was completed long
ago, that He long ago ceased to un
fold His mind to men, in new revela
tion. This is evil influence, criminal,
damnable. Truth is sacred and to
hindex: men's approach to truth is as
evil a thing, as unChristian a thing,
as one can do. The thought that God
is at odds with Himself, that his
revelation of Himself to men of old
is at variance with His works in na
ture is as blasphemous as it was for
the Jewish leaders to say of Jesus
that "He casts out devils through
Beelzebub, the prince of the devils."
Jesus made short work of this attack
upon him.

No, the thing is not to attempt to
guide God's self-revelation into
channels of our own ignorant choos- ,
ing, but is, rather, humbly and in a
wholly teachable spirit to seek His
thought and Himself in nature, in
history, in the vision of Himself He
has given to. men of old and is still
giving to the humble minded today.
One of the greatest of God's revela
tions of Himself to men has come

omit such emphasis only at the ex
pense of his self-respect and of his
moral integrity. Such teaching would
be criminal malpractice just as truly
as would be a physician's failure
to follow established sound methods
of treatment because of fear of per
secution by ignorant neighbors. For
a teacher to fail to bear testimony is
as essentially sinful as for a man to
fail to stand by his religion. Truth
is one, whether scientific truth or
religious truth, and it calls for
loyalty from every worthy man. The
fact of evolution-of man, of all liv
ing things, of the earth, of the sun,
of the stars-is as fully established
as the fact that the earth revolves
around the sun. Change, growth
evolution, is a fundamental, a pivotal
truth in all nature. Those familiar
with the phenomena of nature testify
with unanimity to this. The great
mass of evidence of different sorts
from different sources, when once
seen, is overwhelmingly. convincing
to any normal, human mmd. It can
be only the uninformed who fail to
accept evolution as a fact established
beyond doubt. On the other hand,
there is great uncertainty as to the
method by which evolution has been
brought about. Many different fac
tors have been in operation, among
them probably the chief has been the
mysterious intimate activities of the
living substance itself about which
as yet we know so little. As to the
numerous "causes" of evolution and
their relative importance, there are
about as many varieties of opinion
as there are students of evolution. I
am somewhat acquainted personally
with nearly all the zoologists in
America who have contributed ex
tensively to the growth of knowl
edge in this field and I know many
of the botanists and a goodly num
berof the geologists and I doubt if
any two of these put exactly the
same relative emphasis upon all the
numerous interacting "causes" of
evolution. But of all these hundreds
of men not one fails to believe, as a
matter of course, in view of the
evidence, that evolution has oc~

curred.
None of this, of course, has any

bearing upon the question of God as

252
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Geologic Evolution.
Geologic evolution overlaps with

cosmic, since the geologist. takes the
evolutionary problem where the
astronomer leaves it. Geology deals
with the history of our earth, how
it originated and how it has as
sumed its present form. Astronomy
deals with the origin of the earth as
a planet of our solar system. Geol
ogy finds evidence that the earth was
once a molten mass which has since
been cooler. What may be called
the "countenance" of the earth is the
subject matter of geology, how the
land lies at the present day, how
rocks' and soil are being produced,
and what these facts imply regard
ing historical origins. The evolu
tionary evidence of astronomy is
vague and remote, although gener
ally accepted by the layman. The

Cosmic Evolution.
Cosmic evolution includes all other

forms, for by the cosmic we mean
the entire visible universe, our very
bodies, as well as the farthest star.
But in practice, one thinks of the
cosmos as remote.' And what we
have in mind under cosmic evolution
is the changes that are postulated by
the science of astronomy. It is be
lieved by astronomers that our solar
system with its central sun, its plan
ets and lesser bodies, has not always
possessed its present form, although
it has been in exitence from a re
mote period of time. Our earth
seems to have 'been more molten, and
before that perhaps gaseous. Al
though the famous nebular hypoth-

Nature and Current Aspects of the esis of La Place has been in part
Doctrine of Evolution. . replaced by other theories, the be-

Definitions are wearisome. But lief of modern astronomers is that
we may ask ourselves, by way of our solar system and perhaps count
limitation, what is evolution in gen- l~ss others have arisen by an evolu
eral and organic evolution in par- tIonary process whose extent is inti
ticular. The answer can best be nite in both time and space. I take
given by means of illustrations. The it that few will combat the concepts
term evolution, as today used in of astronomy regarding the nature
science, mea\?rihe historical process of our sun and planets. Even when
of ch~n~ en we speak of the some of us were children the ideas
evolutIon of man-made products like of cosmic evolution, as set forth by
automobiles and steam engine~ of the nebular hypothesis, the planetesi
social institutions like democr'atic mal hypothesis, or the like is correct,
government, of the crust of the earth but that the astronomer regards the
or solar system, of animals and heavenly bodies as having reached

r.lants, we mean a gradual coming their present state by an evolution
nto existence of what is now before ary stage continuous through an un

us, in contrast to its sudden and mi- fathomable past and presumably to
raculous creation. lSYch an idea is be continued into a limitless future.
of recentorigin:l Our intellectual There is no longer talk among intel
forbears. of a 'lew centuries ago ligent or educated men-fir there
tho~ght lD terms of a world created should not be-of "heaven, earth,
in It.S I>,resent f<!rm. The evolution- center and circumference, created all
ary pomt of VIJlW marked an ad- together, in t.he same instant, and
va!1ce from the l£.oncept of a statfB'c clouds full of water on October 23
qmyerse to one that is dynawIl'::l I in the year 4004 B.' C., at 9 o'clock
tae phraseology of the street, t in the mornin a " as was determined
world is a ~oi,?g concern, historically by the chronol~gy of Dr. John Light
as well as lD ItS pre en spects. foot in the seventeenth century. The
~volution is,. t ere 0 ,the..-doc- astronomical evidence for: the ~evel

b:iil-: of how thlOgs have changed in ?pment of such, a dynamIC UnIverse
~ast. and how tlrev at e cliatrging ~n space a,?d time .is o~ course lim
~ the prese~t. It m.ay be naturally I!ed. But It ap POlDtS lD the direc-

IVlde.i'tuifo ItS cosmIC, geologic, and tIOn of evolutIon.
orgamc aspects, as represented by
the sciences of astronomy, geology
and biology.

150 species of protozoa, but I have
never made an animal. The word
species is indefinable, and is used
by biologists merely as a convene
ience, and it has wholly different
meanings when applied to different
groups of animals and plants. There
are many genera of animals and
plants in which most of all the spe
cies completely intergrade so that
specific distinctions are purely ar
tificial. This is true to large degree
among the protozoan forms I have
been studying recently. I have made
species among them on the basis of
distinctions far too minute to be
considered for a moment as of
"specific" value among, say insects
or mammals. .

By Dr. Winterton C. Curtis
Zoologist, University of Missouri.
Biography-Dr. Winterton C. Cur

tis received the degree of doctor of
philosophy at Johns Hopkins in
1901. He has served the University
of Missouri since the latter date, and
is now chairman of the department
of zoology in this institution. He
has also been associated with the
Marine Biological laboratory at
'Voods Hole, Mass., for many years,
being at the present time one of its
trustees. At various times he has
acted as an investigator for the
United States Fisheries bureau, no
tably in studies upon the pearl-but
ton mussels. His numerous tech
nical papers have been along the
generalli!1es of invertebrate zoology,
regeneratIon and parasItology. His
recent work entitled, "Science and
Human Affairs," undertakes a dis
cussion, from the standpoint of bio
logic~l science, of the relationships
between· the advancement of scien
tific knowledge and our civilization.
Dr. Curtis is particularly qualified to
speak in the matters under consider
ation, because in this volume he has
emphasized the spiritual rather than
the material influences of science.
He is a member and past secretary
~f the American S~ciety of Zoolog
ISts, of the AmerIcan Society of
Ecologists, the American Naturalists
and a fellow of the America~
Association for the Advancement of
Science.

present use, but showing resem
blance to organs in other animals
which are useful. The appendix
vermiformis is one such structure,
a mere vestige of an organ of great
great importance in some low
er mammals. The human tail
bony coccyx with its rudimentary
muscles-is another. The wisdom
teeth of man are approaching a ves-
tigial condition. .

It is interesting to observe that
an organ in one kind of animal may
have a different use from the simi
lar organ in a related animal. There
are very few, if any, structures in
man, for example, which do. not
show clear indications of relation
ship to, descent from, an organ of
different use in some related ani
mal. The lungs of man correspond
to the swim bladder of fishes; hair
has apparently been derived from
tactile sense organs in the skin of
aquatic vertebrates; certain bones
connected with the human larynx
were derived from the supporting
arches in the bars between the gill
slits of our aquatic ancestors; our
teeth were once scales in the skin
and so on and so on. Probably
there is no structure in the human
body which was not at some time
used for a different purpose. As
the. use .of an organ changes, in evo
lutIon, Its struture correspondingly
changes and we see most complete
series of intergrades between the
earlier and the later conditions.

In all this discussion I have not
used the word "species." There are
no such things as species in nature.
In nature we find different kinds of
animals and plants. The words
"species," "genus" "family," etc.,
are terms used to describe the fact
that animals and plants differ among
themselves and differ to different
degrees. Those that are closely
similar, that is, closely related we
class in one species; those' less
closely related, but still not too dif
fere~t, we place in different species,
puttlOg the related species together
m one genus and so on. Species,
genera and so forth, are man-made
pigeon holes in which to classify
the real animals and plants seen in
natiIre. I have recently made about
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evidence from geology is written in
the ground beneath our feet. The
geologist's belief in a vast lapse of
time and stupendous changes rests
upon evidence that is everywhere at
hand. Leonardo da Vinci, in the fif
teenth century, grasped the signifi
cance of important geol.ogical facts,
when he wrote concermng the salt
ness of the sea and the marine shells
found as fossils in the high moun
tains. Since the publication of
James Hotton's "Theory of the
Earth," in 1795, it has been the car
dinal principle of geological science
that past changes of the earth's sur
face are explicable in terms of
changes now in operation. For
example, such a vast chasm as the
Grand Canyon is explained not as
produced by miraculous creation or
by sudden catastrophe, but by run
ning water acting upon the rocks
throughout innumerable centuries.
The process may be observed in min
iature in the wash of the soil in
Tennessee fields. The weathering of
rock into soil, erosion with its
transportation of the products of
weathering, deposition of the mate
rial in the oceans or in large bodies
of fresh water, uplift of the ocean's
floors and its hardening into rock
may all be seen in slow but certain
progress in various parts of the
world at the present day, and their
occurrence in the past is recorded
in the rocks. The subtitle of Charles
Lyell's famous book, the "Principles
of Geology," published in 1830, runs
as follows: "An attempt to explain
the former changes of the earth's
surface by reference to causes now
in operation." Lyell established the
idea of evoluion as the only reason
able interpretation of geological
facts and his elaboration of Hutton's
doctrines still constitute the very
foundation of geologic science. To
day, geology without an evolution of

,the earth's surface, from a molten
mass to its present form, and extend
ing over millions of years, would be
on a par with a science of geog
raphy postulaing a flat earth. The
COilclusions of modern astronomy
and geology, therefore, point to
an evolutionary process-involving

many millions of years and still in
progress'-to an earth hoary with
age and still growing old.

Astronomy and geology, despite
their practical importance, are re
mote froni human concern, insofar
as their evolutionary doctrines are
concerned. To borrow from the
phraseology of a distinguished anti
evolutionist, the age of the rocks is
of no particular consequence inso
far as the Rock of Ages is concerned.
Cosmic evolution and geologic evo
lution are readily accepted by the
laity on the authority of science, be
cause they do not seriously interfere
with doctrines that are deemed vital.
But the evolution of plant and ani
mal life, and hence human evolu
tion, is inseparable from that of
inorganic matter as described by
astronomy and geology, because of
the fossils in the rocks.

Organic Evolution.
Organic evolution resembles the

cosmic and geologic evolution above
described, since it concludes that the
living bodies, which are the objects
of its investigation, have not always
existed as they are today, but have
undergone a process of change. As
with the evidence of geologic
change, the evidence for an evolu
tion of animals and plants. rests
upon facts that are immediatly be
fore us, for example, the structure
and development of animals, their
distribution over the earth, the fos
sils in the rocks. Our time will
permit of only enumeration and brief
characterization of the recognized
lines of evidence (or organic evo
lution, which are as follows:

First-Evidence from structure is
derived from:

Comparative anatomy.
Comparative embryologyt
Classification. .- '
Second-Evidence from 'distribu-

tion, past and present, is derived
from:-

Palaeontology..
Zoogeography.
Third-Evidence from physiology

is derived from:
Fundamental resemblances in vital

processes.

Specific chemical resemblances of
closely related forms; e. g., blood
tests.

Fourth-Evidence from experi
mentation rests upon:

Unconscious experimentation upon
animals and plants since their do
mestication.

Conscious experimentation of
breeders and of scientific investiga
tors.

The nature of these lines of evi
dence may now be indicated.

Evidence From Comparative Anat
omy-In the animal kingdom as a
whole and in every group of ani
mals, whether large or small, we find
facts that may be interpreted most
reasonably in terms of evolution.'
The vertebrates or backboned ani
mals will serve as an illustration.
We find here a certain plan of
structure, for example, backbone,
two pairs of limbs, body, head and
various internal organs, all laid
down according to a similar gen
eral plan, but with endless modi
fications to suit the mode of life.
The flipper of a whale, the wing of
a bird or a bat, the forefoot of a
horse, the arm of a man, and the
like, all show the same plan of struc
ture. One of the pre-Darwin ideas
was that each animal, while created
separat'ely, was nevertheless formed
in accordance with a certain type
that the Creator had in mind, hence
the resemblance. Such an -idea is
a theoretical possibility, provided
there is any evidence to show that
animals were created all at once and
separately. But there is not a shred
of such evidence that will appeal to
one who approaches the matter
with an open mind and uninfiu
enced by preconceived notions.

On the other hand, the biological
explanation of this anatomical re
semblance is that the present verte
brates . (fishes, amphibia, reptiles,
birds and mammals) have all de
scended from a primitive race, some
what like the present fishes. All
vertebrates are now alike, because
they have never lost the underlying
plan of structure inherited from
their common ancestry. They have

come honestly and naturally by
present organization.

The Evidence From Fossils-(Pa
leontology) Interlocks with the
above, since the first vertebrates
known to appear were primitive
fish-like forms. These were suc
ceeded by amphibians, reptiles, mam
mals and birds in the. order named,
the last two having connecting links
with the reptiles. The invertebrate
groups tell a similar story.

Turning to the Facts of Compara
tive Embryology-The kind of evi
dence everywhere discoverable may
be illustrated by the gill-slits in the
embryos of higher vertebrates like
reptiles, birds and mammals. All
these forms exhibit in their early
stages of development a fish-like
plan of structure, particularly in
the neck region where the gill-slits
are located. The reasonable inter
pretation of the existence of such
structures in the embryo of a human
being, or any land-living vertebrate,
is that we have never lost these tell
tale evidences of our ancestry. The
later stages of our development are
modified so that they lead to the
adult human body. The earlier
stages still show the primitive con
ditions of a fish-like organization.
Modern fishes have survived to the
present day without a fundamental
departure from the ancestral condi
tion. Modern amphibia (frogs,
toads and salamanders) have sur
vived in the halfway state between
an aquatic and a terrestrial exist
ence, through which higher verte
brates have passed as indicated by
the fossil record and by the above
fish-like stages in their development.

The facts of classification are
commonly cited as evidence for evo
lution. Since classification is based
on structure (anatomy), this is but
an aspect of the general evidence
from comparative anatomy and em
bryology. While the facts cannot be
detailed here, they are striking and
bear out the doctrine.

Another line of evidence is that
of geological geographical distribu
tion. The facts in this connection
are utterly senseless and insulting
to an intelligent Creator, if viewed
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as a result of special creation. One
can simply say, "God did it," and
not ask why. But such explanations
do not satisfy modern minds. On
the other hand, their explanation in
terms of evolution give reasonable
ness and consistency to a large body
of facts. The fossils appear in such
an order in time as to constitute
evidence for evolution. Existing ani
mals are distributed over the surface
of the earth in a manner that con
firms their geological origins.

The facts of physiology tell a
similar story. Life and the living
stuff is the same sort of thing
wherever we find it, thus lending
support to the idea that it has· all
descended from the same primitive
source from which it has inherited
its resemblances. A more striking
line of physiological evidence is the
recently discovered chemical re
semblance between the blood of
animals previously supposed to be
closely related on grounds of their
anatomical similarities, for example,
apes and monkeys, birds and rep
tiles and the like. Two entirely
independent lines of evidence are
here found to interlock to such an
extent that evolution is the one rea
sonable 'interpretation.

Experimental Evidence.
Finally there is the evidence from

experimentation: Evolution has
taken place before the eyes of men,
during the period since animals and
plants were first domesticated. The
changes have not been profound,
because the ten or twenty thousand
years since the first animals and
plants seem to have been brought
under domestication is a brief span.
of time for evolutionary modifica
tion. But it is clear that such modi
fication has occurred and is today
occurring under the direction of
skillful breeders. The modern
science of genetics is beginning to
solve the problem of how evolution
takes place, although this question
is one of extreme difficulty.

The foregoing summary of the va
rious lines of evidence is hopelessly
inadequate, since books could be
written on each. The point to be

appreciated is that all the multitud
inous facts of biology hang together
in a consistent fashion when viewed
in terms of evolution, while they are
meaningless when considered as the
arbitrary acts of a creator who
brought them into existence all at
once a few thousand years in the
past. Modern biology has developed
around two major generalizations,
the cell doctrine, and the doctrine of
organic evolution. Modern evolu
tionism dates not from Darwin's
"Origin of Species," published in
1859, but from the historic Naturello
of Buffen, the first volume of which
appeared in 1749, and from the work
of the other philosopher-naturalists
of the eighteenth century. It is a sad
comment upon the state of popular
information that the practical facts
of biological science are everywhere
acknowledged, while the status of
its greatest philosophical generaliza
tion remains so commonly unknown.
In view of its implications and ap
plications, the doctrine of evolution
is second to none in modern thought,
it has been established by a gradual
but irresistible accumulation of facts.

At this point we may examine a
common misunderstanding with ref
erence to evolution and the work of
Charles Darwin. Suppose we begin
with an analogy, illustrating what
many be termed the fact, the course
and the causes in a progressive series
of events. A ship leaves a European
port and sails across the Atlantic to
New York harbor. We may dis
tinguish between: (1) The fact
that the ship actually crossed the
ocean, instead of being "created" in
the harbor of New York; (2) the
course the ship may have pursued,
whether direct or indirect, and the
like; and (3) the causes that made
the ship go, whether an internal pro
pelling force like steam or electric
ity, an external force like wind or
current or even direction by wire
less. Cpmpared with the doctrine of
evolution, we have: (1) the fact of
evolution, as representing the histor
ical series of events; (2) The course
followed in evolution, for instance,
whether the land vertebrates arose
from the fish-like ancestors, birds

the causes of evolution or what made
from reptiles, or the like; and (3)
and makes it happen. These three
aspects, like those in the voyage of a
hip, ·are separate though related

Items. They must be constantly dis
tinguished if there is to be any clear
thinking on this matter by one who
Is not a scientist.

It is now possible to explain the
misunderstanding above cited. The
historical fact of evolution seems at
tested by overwhelming evidence.
Science has nothing to conceal, it
stands "strong in the strength of
demonstrable facts," and invites you
to view the evidence. The course
pursued by evolution is known
broadly in many instances, but in
the nature of the case the evidence
is limited and many of the steps will
always remain uncertain, without,
however, a calling in queston of the
historic fact. The causes of evolu
tion present the most difficult prob
lem of all and the one regarding
which we know the least. The re
cent strictures of Prof. Bateson,
which have been exploited by anti
evolutionists were directed wholly at
current explanations of evolutionary
causation and the course of evolu
tion. He affirmed his belief in the
historic fact when he said "our faith
in evolution is unshaken"-meaning
by "faith," of course, a reasonable
belief resting upon evidence.

That .such an interpretation of
Prof. Bateson's views is the correct
one, appears from the following com-
munication: .

."11 December, 1922,
"The Manor House,

"Merton,
"London, S. W. 20.

"Dear Prof. Curtis:
"The papers you have sent me re

lating to the case of Mr. --- give
a curious picture of life under de
mocracy. We may count ourselves
happy if we are not all hanged like
the Clerk of Chatham, with our pens
and ink horns about our necks!

"I have looked through my To
ronto address again. I see nothing
in it which can be construed as ex
pressing doubt as to the main fact of
evolution. In the last paragraph

(copy enclosed) you will find a state
ment in the most explicit words I
could find giving the opinion which
appears to me forced upon us by the
facts-an opinion shared, I suppose,
by every man of science in the
world.

"At Toronto I was addressing an
audience, mainly professional. I
took occasion to call the attention of
my colleagues to the loose thinking
and unproven assumptions which
pass current as to the actual pro
cesses of evolution. We do know
that the plants and animals, in
cluding most certainly man, have
been evolved from other and very
different forms of life. As to the
nature of this process of evolution,
we have many conjectures, but little
positive knowledge. That is as much
of the matter as can be made clear
without special study, as you and I
very well know.

"The campaign against the teach
ing of evolution is a terrible example
of the way in which truth can be
perverted by the ignorant. You may
use as much of this letter as you
like and I hope it may be of service.

Yours truly,
W. BATESON."

The paragraph to which Prof.
Bateson refers above is the conclud
ing one of his address and runs as
follows:

"I have put before you very frank
ly the considerations which have
made us agnostic as to the actual
mode and processes of evolution.
When such confessions are made the
enemies of science see their chance.
If we cannot declare here and now
how species arose, they will oblig
ingly offer us the solutions with
which obscurantism is satisfied. Let
us then proclaim in precise and un
mistakable language that our faith in
evolution is unshaken. Every avail
able line of argument converges on
this inevitable conclusion. The ob
scurantist has nothing to suggest
which is worth a moment's attention.
The difficulties which weigll upon
the professional biologist need not
trouble the layman. Our doubts are
not as to the reality or truth of evo
lution, but as to the origin of species,
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a technical, almost domestic, prob
lem. Any day that mystery may be
solved. The discoveries of the last
twenty-five years enable us for the
first time to discuss these questions
intelligently and on a basis of fact.
That synthesis will follow on an
analysis we do not and cannot
doubt."

With this distinction between fact,
course and causes clearly in mind,
the significance of Darwin's work in
the history of biological thought can
be understood. Darwin's accomp
lishment was two-fold. In the first
place he established organic evolu
tion as the only reasonable explana
tion of the past history of living
things. Secondly, he offered, in
natural selection, what then ap
peared an adequate explanation for
the origin of species, and, hence, for
the causes of evolution. Darwin's
evolutionary argument in his "Origin
of Species" was that one species
could give rise to another "by
means" as he believed, "of natural
selection or the preservation of fav
ored races in the struggle for life."
If one species could be shown to give
rise to another, the same process
could be continued. No limit could
be set. The types thus produced
could depart indefinitely from the
parent form. Once the mutability of
species be admitted the only reason
able conclusion is that evolution has
taken place. His argument was sup
ported by an immense collection of
facts along observational and experi
mental lines. The total result was
overwhelming, coming as it did, more
than 100 years after setting forth of
transmutation, and its repeated rejec
tion by the main body of naturalists.
Evolution was accepted so quickly
by scientists that the world was
startled. This sudden conversion
gave rise to the impression, even
among scientific workers, that no
serious contribution to evolutionary
theory had been made before the
work of 'Darwin. Such an impres
sion does not represent the facts and
it does grave injustice to the pioneer
'hinkel'S of the eighteenth century,
to whom we have alluded.

Darwin's second accomplishment,

natural selection, was accepted by
science as a causo-mechanical ex
planation of evolutionary change.
The cogent statement and the sim·
plicity of the principle of selection
were of great importance for its ac
ceptance as the cause of evolution,
along with the broader theory of ev
olution as the historic fact. Ex
tended exposition of the selection
process will not be attempted. It
may be found in numerous elemen·
tary books, and in the early chapters
of the "Origin of Species." The tab
ulation known as Wallace's chari,
which is an. admirable outline of the
argument, may be cited in this con·
nection:

Wallace's Chart of Natural Selection.
Proved Facts-(a) Rapid increase
of numbers; (b) total numbers sta
tionary; (c) struggle for existence;
(d) variation and heredity; (e) sur
vival of the fittest; (f) change of en
vironment.

Consequences-Struggle for exist
ence; survival of the fittest (natural
selection); structural modifications.

The importance of Darwin's work
in the history of scientific thought is
that it convinced science of the
truth of organic evolution and pro
posed a then plausible theory of ev
olutionaI:y causation. Since Dar
win's time evolution as the historic
fact has received confirmation on
every hand. It is 'now regarded by
competent scientists as the only ra
tional explanation of an overwhelm
ing mass of facts. Its strength lies
in the extent to which it gives mean
ing to so many phenomena that
would be meaningless without such
an hypothesis.

But the case of natural selection
is far different. Of recent years this
theory of the causes of evolution has
suffered a decline. No other hypoth
esis, however, has completely dis
placed it. It remains the most satis
factory explanation of the origin of
adaptations, although its all-suffici
ency is no longer accepted. The in
itial step in evolution is the appear
ance of individual variations which
are perpetuated by heredity, rather
than the selection of variations after

they have appeared. The interest of
Investigators has shifted to problems
of variation' and heredity, as ex
emplified by the rise of the science
of genetics.

As a result of this situation there
has been much discussion among
scientists regarding the adequacy of
what is often referred to as the Dar
winian theory, meaning natural se
lection. In condemning selection asan inadequate explanation of the
problem, biologists have often seem
ed to condemn evolution itself. It
is not strange that the layman, for
whom Darwinism and evolution are
synonymous terms, believes that ev
olution has been rejected when he
hears that belief in Darwinism is on
the wane. He does not understand
that what is thus meant by Darwin
ism is not the historic fact of evolu
tion, but the proposed cause of evo
lution-natural selection. This point
may not seem vital, but those inter
ested in biological science frequently
find the situation used to support
claims that the entire concept of or
ganic evolution has fallen ionto dis
repute. There are many, even today,
who rejoice at anything that appears
to weaken this major generalization
of biology.

Such then is the more strictly
scientific status of the doctrine of ev
olution as a whole. The origin, by
evolution, of the heavenly bodies and
of our earth is evidenced by facts of
astronomy and geology, as set forth
in any elementary treatise on these
sciences. Inorganic evolution, or
the modification of nonliving matter,
is thus supported by science and
does not find serious opposition in
the public mind. Organic evolution,
or the origin of animal and plant
life, receives a similiar support from
the facts of biology. If the origin of
man were not involved, there would
be presumably little serious opposi
tion from nonscientific sources of
the present day.

Human Evolution.
But with the evolution of all other

living things, both animal and plant,
overwhelmingly attested by the facts,
it is not only impossible, but puerile

to separate man from the general
course of events. Moreover, the evi
dence for man's origin is becoming
clearer year by year. Comparative
anatomy, embryology, classification,
physiology, geographical distribu
tion, fossils and the existing races of
mankind tell the same story for man
as for the rest of the animal world.

Huxley's essay, 'entitled "Man's
Place in Nature," presents in a
masterful manner the anatomical
evidence for our kinship with the
four species of tailless apes-the gib
bon, gorilla, orang and chimpanzee
and his most significant conclusions
are even more strongly established
at the present day. If creation oc
curred at 9 :00 a. m. on October 23rd
of the year 4,004 B. C., as part of the
divine plan, it is amazing that such
success should have dogged the steps
of the students of human skeletal and
cultural remains during the last half
century. The skeletons, in part or
in whole, are known for a number of
subhuman races and a vast array of
implemeuts and other remains, all
showing a progressive advancement.
By another fifty years it seems safe
to expect that much more of the
story will be unveiled. It is further
amazing that investigations in Egypt
show the existence ofa flourishing
civilization in the Nile valley as
early as 5,000 B. C., and back of
this a gradual development from the
barbarism of the stone age.

On man's intellectual side, psy
chology is making increasingly evi
dent the essential animal foundation
of human intelligence. Man's claim
to importance in the universe, re
vealed by science, lies not in the pre
tense that this planet was created for
his convenience, but in the claim
that he transcends the material uni
verse in so far as he comprehends
it. And the method of such compre
hension that dominates modern
thought is the method of science, not
that of theology.

The question of human beginnings
is one that is open to investigation,
like any other historic or prehistoric
event. In this connection a quota
tion from a famous essay by Herbert
Spencer, published in 1852, is appro-
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The Nature of the Proof of Organic
Evolution.

There are two distinct types of
evidences of evolution, one of which
has to do with changes that have
occurred during past ages,. the other
with changes that are go~ng on at
the present time. The eVlden<?es of
changes that have t.aken I!lace In the
remote past must, In theIr very na
ture, be indirect and to some extt;nt
circumstantial, for there are no lIv
ing eye-witnesses 'of events so far re
moved from the present and t~ere
are no documentary records wntten
in human language. Records of
past events are written, however, for
him who has learned the la~guage,
in the rocks, in the ~nat?mlcal de
tails of modern speCIes, In the d~
velopment of animals a~d pla~ts, In
their classification, and In theIr geo
graphical distribution, past a?d pres
ent. Evidences that speCIes are
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clude many technical monographs
and the following books: "Evolu
tion Genetics and Eugenics;" "Ver
tebr~te Zoology;" "Outline of Gel}eral
Zoology;" "The Biology <?f ~~InS;"
"The Physiology of TWInmng. )

The evolutionist stands for and be
lieves in a changing wo~ld. Evolu
tion is merely the phIlos?phy of
change as opposed to the p~lllosophY
of fixity and unchangeabIlIty. One
must choose between tht::se aIte.rnate
philosophies, for there IS no I?ter
mediate position; once adn.nt a
changing world and you adm~t the
essence of evolution. The partIcular
courses of change or the causes of
any particular kinds of chan~e.are
matters that the expert a~one IS In a
position intelligently to dISCUSS. .We
know with certainty some few thIngs
about the course of evolutiol}, and we
believe that we have discovered
some important phases of the me
chanism of evolution, but. these are
controversial matters and In no .w.ay
effect the question as to the valIdity
of the principle. ~hether or not
evolution may lay claIm to rank as a
law of nature depends upon the
strength, the coherency al}d the
abundance of the so-called eVIdences
of evolution.

of the teacher the situation has more
than academic interest.

Evolution has been generally ac
cepted by the intellectually compe
tent who have taken the trouble to
Inform themselves with an open
mind. The following letter was.
written in response to a request to
state his position, it having J;>een 3;1
leged that he was not a belIever In
organic evolution:

"Washington, D. C.,
"August 29, 1922.

"My dear Prof. Curtis:
"May it not suffice for me to say,

in reply to your letter of August 25th,
that, of course, like every o.ther man
.of intel~igence ~nd edu~atIon'h-I do
believe In orgamc evol I n sur
f> a a IS ~te ate such
questions should be raIsed.

Sincerely yours, LSON ..
"WOODROW WI .

Prof. W. C. Curtis,
Columbia, Mo.
In view of all the facts, may we

not say tha! the p:ese~t storm
against orgamc ev?lutI?n IS but an
expression of malIgn Influenc.es of
prejudice and ignorance, hostIle. to
what we may envision is the hIgh
destiny of our western world.

By Prof. lIoratlio Hackett Newman,
Zoologist, University of Chicago.
(Biography-He was dean. of ~he

colleges of science at that umvers.lty
for nearly seven years,. haVIng
charge especially of premedIcal and
medical students. He has been
teaching zoology since 1898. He re
ceived his bachelor's deg~ee at M~
Master university, and. hIS. doctor s
degree at Chicago umverslty.. J!:e
has memberships and fellowshIps In
the American Association for the .Ad
vancement of Science, the Amencan
Society of Zoologists, etc. .He l,Ias at
tracted widespread attentH~n. In the
scientific world by his StudI~S of ex
perimental embryology and In other
zoological subjects: He was among
the earliest in thIS ~ountry to o~
ganize large classes In varIOUS u.nI
versities for the study ~f eyolutI!>n
and heredity. His publIcatIons In-

their traditions of the orlgm of the
world. The story in Genesis appar
ently descended to the early He
brews and to their neighbors in
Mesopotamia from a source far ante
dating the appearance of the Jews as
a people and their sacred writings.

. Archeology and ethnology most rea
sonably indicate that in its origin
this Hebrew-Babylonian tradition
may be compared with the stories of
many primitive peoples. We take
the story in Genesis seriously as an
account of prehistorical facts, be
cause it is our story of creation pas
sed down by tradition from our fath
ers. It is, and will remain, sacred
and interesting, because it has been
woven into the thought of western
culture for almost 2,000 years and
because of its intrinsic literary and
moral qualities.

But the past history of events,
whether of human or animal origins,
is subject matter for scientific in
quiry, and the answer of science is
evolution. The very great antiquity
of man, the existence at an earlier
period of beings, m:\nlike, but inter
mediate between man and primates,
together with the facts of man's anat
omy, his embryology, his physiologi
cal reactions, even his mentality, all
point to his bodily kinship with the
rest of living nature. It is not true
men came from monkeys, but
that men, monkeys and apes all came
from a common mammalian ancestry
millions of years in the past..

It is more reasonable to believe
that the Bible is a human document
representing the history of an ad
vance from the concept of a barbar
ous and vengeful Jehovah of the earl
ier Old Testament, 'through the God
of righteousness and justice of the
later prophets, and culminating in
the concept of a Father as preached
by Jesus of Nazareth.

In the foregoing statement we
have considered the intellectual as
pects of the doctrine of organic evo
lution. There remains its social as
pects. Evolution is one of the basic
concepts in modern thought. Sup
pression of a doctrine established by
snch overwhelming evidence is a
serious matter. From the standpoint
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priate: "Those who cavalierly re
ject the theory of evolution ," writes
Spencer, "as not adequately sup
ported by faefs seem quite to forget
that their own theory is supported
by no facts at all. Like the majority
of men who are born to a given -be
lief, they demand the most rigorous
proof of any adverse belief, but as
sume that their own needs none.
Here we find, scattered over the
globe, vegetable and animal organ
isms numbering, of the one kind (ac
cording to Humboldt), some 320,000
species, and of the other some 2,
000,000 species (see Carpenter); and
if to these we add the numbers of
animal and vegetable species that
have become extinct, we may safely
estimate the number of species that
have existed, and are existing on the
earth, at not less than 10,000,000.
Well, which is the most rational the
ory about these 10,000,000 of species?
Is it most likely that there have
been 10,000,000 of special creations?
Or is it most likely that by continual
modifications, due to a change of cir
cumstances, 10,000,000 of varieties
have been produced, as varieties are
being produced still?

And, one might add, if the evidence
indicates that all other species have
arisen by evolution, is it probable
that man, whose bodily structure
and functions are so nearly identical
with those of the mamalia and par
ticularly the primates-that man
ar.ose in a different fashion. We
have, moreover, as above indicated,
the positive evidence to support this
general presumption

Having outlined the evidence for
human evolution and stated the pre
sumption in its favor, let us turn to
the evidence for special creation, as
found in Genesis. Science and com
mon sense alike inquire regarding
the nature and sources of this ac
count, if it be regarded as a true
statement of the facts. Science faces
the matter squarely, desiring only
the right to investigate and draw
unprejudiced conclusons. The re
sults of such investigations are not
in doubt. It appears that the races
about the eastern Mediterranean,
like other primitive peoples, had
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changing today are quite direct in
character, for more or less radical
hereditary changes have been seen
in the act of taking place, though,

. as yet, we ,have little knowledge of
the causes responsible for them.
The discovery that species are chang
ing at a noticeable rate at the pres
ent time is in itself strong evidence
that they have changed in the past,
and doubtless in the same ways and
at the same rates of speed as those
observable today; for even the con
vinced special creationist would
hardly claim that species have re
mained immutable since their crea
tion only to begin change during the
present era. Little can be learned
about the large changes involved in
organic evolution by observing rela
tively small changes of the. present,
for it takes immense periods of time
for the larger waves of change to
run their course and reach their cul
mination. For the study of past ev
olutionary events we use the histori
cal method so successfully employed
in archaeology and ancient history;
for the study of present evolution we
make use of the methods of direct
observation and experiment. The
findings in one field strongly sup
port and supplement the other.

When we admit that the evidences
of past evolution are indirect and
circumstantial, we should hasten to
add that the same is true of all other
great scientific generalizations. The
evidences upon which the law of
gravity are based are no less indirect
than are those supporting the princi
ple of evolution. Like all other great
scientific generalizations, the law of
gravity has acquired its validity
through its ability to explain, unify
and rationalize many observed facts
of physical nature. If certain facts
entirely out of accord with the law
of gravity were to come to light,
physicists would be forced either to
modify the statement of the law so as
to bring it into harmony with the
newly-discovered facts, or else to
substitute a new law capable of
meeting the situation. Laws of na
ture are no more or less than con
densed statements about the facts of
nature and therefore are valid only

in so far as they agree with the facts.
The nebular hypothesis and its mod
ern rival, the planetesimal hypoth
esis, are both deductions from facts;
they both seem to agree with many
of the obscured data, but neither of
them is as yet fully adequate for all.
In the field of physical chemistry we
had first the molecular theory, then
the atomic theory, then the iOnic
theory and now the electron theory;
each of those has appeared in direct
response to the necessity of explain
ing new sets of facts, and none of
them is so well founded as is the
theory of evolution. No one has ever
seen a molecule, an atom, an ion or
an electron; the existence of and the
properties of these entities have been
deduced from the behaviors of vari
ous chemical substances when sub
jected to experimental conditions.

The principle of evolution stands
in the first rank among natural laws
not only in its range of applicability,
but in the degree of its validity, the
extent to which it may lay claim to
rank as an established law. It is
the one great law of life. It depends
for its validity, not upon conjecture
or philosophy, but upon exactly the
same sorts of evidence as do other
laws of nature.

Evolution has been tried and
tested in every conceivable way for
considerably over half a century.
Vast numbers of biological facts have
been examined in the light of this
principle and without a single ex
ception they have been entirely com
patible with it. Think what a sensa
tion in the scientific world might be
created if some one were to discover
even one well-authenticated fact that
could not be reconciled with the
principle of evolution. If the en
emies .of evolution ever expect to
make any real headway in their I

campaign they should devote. their
energies toward the discovery of
such a fact. .

The exact nature of the proof of
the principle of evolution is that
when great masses of scientific data
such as are involved in those
branches of biology known as tax
onomy, comparative anatomy, em
b.yology, serology, paleontology an I

eographic distribution, are ~ooked fundamental structure resemblance
upon as the r.esult of evolutIOnary signifies blood relationship; that,

rocesses, they take on orderliness, generally speaking, the closeness of
r asonableness, unity and coherency. structural resemblance runs essen

ot only this, but each subs~ience tially parallel with closeness of kin
ecomes more closely linked WIth the ship. Most biologists would say that

others and all turn out to be but dif- this may once have been only an as
ferent aspects of the one great pro- sumption, but that iUs now so amply
ess. . No other explanation of bi- supporteq ,by faCts that it has be-

ological phenomena that in any sense come.- ~~omatic. . However. obvious
rivals the evolution principle has the.-valIdity of thIS assumptIOn may
vel' been offered to the public. be. it is the 'pla~n duty of on~ who

This principle cannot be abandoned/" att.empts to Justl.fy tht; evolutIOnary
until one more satisfactory cOIlJes prmclple to aVOId takmg ~teps t~~t
forth to take its place. To revert to a~e in the least opep. to senous CrIt~
the thoroughly discredi~ed and ~n- CI~m.. If we cannot rely upon thIS
scientific idea of speCIal creatIon prInCIple we can make no sure 'prog
would be as utterly impossible as to ress toward the proof of evolutIon.
revert to the ancient geocentric con- The assumption we are now dis
ception of the universe, according to cussing is tantaJ:.n0l!nt to an affin;na
which a flat earth was thought to tion of the prmclple of heredIty;
occupy the center of the universe that like tends to produce .Iik~. "!e
and the sun, moon and ,stars to re- continually employ the prInCIple m
volve about it. every day life. We fully expect the

Let us reiterate that a theory or a offspring of sparrows.to be sparrows,
principle is acceptable only so long of robins to be robI.ns; and If we
as it accords with the facts already should ever find an Instance to the
known and leads to the discovery of co~trary, we would be greatly sur
new facts and principles. Whet~er pnsed and shocked. F':lthermore, we
or not the principle of evolutIOn hav.e learned by experIence that off
meets these requirements the reader spru!-g not only belong to the same
must judGe for himself after a peru- speCIes as the parents, but resemble
sal of th~ facts that lie at the basis the parents more closely than they
of- the principle. do other people. Whenever we s~e

The evidences of evolution that we two people whose res~mblan~e IS
shall investigate are contai~ed with- closer t~hafueu~~~cl:io~m~:~I~~~h
in t?e following fi~lds of bIOlogy: ~~~~ns are relations, probably off
Flrst-Comparat~ve anatomy or spring of the same parents. Every

morphology, the SCIence of structure. one has had the experience of meet
Second-Taxonomy, the science of ing two persons so strikingly alike

classification. that it is almost impossible to dis-
Third-Serology the science of tinguish them apart, and the natural

blood tests.' assUl;uption i~ tha~ such persons ~re
Fourth-Embryology the science duplIcate or IdentIcal twms. Twms

of development.' of this sort are vastly more c~osely
Fifth-Paleontology, the science of related than are brothers or. SIsters,

extinct life. or even than are fratern~l twms who
Sixth-Geographic distribution, the are usually no. more alIke than, a~e

study of the horizontal distribution brothers ane! SIsters. of closely ,sImI
of species upon the earth's surface., lar ages. ,It IS pr~ctlcally establIshed

Seventh-Genetics, the analytlc· - that duphca~e. t,wms are J<roducts of
and experimental study of evolution- the early dIVISIOn of a sI~gle, germ
ary processes going on today. cell. No .clost;r degree of kInshIp can

A careful study of the situation re- well be Imagmed than thIS, for the
veals that the entire fabric of ev- two individuals bear the same re
olutionary evidences is woven about lationship to each other as do the
a single broad assumption: That two bilateral halves of one body;

«
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The writer has had an exceptional
opportunity to determine the exact
degrees of resemblance existing be
tween separate offspring derived
from a single egg. It so happens
that a peculiar species of mammal
the nine-banded armadillo, almost
always gives birth to four young at
a time. These quadruplets are in
variably all the same sex in a litter
and are nearly identical in their
anatomical details. A study of their
embryonic history has proven be
yond question that.in every case the
four embryos are produced by the
division of a single normally fertil
ized egg. Large numbers of ad
vanced sets of quadruplets fetuses
were studied statistically with the
idea of determining the exact degree
or their resemblance. An average or a
considerable number of determina
tions revealed the somewhat startling
fact .that their coefficient of correla
tion is .93, which is merely another
way of saying that they are 93 per
cent identical. The remarkable
closeness of this resemblance may be
fully appreciated when it is realized
that the only structural resemblances
belonging to this order of closeness
are those existing between the right
and left halves of single individuals,
and that the next order of resem
blance is that between siblings (bro
thers or sisters) who are only 50 per
cent identical.

This, then, is a crucial test of the
validity of the assumption that close
ness of resemblance is a function of
closeness of kinship, for here we
have the closest approach to identity
in connection with what is also the
closest possible blood relationship.

Employing the principle of hered
ity in a somewhat broader way, and
in a way that is hardly likely to be
questioned even by the most cap
tious, we account for the common
pos.se~s~on of certain structural pe
c~banhes by. all mem!Jers of a given
kind or speCIes of ammal by saying
that characters have been derived
from a common ancester. It is only
a short step in logic to conclude that
two closely similar kinds or species
of animals have been derived one
from the other or from a common

species. Once having taken this step
we are on the road that leads in
evitably to an evolutionary interpre
tation of natural groups. If the prin
ciple of heredity holds for fraterni
ties, for races, for species, where are
we to draw the line? It does not
seem reasonable to admit that struc
tural resemblances within' the fra
ternity, the race, the species, are ac
counted for as a product of heredity,
and to deny that equally plain resem
blances among the species of a genus
or among the genera of a family
have a hereditary basis. It is logi
cally impossible to draw the line at
any level of organic classification,
and say that fundamental structural
resemblance is the product of hered
ity up to such and such a level, but
that beyond some arbitrarily settled
point heredity ceases to operate.

Evidences From Comparative
Anatomy.

The foundation stones of compara
tive anatomy are the principles of
homology and of analogy. The
former implies heredity and the lat
ter variation.

The Principle of Homology.
Anyone who has at all seriously

studied comparative anatomy must
have been impressed with the fact
that the animal kingdom exhibits
several distinct types of architect
ure, each of which characterizes one
of the grand divisions of the king
dom. Within each of these great
assemblages of animals character
ized by a common plan of organiza
tion there are almost innumerable
structural diversities within the
scope of the fundamental plan.
These major or minor departures
from the ideally generalized condi
tion reminded one- of variations upon
a theme in music; no matter how
elaborate the variations may be, the
skilled musician recognizes the com
Illon theme running through it all.
This fundamental unity amidst minor
diversity of form or of function is
looked upon as a common inherit
ance from a more or less 'remote an
cestor. III animals belonging to the
same gronp, and therefore having the

arne general plan of organization,
we find many organs having the
arne embryonic origin and the
orne general relations to other struc

tures, but with vastly different super
ficial appearance and playing quite
diverse functional roles. Such struc
tures are said to be homologous.

A common example of homolog
ous structures is presented by the
forelimbs of various types of back
boned animals (vertebrates); such,
for example, as that of man, that of
the whale, that of the bird and that
of the horse. The arm of man is by
far the most generalized of these; it
is not far from the ideal prototypic
land vertebrate fore limb, and in
that it is not specialized for any par
ticular function, but is a versatile
tool of the brain. The flipper of the
whale is a short, broad, paddlelike
structure, apparently without digits,
wrist, forearm or upper arm; but on
close examination it is seen to pos
sess all of these structures in a con
dition homologous, alniost bone for
bone and muscle for muscle, with
those of the human arm. The wing
of the bird, a highly specialized or
gan of flight, appears superficially to
have nothing in common with the
arm of man; but a study of its anat
omy shows the same bony architect
ure and muscle complex, modified
rather profoundly for a different
function and with the thumb and
two of the fingers greatly reduced or
entirely unrepresented in the adult
stage. The fore-leg of the horse is a
specialized cursorial appendage, and
in accord with this function has but
one functional toe with a heavy toe
nail or hoof. Two other toes are
represented by the so-called split
bones, mere vestiges of once useful
structures. In other respects the
horse's leg is quite homologous with
that of other .land vertebrates. The
evolutionary explanation of the fact
that these several types of limbs
(each playing an entirely different
role in nature and each so unlike
the other in forin and proportions)
have the same fundamental archi
tecture, is that they have all in
herited these characters from some
distant common ancestor. In each

case the inheritance has undergone
modification in harmony with the
life needs of the organism. This, of
course, implies descent with modifi
cation, which is no more or less than
evolution.

An equally significant situation
comes to light in connection with the
hind-limbs of vertebrates. The leg of
man, a specialized walking ap
pendage, is much less versatile than
is the arm; yet it is closely homol
ogous with the latter. The hind-limb
of the whale is, in some species, en
tirely wanting in the adult or else
is in vestigial condition. The leg of
the bird is decidedly reptilian in
structure and is believed to have re
tained, in large measure, the charac
teristics of that of the supposed rep
tilian ancestors. The hind-limb of
the horse, though somewhat stronger
and heavier than the fore-limb, re
sembles the latter closely both in
form and function. Snakes are typ
ically limbless vertebrates, but the
python has small but clearly defined
hind-limbs, somewhat reduced in
number of bones and almost entirely
hidden beneath the scaly integument.

No other attempt to explain homol
ogies such as those briefly outlined
above has been made except that of
special creation, and this implies a
slavish adherence to a preconceived
ideal plan together with capricious
departures from the plan in various
instances. A systematic attempt to
apply the special creation concept to
all cases of homologies involves one
in the utmost confusion of ideas
and leads almost inevitably to ir
reverence, which is abhorent to ev
olutionists as well as to specialcrea
tionists.

Vestigal Structures.
These may be defined in function

less rudiments of structures whose
homologues are found in a functional
state in other members of a group
with a common architectural plan.
Thus the hind-limbs of the whale
and of the python, the thumb of the
bird, the split bones of the horse, are
vestigal homologues of structures
well developed in more generalized
groups of vertebrates. .
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The case of the hind limb vestiges
in the various species of whales may
be emphasized as a crucial one. Sev
eral different degrees of rudimenta
tion are found in different types of
whales, ranging from a state· in
which the pelvic bones and those of
most of the leg clearly recognizable
as such down to one in which these
bones are entirely absent in the adult
condition. In the cases where the
bones are obvious, the situation
is just this-deeply buried beneath
the thick cushion of blubber in the
pelvic region there lies a little hand
ful of bones, ridiculously minute in
comparison with the giant propor
tions of the other parts of the skele
ton. These bones are immovable be
cause their muscular connections are
atrophied; they do no service in sup
porting the frame of the animal; in
short, they cannot possibly function
as bones at all. The somewhat puer
ile argument of the antievolutionist
that these vestigial limb bones play
some useful, though unknown role,
else they would never have been
created, cannot seriously be enter
tained in this case, for what can they
make of the fact that some wha1es
entirely lack these structures? More
difficult even than this for the special
creationist to explain is the fact that,
even in these whales that lack vesti
gal limb bones in the adult condi
tion, posterior limb buds appear in
the early embryonic period and then
slowly atrophy. The case just de
scribed in in no way exceptional or
peculiar. It is, on the contrary, quite
typical of a vel'Y general phenom
enon.

Vestigal Structures in Man.
There are, according to Wieder

sheim, no less than 180 vestigal struc
tures in the human body, sufficient to
make of a man a veritable walking
museum of antiquities. Among these
are the vermiform appendix, the ab~

breviated tail with its set of caudal
mu;;cles, a complicated set of muscles

. homologous with those employed by
other animals for moving their ears,
but practically functionless in all but
a few men; a complete equipment of
scalp muscles used by other animals

for erecting the hair, but of very
doubtful utility in man even in the
rare instances when they .function
voluntarily; gill slits in the embryo
the homologues of which are used in
aquatic respiration; miniature third
eyelids (nictitating membrane), func
tional in all reptiles and birds,
greatly reduced or vestigial in all
mammals; the lanugo, a complete
coating of ebryonic down. or hair,
which disappears long before birth
and can hardly serve .any useful
function while it lasts. \nJ.ese and
numerous other structures of the
same sort can be reasonably inter
preted as evidence that man has de
scended from ancestors in which
these organs were functional.l Man
has never completely 1:'l'ist these
characters; he continues to inherit
them though he no longer has any
use for them. Heredity is stubborn
and tenacious, clinging persistently
to vestiges of all that the race has
once possessed, though chiefly con
cerned in bringing to perfection the
more recent adaptive features of the
race.

Homology Versus Analogy.
It is quite common to find different

animals with certain structures that
look alike and function alike, but are
not homologous. The eye of the
octopus, a cephaloped mollusk, has a
chorion, a lens, a retina, an optic
nerve, and a general aspect deci~ed
ly like that of a fish. As an optIcal
instrument it must obviously func
tion in the same manner as does the
eye of an acquatic vertebrate; but
not one part of the eye of a cephalo
pod is homologous with that of a
vertebrate. Because those two types
of eye look alike and function alike,
but arise from quite different em
broyonic primodin adapted to meet a
common function, they are known as
analogous structures. They are to
be sharply contrasted with homolog
ous structures, which may be widely
different in form and function. so
long as they arise from equivalent
embryonic primordic. Both homol
ogies and analogies imply changes in
relation to the environment, and,
therefore plainly favor the idea of
descent with modification.

Connecting Links.
If one group of animals has been

derived by descent from another
there should be some form more or
less intermediate between the two
and with some characteristics. of
hoth groups. Many such connectIng
links actually exist at the present
lime. Almost every order of animals
possesses some primitive members
that have doubtless, evolved at a
lower rate than their relatives and

have on that account retained. a
larger measure of ancestral traIts
than have the more typical repre
lIentatives of the group. Thus there
is a group of primitive. ann.elid
worms, represented by Dll~ophllus,
Protordrillus and Pollygordms, that
serve partially to bridge the gap be
tween the two grand divisions, an
nolide and flatworms. The c!lse ?f
the several species of Dmophllus .IS
especially noteworthy, for these ht
tle animals are so evenly balanced
between the characteristics of one
phylum and those of the other that
some authors place them among ~he
flatworms others among the annehds
and still ~thers are inclined to place
them in an anomalous .group .bY
themselves. There is an InterestIng
genus of pri~itive centipes, called
Peripatus,. whIch possess as. many
annelid features as anthropOId fea
tures. Among vertebrates we have
the familiar example of the lung
fishes with both the gills of fishes
and lungs homologous with those
of land vertebrates. And finally, we
may mention those curious egg-lay
ing mammals, momotrems, of Austra
lia and New Zealand, which though
obviously mammalian in most re
spects possess, in addition of lay
ing eggs after the f~shion of !~P
tiles many other deCIdedly reptIhan
traits. The reader interested in fol
lowing up in more detail th.is inter
esting branch of comJ?aratIv.e ana
tomy will find the subject SkIllfully
handled by Geoffrey Smith in a vol
ume entitled "Primitive Animals."

Comparative anatomy is a mature
and well organzed science and in
volves a vast amount of technical
data. No one but a trained compar
ative anatomist can reasonably be

expected to appreciate the dep~n4
ence of this subject upon the prInCI
ple of evo~u~ion. .W~thout evolu
tion as a guIdIng prInCIple, compar
ative anatomy would be a hopeless
mass of meaningless and discon
nected facts; with the aid of the
principle of homology, an evolu
tionary assumption, it has grown
to be one of the most scientific
branches of biology. This may be
taken as an illustration of the na
ture of the proof of organic evolu
tion' that when it is used as a work
ing hypothesis or guiding principle
it really works in that it is not only
consistent with all of the facts, but
lends significance and interest to
facts that would otherwise be drab
and disconnected.

Evidences From Classification.
The object of classification is to

arrange all species of animals and
plants in groups of various degrees
of inclusiveness which shall express
as closely as possible the actual de
grees of· relationship existing be
tween them.. In pursuance .of this
object we begin by groupm~ to
gether as one species all ammals
that are essentially alike in their
anatomical details. As an example
of the methods of classification we
may take the following familiar in
stance: . The European wolf ~s a
particular kind of animal consht~t
ing a species called lupus (the LatIn
word for wolf), all members of
which are more like one another
than they are like wolves of other
sorts, for the reason that they have
a common inheritance. There are
not a few other species of wolves,
each given a Latin name, and all of
these wolf species, including dogs
(believed to be domesticated and,
therefore, highly modified wolves),
are placed in one genus, Canis. Sev
eral other genera of more or less
wolflike animals, such as jackals
and foxes, are grouped with the
genus Canis, and constitute the fam
ily Canidae, the assumption being
that they are all the diversified de
scendants of some common wolflike
ancestor. Other families, such as
the cat family (felidae), the pear
family (urisdae) and several other
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families of terrestial beasts of prey form that, were it not for the inter
constitute the suborder fissipedia. grading stops between them, they
These, in turn, are grouped with would often be adjudged distinct
the marine beasts of prey, such as specIes. Moreover, the species of a
seals, sea lions, walruses (suborder prosperous genus are so variable
pinnipedia) to form the mammalian tpat it becomes an almost impos
order, carnivora. Several other or- sible task to determine where one
ders of animals with many charac- species ends and another begins, so
teristics in common are combined closely do they intergrade one into
to form the class mammalia, which another. A species, then, is not a
is one of several classes belonging fixed and definite assemblage such
to the subphylum vertebrata, a' as one would expect it to be if spe
branch of the phylum chordata. A cially created as an immutable
phylum is one of the grand subdi- thing. On the contrary, intensive
visions of the animals combined to study of any widely distributed spe·
form the class mammalia, with the cies gives the impression of an in
same fundamental plan of organiza- tricate network of interrelated in
tion, the common features of which dividuals changing in a great va
are believed to be derived from a riety of ways.
common ancestral type. The completed classification of

The underlying assumption of any large group, such as the verte
classification is the same that under- brates, presents itself as an elabor
lies. comparative anatomy; that de- ately branching system whose re
grees of resemblance run parallel semblance to a tree is unmistakable.
with degrees of blood relationship, The phylum branches into sub
that the most nearly identical in- phyla, some of the latter into sev
dividuals are most closely related eral classes, classes into orders, or
and that those that bear the least ders into families, families into
fundamental resemblance to each genera, genera into species, species
other are either not genetically re- into varieties. We may compare
lated at all or else had a common the phylum to one of the main
ancestor far back in the misty past branches coming off from the trunk,
when animal life was in process of while the varieties may be thought
origin. ''''Ie have already shown of as the terminal twigs. This tree
that this assumption holds good in like arrangement is exactly what
all cases where it has been possible one would expect to find in a group
to put it to the test. No further descended from a common ancestry
justification need be offered in this and modified along many' different
place for making use of the only lines. It is in reality a genealogical
adequate instrument of classifica- tree. If this striking arrangement
tion: the principle of homology. is a part of the plan of special cre-

ation it is indeed strangely unfor-
What is a Species? tunate that it speaks so plainly of

The species is the unit of classi- descent with modification.
fication, but there is serious doubt
as to whether species have any Man's Place in the System of
reality outside of the minds of tax- Classification:
onomists. Certainly it is extremely There is no greater difficulty in
difficult, if at all possible, exactly connection with the classification
to draw sharp boundary lines be- of man than in that of any other
tween closely similar species. When ,living species. Indeed there are
we examine a large number of in-. scores, even hundreds, of species
dividuals belonging to a given spe- whose exact affinities with other
cies we find that there are no two groups are far less obvious than
exactly alike in all respects. As a those of the human species. An
rule there is a wide range of diver- atomically the genus homo bears a
sity within the limits of the group striking resemblance' to the anthro
we call a species and the extreme poid apes. Bone for bone, muscle
variants are often so unlike the type for muscle, nerve for nerve, and in

many special details man and the
anthrapoid apes are extremely simi
lar. Homologies are so obvious that
even the· novice in comparative
anatomy notes them at a glance.
Man is many degrees closer anatom
ically to the great apes than the lat
ter are to the true monkeys, yet the.
special creationist insists upon plac
ing man in biological isolation as a
creature without affinities to the an
imal world. If a man is a creature
apart from all animals it is ex
tremely difficult to understand the
significance of the fact that he is
constructed along lines so closely
similar to those of certain animals;
that his processes of reproduction
are exactly those of other animals;
that in his development he shows
the closest parallelism step for step
to the apes, that his modes of nutri
tion, respiration, excretion, involve
the same chemical processes, and
that even' his fundamental psycho
logical process are of the same kind,
though differing in degree of spe
cialization, as are those of lower
animals.

Comparative anatomists recognize
man as a vertebrate, for he has all
of the characteristic features of that
group. He is obviously a mammal,
for he complies with qualifications
of that class in having hair; in giv
ing birth to living young after a
period of uterine development; in
suckling the young by means of
mammary glands; in having two
sets of teeth, one suceeding the
other; in having the teeth differen
tiated into incisors, canines and
molars; and in many other partic
ulars of skeleton, muscular sys
tem, circulatory system, alimentary
syste!Jl, brain and other parts of the
central nervous system. Among
mammals, man belongs to the well
defined order of Primates, an order
anatomically about halfway be
tween the most generalized and the
most specialized of the mammalian
orders. Apart from his extraordi
nary nervous specialization, man is
a relatively generalized mammal as
compared with such highly spe
cialized types as for example, the
whales. The older taxonomists
placed man and the other primates

at the top of the genealogical tree,
assigning to him the central tip of
the central branch as though the
goal of all organic evolution were
man. Accordingly, those mammals
such as the whales, which are least
like man, were considered the low
est members of the class. There
has been within recent years a pro
nounced reversal of this anthropo
centric point of view, which has re
sulted in a complete revision of the
arrangement of mammalian orders,
with the insectivora the lowest, the
cetacea (whales) the highest, and
the primates about intermediate in
systematic position.

The order primates consists of
two suborders-lemuroidae and an
thropoidae. The lemurs or half
apes are small arborial animals
with somewhat squirrel-like habits,
but with flat nails and certain other
primate characters. They serve to
link up the primates with the most
primitive of the mammalian orders,
the insectivora, which are now be-

. lieved, on anatomical and paleon
tological grounds, to be ancestral
not only to the primates but to most
of the other modern mammalian or
ders. The anthropoid or man-like
primates are divided into four dis
tinct families: The Hapalidae or
marmosets; the Cercopithecwate or
new world monkeys; the Simiidae
or anthropoid apes, and the Homi
nidae or men. The family Homi
nidae includes four genera: The
genus Pithecanthropus, represented
by the fragmentary remains of an
extinct Javan ape-man, the genus
Paleanthropus, the genus Eanthro
pus and the genus Homo, including
in addition to the existing species,
Homo sapiens, several different ex
tinct human species known as the
Dawn man, the Neaderthal man, the
Rhodesian man, and others.

The species Homo sapiens con
sists of at least four subspecie1! or
major varieties, each consisting of
numerous minor races and admix
tures of these. This high degree
of diversity within the species is
evidence of rapid evolution. If a
little over 4,000 years ago, as the
special creationists claim, one man
was created and has become the an-

d
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cestor of all men living today, evo
lution must have gone on at an ex
tremely rapid rate in order to have
produced so many widely different
races, for there could scarcely have
been more than 120 generations in
that time. If species are believed to
be immutable it is difficult to un
derstand why man should be such
a diversified group as he is.

Evidences from Blood Tests
The methods of classifying ani

mals just outlined depend upon re
latively gross criteria (homologies)
as compared with the refinements
characteristic of the serological
technique used in blood testing.
This latter method of classifying
animals depends upon chemical
similarities and differences in the
bloods of various animals, and the
basic assumption is once more that
degrees of resemblance parallel de
grees of blood relationship. Recent
investigation has shown that certain
materials in an animal's blood are
even more sharply specific than are
its visible structural characteristics.

.Chemical tests of extreme delicacy
are used to reveal resemblances in
blood. Thus, if we wish to find out
what animals are most like man in
blood composition we can find it
out in the following manner: Hu
man blood is drawn and allowed to
clot, a process that separates the
solid materials in the blood from
the liquid serum. ,The latter watery
fluid contains the specific human
blood ingredients. Small doses of
it are injected at two-day intervals
into the blood vessels of a rabbit.
At first the rabbit is sickened by the
injection, thus showing a marked
reaction to the foreign material.' In
the course of a short time, however,
there is no furtner reaction, and we
may conclude that the rabbit is im
munized. What has happened is
that some substance has been de
veloped in the rabbit's blood which
neutralizes the toxic effects of hu
man blood. It is a sort of antitoxin
and may be spoken of as antihu
man serum, a material that may
now be used as a delicate indicator
of blood kinship. When this anti
human serum is mixed with serum

taken from the blood of any human
being an immediate and definite
white precipitate is formed; when
mixed with that of any of the an
thropoid apes the precipitate is
similar to that formed with human
serum, but less abundant and some
what slower in appearing. The
tests showed a less prompt and less
abundant reaction with the blood of
old world monkeys, a slight but def
inite reaction with that of new
wo'rld monkeys, and no noticeable
reaction with that of lemurs.

The tests further indicated that,
if strong enough solutions are used
and time enough allowed for the
precipitate to settle, there is an
unmistakable blood relationship
among all, mammals and that de
grees of relationship run closely
parallel with those based upon hom
ologies. Not only this, but not a
few affinities, the existence of which
had been only vaguely suggested by
comparative anatomy, are strongly
emphasized by blood tests. One
most remarkable revelation is that
whales, the most specialized among
mammals, are more closely related
to the ungulates (hoofed animals),
and especially to the swine family,
than to any other grO!lp of the class
mammalia-a diagnosis that had
previously been made by several
anatomists on what appeared to
be rather slender morphological
grounds.

At the present time the technique
of blood testing for animal affinities
is rather difficult and very few
workers have attempted to make use
of it. The results so far attained,
however, are so definite and clean
cut that there is every reason to
expect a great future for this new
type of evolutionary evidence. Many
groups of animals have already
been tested and in general the affin
ities indicated closely parallel those
based on homologies. There is,
however, no exactness about this
parallel; nor could we expect such
to be the case. For that matter there
is no exact parallelism between the
teeth and the feet, between the head
and the tail. No two systems of an
organism exactly keep pace in their
evolution; one may remain reIa-

lively conservative while the other
may become greatly specialized. Of
all systems, the blood appears to
have .. been the most conservative
and to have retained most fully its
ancestral characters. It is on this
account that blood tests are so valu
able in revealing relationships that
can scarcely be determined in any
other way.

Far more important than any in
formation as to animal affinities re
vealed by blood tests is the fact that
the classification of animals based
on blood tests is essentially the
same as that based on morphology.
Suppose, for the sake of argument,
that these two modes of classifica
tion had revealed quite contrary

, arrangements, what a blow to our
confidence in the validity of evolu
tion I Con'versely, what a strong
support of the evolution principle
is afforded by the fact that the two
systems of classification point to
the same lines of descent!

Evidences from Embryology
There should be no sharp divi

sion between the evidences from
comparative anatomy and those
from embryology. Those two
branches of biology are insepar
able; one must be interpreted in the
light of the other. Comparative
anatomy deals with the adult struc
tures of organisms. Whenever there
is any question about homologies
Of fully developed structures re
coqrse is had to younger and still
younger stages, for when structures
are really homologous, they' tend to
be more closely similar the younger
they are. Structures that come
from the same or similar embryonic
are by definition homologous.
Therefore the only certain test of
homologies is a study of embry
ology.

It is necessary to bear in mind
that an individual is not merely his
adult condition; that a species is not
fully defined by a description of its
adult characteristics. The species
characteristics include those of the
egg and the sperm, the cleavage pat
tern, the particular modes of gas
trulation and of further differentia
tion. In brief, the species is fully

defined only by a full description of
its entire ontogeny. Very closel~."
related species keep step nearly aU
the way through their ontogenous
and diverge only toward the end of
their courses. Distantly related
forms diverge comparatively early
in their developmental paths; while
unrelated forms may have little or
nothing in common from the be
ginning.

The most advanced groups of or
ganisms travel a much longer jou~
ney before reaching their destina
tion than do organisms of loWer
status. In many instances certain
early stages in the development of
an advanced organism resemble in
unmistakable ways the end stages

... of less advanced organisms. There
is, in fact, in the long ontogeny of
members of high groups, a sort of
rough-and-ready repetition of the
characteristic features of many low
er groups. This fact has so im
pressed some biologists that they
have embodied it into a law, the
so-called biogenetic law; that onto
geny recapitUlates phylogeny., In
less techmcal language this means
that the various stages in the de
velopment of the individual are like
the various ancestral forms from
which the species is descended, the
earliest embryonic stages being like
the most remote ancestors and the
latter stages like the more recent an
cestors. In still other words, the,
concept may be stated as follows:
The developmental history of the in
dividual may be regarded as an ab
breviated resume of its ancestral his
tory.

In the first place it is obvious that
no embryonic stage can be in any
real sense the equivalent of any adult
ancestor. The most we can affirm is
that while some embryonic charac
ters of the higher group strongly re
mind us of some adult features of
lower groups, the tout ensemble of
the former is not at all closely simi
lar to that of the latter. In the sec
ond place, it should not be forgotten
that the embryonic and larval stages
of organisms have much more press
ing demands upon them than that of
recording their ancestral attainments
-they must adapt themselves to their
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sufficiently complete to tell any sort
of sequential story. The fact is that
the record is surprisingly full and
rich.

Age of the Earth .
According to the most recent com

putations based on the rate of radium
emanation, l~OOO 000,000 .,years have
elapsed since the earth attained its
present diameter. Various estimates
as to the time since the first life ap
peared upon the surface of the globe
range from 50,000,000 years to about
ten times that figure. Even the low
est figure gives ample time for any
sort of evolutionary change, no mat
ter how slow.
The Earth's Strata as Time Marke'rs

The crust of the earth is arranged
in a series of horizontal strata of
varying thickness. The lowest lay
ers are obviously the oldest, except
in a few localities where breaks and
tilts have occurred. Even in the most
disturbed mountainous ref,tions it is
an easy task for the geologist to de
termine the original order of the
strata.

First-None of the animals of the
past are identical with those of the
present. The nearest relationship is
between a few species of the past
which have been placed in the same
genera as those of todaY.

Second-The animals and plants of
each geologic. stratum are at least
generically different from those of
any other stratum.

Third-The animals and plants of
the oldest geologic strata represent
all of the existing phyla except the
vertebrates, but the representatives
of the various phyla are relatively
generalized as compared with mod
ern representatives of the same
phyla.

Fourth-There is a general pro
gression toward more highly special
ized forms as one proceeds from
lower to higher strata.

Fifth-Many groups of animals
reachcd the climax of their speciali
zation long ages ago and have become
extinct.

Sixth-Only the less specialized
relatives of those most highly spe
cialized types survived to become the
progenitors of the modern represen
tatives of the group.

SEVENTH DAY'S PROCEEDINGS

ly human characteristics. This is not
equivalent to saying that the expert
embryologist is in any doubt as to
the diagnosis of a human embryo no
matter how early the stage, for there
are specific features about all em
bryos from the egg stage on to the
end of development that may be dis
tinguished by anyone sufficiently
versed in the subject. In spite of
these specific differences, however,
there can be no question that the
embryology of man and that of any
of the anthropoid apes show the clos
est of resemblances at every stage
and diverge sharply only in the late
stages of prenatal life. So close a
resemblance in developmental histo
ries is found only in species that are

. members of the same ancestral stock,
for they have both inherited the
characteristic features of their devel
opment from their common ances
tors.

The evidence of human evolution
as derived from a study of embryol
ogy is in no wise exceptional; in the
contrary, it is quite typical and may
be taken as indicating that from the
developmental standpoint man is
at one with other animals.

Evidences from Paleontology
Paleontology is the science of an

cient life. Its materials are the more
or less cQl!lPlete preserved remains
of animals and plants that once hveiI'.
We call those remains fossils. Fos
sils are real; they cai'iiiOiDe ex
plained away. If evolution has taken
place and samples of every species
that has lived were preserved for
study, it would still be a task of im
mense difficulty to work out the ped
igrees of all types of organisms now
living, and we might still be largely
in the dark as to the causes of the ob
served changes. As it is, we have
fossil remains of perhaps only about
one out of each thousand extinct spe
cies, a mere random sampling of the
types that prevailed during the vari
ous past ages. Considering how many
factors have been at work to prevent
fossilization of large groups of spe
cies and how erosion and metamor
phosis have worked together to de
stroy those fossils already preserved,
we marvel that our fossil record is

next divides into two chambers, thus
r~sembling that of an amphibian.
Fmally the ventricle subdivides also
giving rise to the four-chambered
heart characteristics of mammals.
The main arteries and veins of the
head region are at first laid down
with reference to what are known as
the bronchial arches, the structural
framework of the bronchial or gill
apparatus of aquatic vertebrates.
Later, the whole architecture of this
~ystem bec?mes profoundly modified
m adaptatIon for lung respiration.
While the arteries and veins are in
the fish-like condition there appear at
the anterior end of the body in the
prospective neck region four pairs of
crevices, gill slits, which in fishes
open directly into the pharynx and
furnish a surface for gills. In the
human embryo, however, these clefts
never break through, but, after pel'
sisting for some time withou~ playing
any useful role, gradually disappear.
The only persistent residue of the
gill slits is the Eustacean tube, which
connects the pharynx with the mid
dle ear. Never at any time do the gill
slits function in a respiratory capac
ity, for they never possess any bron
chial tissue. Only one interpretation
of these transitory gill slits of man
can be seriously entertained, name
ly, that, although these structures are
inherited from the early aquatic an
cestry, adaptive demands have caused
their suppression in favor of more
useful structures. Inheritance causes
their appearance; lack of function
prevents their development and
causes their disappearance or modifi
cation.

Nothing is to be gained by a multi
plication of parallelisms such as the
above. Suffice it to say that the ner
vous system, the alimentary system,
the uregential system and other sys
tems go through stages similar to
those described above and that these
resemble adult stages of lower classes
of vertebrates. The embryology of
man is now pretty thoroughly known
in spite of the great difficulty of ob
taining the early stages. Step for step
it is almost pI'ccisely like that of oth
er primates, especially like that of
the anthropoids, and it is only in the
latest stages that it takes on distinct-
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surroundings if they are to survive.
As a result of this pressing necessity
many larvae and even embryos are
so profoundly modified in adaptive
ways that their ancestral characters

. are largely obscured. Various larval
or fetal organs commonly furnish the
outstanding characteristics of devel
opmental histories, and these purely
temporary organs not only tell no
story of ancestries, but frequently so
mask the ancestral story as to make
it almost indecipherable. In the third
place, different systems of organs de
velop at different rates, so that when
one system has reached an advanced
state of differentiation another sys
tem may be still in the primordial
state. Thus, in the development of
fishes the nervous system is far alon"
its course of development before th~
c~rculato:y system has even begun to
dIfferentIate. At such a stage as this
the embryo is obviously not equiva
lent to any adult ancestor, for an or
ganism with so discordant an organ
ization could not survive.

In spite of its faults and limita
tions, however, the idea that ontog
ony tends to repeat phylogeny, if
used intelligently and not over-ap
plied, .is a yery useful one. Organ
Isms mhent not only their adult
characters from their ancestors but
also their general development' pat
terns. It is therefore inevitable that
many features that have been out
grown or subordinated in modern
types should be found in a state more
ne~rly ancestral during the embry
OllIC stages. And especially is this
the case when particular systems are
studied separately. Thus we find
that the human circulato~y system
develops through a series of stages
that are much like the adult condi
tions of a series of ascending verte
brate classes.

The heart differentiates from a
sheet of mesoderm lying beneath the
pharynx. It has at first the form of
two nearly straight tubes, which soon
fuse for part of their length to form
a single tube divided at the two ends
into two tubes. Later the single tube
differentiates lengthwise into two
cavities, the auricle and the ventricle
and is now in the ~tage equivalent t~
that of an adult fish. The auricle
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Seventh-It is common to find a
new group arising near the close of
some geologic period when vast cli
matic changes were taking place.
Such an incipient group almost regu
larly becomes the dominant group of
the next period, presumably because
it arose in response to the new con
ditions that accompanied the change
from one period to another.

Eighth-The evolution of the verte
brate classes is more satisfactorily
shown than that of any other group,
probably because it arouse within the
period which is characterized by an
abundant fossil record. Of the verte
brates, the mammals are best repre
sent-ed and show the most complete
fossil pedigrees; this, because they
are the most recent in origin and
their remains have been least dis
turbed.

Ninth-Many practically complete
fossil pedigrees have been worked
out, connecting specialized types
with simpler and more generalized
ancestors. Such pedigrees have been
worked out for the horse, the ele
phant, the camel, the rhinoceros and
other equally specialized modern
types. A single example of this type
of evidence will be given, that of the
horse. Many other pedigrees have
been worked out that are equally
complete and no less significant.

Pedigree of the Horse
As recorded by Dendy, the course

of evolution of the horse family
(Equidae) "has evidently been de
termined by the development of ex
tensive, dry, grass-covered, open
plains on the American continent.
In adaptation of life on such areas
structural modification has pro
ceeded chiefly in two directions.
The limbs have become greatly
elongated and the foot uplifted
from the ground, and thus adapted
for rapid flight from pursuing
enemies, while the middle digit has
become more and more important
and the others, together with the
ulna and the fibula, have gradually
disappeared or been reduced to
mere vestiges. At the same time
the grazing mechanism has been
gradually perfected. The neck and
head have been elongated so that

the animal is able to reach thE}
ground without bending its legs,
and the cheek teeth have acquired
compleX grinding surfaces and have
greatly increased in length to com
pensate for increased rate of wear.
As in so many other groups, the
evolution of these special charac
ters has been accompanied by
gradual increase in size. Thus
Eohippus, of lower eocene times,
appears to have been not more than
eleven inches high at the shoulder,
while existing horses measure about
sixty-four inches, and numerous
intermediate genera for the most
part show regular progress in this
respect.

All of these changes have taken
place gradually, and a beautiful
series of intermediate forms indi
cating the different stages from
Eohippus to the modern horse have
been discovered. The sequence of
these stages in geological time ex
actly fits in with the theory that
each one has been derived from the
one next below it by more perfect
adaptation to the conditions of life.
Numerous genera have been de
scribed, but it is not necessary to
mention more than a few."

The first indisputably horse-like
animal appears to have been Hyra
cotherium of the lower eocene of
Europe". Another lower eocene
genus is Eohippus, which lived in
North America, probably having mi
grated across from Asia by the
Alaskan land connection. In Eohip
pus the forefeet had four hoofed
toes of nearly equal size, the home
logue Qf the thumb having been re
duced to a vestige. In the hind foot
the great toe had entirely disap
peared and the little toe had been
reduced to a splint bone. Then came
Orehippus of the upper eocene,
Mesehippus of the lower miocene,
Prothohippus of the lower plio
cene, pliohippus of the upper plio
cene, and finally, Equus of the quar
ternary and recent. This history,
in so far as it concerns the char
acters already described, furnishes
all of the intermediate conditions
and perfectly connects the horses
of the past with those of the pres
ent. One could hardly ask for a

clearer or more conclusive story of
volution than this, and this is only

one of many similar cases.

The Fossil Pedigree of Man.
There is nothing peculiar or ex

ceptional about the fossil record of
man. It is considerably less com
plehi than that of the horse, the
camel, the· elephant and other
purely terrestrial mammals, but it
Is far more complete than that of
birds, bats and several types of ar
boeal mammals. Much has been
laid by the antievolutionists about
the fragmentary nature of the fossil
record of man, but many other ani
mals have left traces far less read
ily deciphered and reconstructed.

The outstanding fact brought out
by a study of human paleontology
is that of man's antiquity. Accord
ing to the most expert testimony
available, the oldest fossil in the hu
man series is about 500,000 years
old; and even this estimate makes
man a recent product of evolution
as compared with many contempo
raneous animals. The earliest fossil
remains of the present species of
man (homo sapiens) have been very
conservatively estimated as 25,000
years old, while other species of ex
tinct man date back to a period at
least 100,000 years ago. In addi
tion to several species of the genus
homo, anthropologists distinguish
three other genera of the man fam
ily (Hominidae): Pithecanthropus,
Paleanthropus and Eoanthropus, all
more primitive than any members
of the genus Homo. A brief, but
frank, statement about each of these
links in the human pedigree is all
that is necessary for our purposes.

The Java Man.
.Pithecanthropus erectus.
This is the so-called Java man,

formerly called the ape man or
missing link, but now adjudged to
be definitely human. The fossil re
mains consist of a complete cal
varium or skull cap, three teeth and
a left thigh bone. These were scat
tered over twenty yards of space
and were discovered at different
times. There is no proof that these
remains belong to the same individ-

ual or even to the same species, but
they are all human in their anatom
ical characters and they occurred in
fossil-bearing rock about 500,000
years old. Many pages of scientific
romance have been written about
this species; all sorts of more or
less justifiable pictures and models
of this hypothetical species have
been published. It is then refresh
ing to read the coldly scientific
statement of Gregory:

"The association of gibbon-like,
skull-top, modernized human femur
and subhuman upper molars with
reduced posterior moiety, if cor
rectly assigned to one· animal, may,
perhaps, define pithecanthropus as
an early side branch of the Homi
nidae, which had already been
driven away from the center of dis
persal in central Asia, by pressure
of higher races. But whatever its
precise systematic and phylogen
etic position, Pithecanthropus or
even its constituent parts, the skull
top, the femur and the molars, sev
erally and collectively testify to the
close relationship of the late Ter
tiary anthropoids with the pleisto
cene hominidae."

The Heidelberg Man.
Paleanthropus Heidelbergensis.
The genus and species, commonly

known as the Heidelberg man, is
based solely upon a single lower jaw
in an excellent state of preserva
tion, with all teeth in place. The
strong points about this find are,
first, that it was found in a stratum
whose age had been well establish
ed; and second, that its discoverer
ranks among the leading experts in
the field. The age of this venerable
relic has been determined as at
least 400,000 years, a little more re
cent than Pithecanthropus. The
jaw is very primitive, heavy and
clumsily constructed as compared
with that of modern man. It lacks
the chin prominence, as does the
jaw of the gorilla. The teeth are
strictly human, though rather larger
than those of modern man. This
ape-like jaw with human teeth
forms an authentic link in the series
connecting man with the anthro
poids.
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Eoanthropus Dawnonis, the
Dawn Man.

The most ancient English human
relic has been called the dawn man
of Piltdown. Owing to the fact that
the skull fragments had been badly
damaged and scattered by workmen
before they came into scientific
hands, there has been a great deal
of controversy as to their signific
ance. Until the experts arrive at
an agreement about this type it
might be well for others to reserve
judgment. There can be no doubt
as to the fact that these remains
show a curious admixture of simian
and human characteristics, the jaw
and teeth being even more simian
than that of the Heidelberg man,
while the skull, though primitive,
is distinctly human. The age of the
dawn man is placed at about 200,
000 to 300,000 years.

In striking contrast with the frag
mentary character of the remains
just described are those of three dis
tinct species of the genus homo,
which are now to be briefly char
acterized.

Homo Neanderthalells·is, the
Neanderthal Man.

The well-established race known
as Neanderthal man is represented
by many individual skeletons of
varying degrees of completeness
and showing a considerable range
of diversity. Specimens have been
found in France, Spain, Belgium,
Germany and Austria. This species
of primitive man was of low stature
about five feet three inches in the
males and less in the females.

The posture was somewhat stoop
ing. The relatively large head was
long and flat, with ape-like brow
ridges and scarcely any forehead,
and was borne on an immensely
muscular neck in such a way that
the face was thrust forward in
simian fashion. The lower jaw was
heavy and lacked a chin promi
nence. The teeth were of a type
known as taurodont, adapted to a
coarse vegetable I1Iel and quite dif
ferent in structure from those of
modern man. The brain of this an
cient homo-Neanderthalensis was
large and specialized in some parts,

but deficient in those parts asso
ciated with the higher mental func
tions.

There can be no question that
Neanderthal man was much more
primitive, more simian in organi
zation, than modern man.' Expert
opinion, as expressed by Keith
looks upon him as "a separate and
peculiar species of man which died
out during or soon after the Mou
sterian period." This dates him
back to about 50,000 years ago.

Homo Rhodesiensis, the
Rhodesian Man.

Rhodesian man is represented by
a perfect skull and a nearly perfect
lower jaw, the tibia, both ends of
a femur collar bone and parts of
the scapula and pelvis. Part of the
upper jaw of a second specimen
was found in the same locality, the
Broken Hill mine in northern Rho
desia. This species is largely of
technical interest, and need not be
described in detail. Suffice it to say
that in some respects it was as
primitive as Neanderthal man, but
in other respects showed distinct
tendencies toward the modern con
dition. Anthropologists have as yet
not reached a decision as to the
exact taxonomic status of Rho
desian man, nor has its age been
definitely determined.

Homo Sapiens, the Modern
Man.

The earliest fossil evidence of the
existence of our own species dates
back to about 25,000 years ago. At
that time there lived a remarkable
race, known to us as Cro-Magnons,
a race said to be the most perfect
physically of which we have any
knowledge. Five essentially com
plete skeletons form the basis of the
type description. This tall, strong,
obviously intelligent, and artistic
race, was different in several im
portant particulars from any mod
ern race. A detailed description
of his characteristics would take us
too far afield. Our chief interest in
this race is that it serves to em-

. phasize the antiquity of our own
species.

In conclusion it may be said that
e fossil evidences of man's an
atry are neither rich nor poor;
at anthropology is a compara

vely youthful science, and that
w discoveries in the field are be

ng made at a very satisfactory rate.

Evidences from Geographic
Distribution

Just as paleontology deals with
e vertical distribution or distri

ution in time of species, so geog
phic distribution deals with their

orizontal distribution upon the
rth's surface at any given period

f time. Geographic distribution is
.sort of cross section of vertical
lstribution, giving a picture of the
omplex evolution of organisms at
given moment in the process. Ex
lorers and collectors have amassed
vast amount of data as to the pres

nt and past ranges of animals and
ave mapped out the distribution of
e majority of known species. A

omposite map of the geograp1;ric
lstribution of all known speCIes
ould be the most intricate picture
uzzle imaginable, and it would be
Imost impossible to make sense of
t. A study of the distribution of
buited groups, however, should
ad to some reasonable explana

Ion of their interrelations. Obvi
usly animals are not distributed
trictly according to climatic con
ltions or habitat complexes, for a
iven climate in one part of the
orld is associated with an entirely
iiferent fauna from a practically

dentical climate in another part of
be world. Moreover, animals are
ot .always or even very frequently

located in those parts of the world
that would offer them the best pos
ihle life conditions. This is borne

out by the fact that not a few ani
mals, when taken out of the normal
range and transferred to a distant
region, thrive much better than in
their native territory. Thus Euro
pean rabbits, when carried to Aus
lralia, throve and multiplied be
yond all expectation till they be
came a pest. Again, as may be

asHy observed, the English spar
row seems to find America much
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more congenial than the British
Isles.

If animals are not distributed ac
cording to habitats, how, then, can
we account for their distribution?
It is not at all likely that species
retain the same ranges for long
periods; they are continually chang
ing their locations. We know, also,
that the likeliest places to look for
two closely similar species are ad
jacent territories, separated by geo
graphic' barriers. A stuqy of the
distribution of the speCIes of a
large genus usually reveals the fact
that the most generalized or type
species occupies the central part. of
the area and that the most speCIal
ized species occupy outlying areas
adjacent to or connected with the
main range of the genus. Taking
these and related facts into consid
ereation, we are able to offer as an
explanation of the distribution of
groups of allied species that a par
ent species originates in one place,
multiplies and tends to migrate cen
trifugally in all directions, modify
ing as it goes to fit new conditions.
Some of the extreme migrants be
come isolated from the main body
of the species and, no longer inter

.breeding with them, become at first
well-marked local varieties and in
time new species. The above is the
usual hypothesis employed in ex
plaining geographic distribution,
and it obviously implies evolution.
When used as a means of unravel
ing the intricate tangle involved in
the distribution of species it has
thrown a flood of light upon situa
tions otherwise quite inexplicable.
In brief, the evolution hypothesis
rationalizes geographic distribution,
makes a science of what was for
merly a hopeless jumble, and has
thus proven itself a valuable scien
tific agent.
The Inhabitants of Oceanic Islands

Oceanic Islands are small isolated
bodies of land of volcanic origin,
far from continents. They are the
tops of oceanic mountains. All such
islands have their inhabitants, and
a study of these should furnish a
crucial test of the validity of the ri
val theories of special creation and
of evolution. Both creationists and
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issues, aspects, we believe even
though the court has moved down
stairs for safety and comfort, that
everything which might possibly
prejudice the jury along religious
lines, for or against the defense,
should be removed from in front of
the jury. The opinions of the mem
bers of the counsel for the defense,
our religious beliefs, or Mr. Darrow's
nonbelief, are none of the business
of counsel for the prosecution. We
do not wish that referred to again.
The counsel for the defense are not
on trial- here. Mr. Scopes here is on
trial and we are merely asking this
court to remove anything of a preju
dicial nature that we may try these
issues and the court will be taken o_t
of a prejudicial atmosphere. (Ap
plause.)

J. G. McKenzie-If the court
please, in reply to the statement of
Mr. Malone, I want to withdraw my
suggestion in regard to removing the
sign, "Read Your Bible," for !his'
reason: I have never seen the tIme
in the history of this country when
any man should be afraid to be re
minded of the fact that he should
read his Bible, and if they should
represent a force that is aligned
with the devil and his satellites-

Mr. Malone-Your honor, I object
to that kind of language.

J. G. McKenzie (continuing)-Fi
nally I say when that time comes
that then is time for us to tear up all
of the Bibles, throw them in the fire
and let the country go to hell.

Mr. Hays-May I ask that our ex
ception to those remarks be put on
the record and I should like to move
the court to expunge the last re
marks.

The Court-Yes, expunge that part
of Mr. McKenzie's statement from
the record, where he said, if you
were satellites of the devil. Any
body else want to be heard?

Mr. Malone-Yes, I think it is all
right for the individual members of
the prosecution to make up their
minds as to what forces we repre
sent. I have a right to assume I have
as much chance of heaven as they
have, to reach it by my own goal,
and my understanding of the Bible

The Court-Compromise on a foot.
Mr. Darrow-Well, we will call it
foot, I guess more, but I might be
rong again, judge.
The Court-Well, I believe there
II be no insistence.
A Voice-Fourteen inches.
Mr. Darrow-I move that it be re-
oved. .
The Court-Yes.
Gen. McKenzie-If your honor

lease, why should it be removed?
t is their defense and stated before

e court, that they do not deny the
ible that they expected to intro
uce 'proof to make it harmonize.

y should we remove the sign cau
oning the people to read the Word
f God just to satisfy the others in
e dl.se?
The Court-Of course, you know I

hind for the Bible, but your son has
uggested that we agree to take it
own.
Gen. McKenzie-I do not agree

with my son.
Mr. Malone-The house is divided

gainst itself.
Mr. Darrow-The purpose, I do not

know why it was put there, but I
uggest that it be removed. .
The Court-I do not suppose It was

put there to influence the trial.
Gen. Stewart-Do I understand

you to ask it to be removed?
Mr. Darrow-Yes.
The Court-What do you say about

it being removed?
Gen. Stewart-I do not care for it

being removed, I will be frank.
J. G. McKenzie-If your honor

please I believe in the Bible as
trang' as anybody else here but if

that sign is objectionable to the at
torneys for the defense, and they do
not want to be repeatedly reminded
of the fact that they should read
their Bible, I think this court ought
to remove it.

Mr. Malon~May your honor
please-

Mr. Hays-May we make our
record-

Mr. Malone (continuing)-I do not
think that is the statement of the po
sition of the attorneys for the de
fense. We are trying a case here
which we believe has very definite

first hand the actual processes or
evolution. We shall merely say that
the geneticist is an eye-witness or
present-day evolution and is able to
offer the most direct evidence thnl
evolution is a fact.

Summary of Evidences
All of the lines of evidence pr •

sented point strongly to organic
evolution, and none are contrary to
this principle. Most of the facts;
moreover, are utterly incompatibI
with the only rival explanation, spe.
cial creation. Not only do thesu
evidences tell a straightforward
story of evolution, but each one is
entirely consistent with· all of thu
others. Furthermore, each line or
evidence aids in an understanding
o.f the others.. Thus· embryology
greatly illuminates comparative ana
tomy and classification; geographic
distribution is aided by paleonto
logy, and vice-versa; blood tests and
classification throw mutual light
the one upon the other. The eva·
lu~ion principle is thus a great uni
fym~ and integrating scientific con
ceptIon. Any conception that is so
far-reaching, so consistent, and that
has led to so much advance in the un
derstanding of nature, is at least an
extremely valuable idea and one not
lightly to be cast aside in case it
fails to agree with one's predjudices.

The Court-Send for the jury.
Mr. Hays-May I have the consent

of the other side to fix my record
later and see that they are properly
marked and introduced?

Mr. Darrow-Your honor, befor
you send for the jury, I think it my
duty to make this motion. Off to thu
left of where the jury sits a little hit
and about ten feet in front of them
is a large sign about ten feet Ion I(
reading, "Read Your Bible," and II
hand pointing to it. The word "Bi
ble" is in large letters, perhaps a fool
and a half long, and the printing-

The Court-Hardly that long
think, general.

Mr. Darrow-What is that?
The Court-Hardly that long.
Mr. Darrow-WhY, we will call it

a foot.

evolutionists agree that these islands
must have obtained their popula
tions from continental bodies. If
then the island species are identical
with those of the continent from
which they have been derived,
there is no reason to believe that
evolution has taken place; if, how
ever, they are different, the degree
of difference should be an exact
measure of the amount of evolution
ary change that has taken place.
What are the facts? Practically
all species of animals inhabiting
oceanic islands are types that are
capable of transportation in the air
during storms or on floating debris.
All species belong to the faunistic
groups characteristic of the most
available continent, but the species
are for the most part peculiar, that
is, different from species anywhere
else. They may belong to the same
genus or family as do those of the
continent, but they are at least spe
cificially, frequently generally, dif
ferent from the latter. Such being
the case, we are forced to conclude
that new species have originated
under island conditions. The ex
treme case is that of the island of
St. Helena, 1,100 miles from Africa.
On t4is little body of land there are
129 species of beetles, all but one
of which are peculiar. The species
bel,?ng to thirty-nine genera, of
WhICh twenty-five are peculiar.
There are twenty species of land
s~aiIs, of which seventeen are pecn
lIar. Of twenty-six species of ferns
seventeen belong to peculiar genera.
The Azores, Bermudas, Galapagos
islands, Sandwich islands, all tell
muc.h the same stor:y, but their pop
ulatIons are not quIte so peculiar.

Evidences from Genetics
Genetics may be defined as to the

experimental and analytical study
of variation and heredity, the two
primary causal factors of organic
evolution. As such, genetics aim not
so much at furnishing evidence of
the fact of evolution as at discovering
its causes. Incidentally, however,
man takes a hand in controlling
evolutionary processes and actually
observes new heredity types taking
origin from old, he is. observing at

/
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The Court-Let it be put in evi
dence.

Mr. McKenzie-They cannot put
that in as proof.

Has Right, Perhaps, to Show
Other Bibles.

Mr. HaYs-We have a right to do
so to this extent: That if it should
appear that the Catholic Bible is
different in any part from the King
J ames version, or that the Hebrew
Bible is different in any part from
the King James version, we have a
right to show it. We should be per
mitted, in our argument, to show
that there is a difference, and that
it is not merely interpretative.

Mr. Bryan-If the Jewish Bible is
to be used in this trial, I think we
have a right to object to him bring
ing in some particular translations.
We can get a Hebrew Bible trans
lated into English. We have one and
will be glad to give it to them; but I
do not think they have a right to
bring in some individual's private
interpretation.

Mr. Hays-Our witness would
swear to it on the stand that his
translation is correct.

Mr. Bryan-I know, but your wit
ness has not been sworn, and his
testimony is for the record. If you
are going before the jury with this,
I submit that you cannot come with
your private interpretation, but you
should take the Jewish Bible that is
used by the Jews of this country.

Mr. Hays-I think Mr. Bryan is
right about that. We have here the
Catholic Bible and the King James
version, and I offer these for the
purposes of the record, and to show
what the translation should have
been, and for no other purpose.

Mr. Darrow-Mr. Bryan, have you
your translation here?

Mr. Bryan-I have it at the house.
Gen. Stewart-Indictment was

based on the King James version of
the Bible.

The Court-I don't believe it is
worth fussing over. I don't think
there is any conflict in it. If there
is no conflict-

Gen. Stewart-If there is no con
flict, there is no use in discussing it.

if anyone thinks it might influence
e jury in any way, I have no pur

ose except to give both sides a fair
rial in this case. Feeling that way

out it, I will let the sign come
own. Let the jury be brought
round.

(The sign was thereupon removed
rom the courthouse wall.)

Mr. Hays-Your honor, before you
ring in the jury we have other mat

ters to introduce which might bring
up a question you may not wish for
the jury to hear the argument on. It
will not take very long.

The Court-What is it, Mr. Hays?
Mr.- Hays-Your honor will re

member that in my argument the
ther day I insisted there was no
uch thing as the Bible, that there
re many bibles; but the court took

JUdicfal notice that the King James'
version was the Bible. The court
bas the right to take judicial notice
of other bibles, and I will ask the
court to admit in evidence a trans
lation of the Holy Bible from the
Vulgate, which I understand is the
Catholic Bible, as evidence in this
ease.

The Court-Is it in English?
Mr. Hays-Yes, sir.
The Court-Let it be filed.
Mr. Hays-We wish to treat as read

the first two pages your honor.
The Court-I was just reading to

ee if there was any difference, for
my own edification.

Mr. Hays-Your honor, we wish to
Introduce as evidence, likewise, the
Hebrew Bible; and we are going to
ask that the first two chapters, like
wise, be regarded as in evidence.
And we believe we can show,
through these translations we wish
read into the record, that the Bible
was not accurately translated into
English, and of particular interest
on the question of evolution.

The Court-Is that in English?
,Mr. Hays-That is not in English.
Mr. Bryan-Well, of course, you

want it in English.
Mr. Hays-No, I want the trans

lation of my witness, whose affidavit
I have read. I offered it in evidence,
but very little of it was in my state
ment.

says that the Bible and evolution
conflict. Well, I do not know, I ani
for evolution, anyway. We might
agree to get up a sign of equal siz
on the other side and in the sanw
position reading, "Hunter's Biology,"
or "Read your evolution." This
sign is not here for no purpose,
and it can have no effect but to in
fluence this case, and I read the
Bible myself-more or less-and it
is pretty good reading in places.
But this case has been made a case
where it is to be the Bible or evolu
tion, and we have been informed by
Mr. Bryan, who, himself, a profound
Bible stUdent and has an essay every
Sunday as to what it means. We
have been informed that a Tennessee
jury who are not especially educated
are better judges of the Bible than
all of the scholars in the world, and
when they see that sign, it means to
them their construction of the Bible.
It is pretty obvious, it is not fair,
your honor, and we object to it.

Mr. Bryan-I am sure the gentle
man does not mean to misrepresent
me, but if he will get the record he
will find that he has misquoted me.

Mr. Darrow-I am sorry if I did.
Perhaps I did.

Mr. Bryan-I said any of the
scholars whom the defense could or
would call-that is different from the
statement as made by the gentleman.
Besides, the gentleman's statement is
not pertinent. He said he would put
up "Hunter's Biology." We are not
both swearing by Hunter's Biology.
We are swearing by the Bible. If
we can accept in good faith what
the defendant has said.

Mr. Darrow-Oh, no, there is a
variance.

The Court Removes Sign.
The Court-The issues in this

case, as they have been finally de
termined by this court, is whether or
not it is unlawful to teach that man
descended from a lower order of an
imals. I do not understand that is
sue involved the Bible. If the Bible
is involved, I believe in it and am
always on its side, but it is not for
me to decide in this case. If the
presence of the sign irritates anyone,
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and of Christianity, and I will be a
p~et~y poor Christian when I get any
BIblIcal or Christian or religious
views from any member of the prose
cution that I have yet heard from
during this trial. (Applause and
laughter, with Court Officer Kelso
Rice rapping for order.)

Mr. Bryan-If the court, please
The Court-Col. Bryan, I will hear

you.
Officer Rice-People, this is no

circus. There are no monkeys up
here. This is a lawsuit, let us have
order.

Both Sides Swearing By Bible?
Mr. Bryan-May it please the

court. . Very often in the course of
a trial, questions come up which may
be decided on one of several
grounds. One is the ground as to
what is right. There are certain
technicalities that are sometimes ob
served, and then there are decisions
made in the spirit of accomodation.
I ca!Inot see that there is any in
conSIstency, even subtechnically, be-

o tween taking that "Bible" up there
off for the defense, if the defense in
sists that there is nothing in evolu
tion that is contrary to it. (Ap
plause.) If their arguments are
sound and sincere, that the Bible can
be construed so as to recognize evo
lution, I cannot see why "Read Your
Bible" would necessarily mean par
tiality toward our side. It seems to
me that both of us would want to
read the Bible if both of us find in
it the basis of our belief. I am go
ing to quote the Bible in defense of
our position, and I am going to hold
t~e Bibl~ as safe; though they try to
dIscard It from our wall. Paul said:
"If eating meat maketh my brother
to offend, I shall eat no meat while
the world lasts." I would not go
tha~ far, that is, I would not say
whIle the world lasts, but if leaving
that up there during the trial makes
our brother to offend, I would take it
down during the trial.

Mr. Malone-May I make my ex
ception?

Mr. Darrow-Let me say some
thing. Your honor, I just want to
make this suggestion. Mr. Bryan
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Bible for about fifty years, or some- A-You may guess; you evolution-
time more than that, but, of course, ists guess.
I have studied it more as I have be- Q-But when we do guess, we.
come older than when I was but a have a sense to guess right.
boy. A-But do not do it often.

Q-Do you claim that everything Q-You are not prepared to say
in the Bible should be literally in- whether that fish was made especi-.
terpreted? ally to swallow a man or not?

A-I believe everything in the A-The Biple doesn't say, so I am
Bible should be accepted as it is not prepared to say.
given there; some of the Bible is Q-You don't know whether that

. 'II t t' 1 F 't was fixed up specially for the pur-QIVen 1 us ra lve y. or Ins ance: pose?,
nYe are the salt of the earth." I
would not insist that man was actu- A-No, the Bible doesn't say.
ally salt, or that he had flesh of salt, Q-But do you believe He made
but it is used in the sense of salt as them-that He made such a fish and
saving God's people. that it was big enough to. swallow

Jonah?
Did Jonah Swallow the Whale? A-Yes, sir. Let me add: One
Q-But when you read that Jonah miracle is just as easy to believe as

swallowed the whale-or that the another.
whale swallowed Jonah-excuse me Q-It is for me.
please-how do you literally in- A-It is for me.
terpret that? Q-Just as hard?

A-:;-When I read that a big fish A-It is hard to believe for you,
swallowed Jonah-it does not say but easy for me. A miracle is a thing
whale. performed beyond what man can

perform. When you get beyond
Q-Doesn't it? Are you sure? what man can do, you get within the
A-That is my recollection of it. realm of miracles; and it is just as

A big fish, and I believe it, and I easy to believe the miracle of Jonah
believe in a God who can make a as any other miracle in the Bible.
whale and can make a man and Q-Perfectly easy to believe that
make both do what He pleases. Jonah swallowed the whale?
. -Q-Mr. Bryan, doesn't the New A-If the Bible said so; the Bible
Testament say whale? doesn't make as extreme statements

A-I am not sure. My impression as evolutionists do.
is that it says fish; but it does not Mr. Darrow-That may.be a ques
make so much difference; I merely tion, Mr. Bryan, about some of those
called your attention to where it says you have known?
fish-it does not say whale. A-The only thing is, you have a

Q-But in the New Testament it definition of fact that includes imagi-
says whale, doesn't it? nation.

A-That may be true; I cannot re- Q-And you have a definition that
member in my own mind what I excludes everything but imagination,
read about it. everything but imagination?

Q-Now, you say, the big fish Gen. Stewart-I object to that as
swallowed Jonah, and he there re- argumentative.
mained how long-three days-and The Witness-You-
then he spewed him upon the land. Mr. Darrow-The witness must not
You believe that the big fish was argue with me, either.
made to swallow Jonah? Q-Do you consider the story of

A-I am not prepared to say Jonah and the whale a miracle?
that; the Bible merely says it was A-I think it is.
done.

Q-You don't know whether it was Did the Sun Stand StillT
the ordinary run of fish, or made Q-Do you believe Joshua made
for that purpose? ,......the sun stand still?
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Mr. Hays-But I say, if there is
conflict anywhere in the words in
the Bible as it was interpreted there,
and in the Bible as it has been trans
lated from time to time, then it is a
matter for each individual to de
termine.

Gen. Stewart-I think that was
settled when your honor took judic
ial notice of the Bible, and I make
the point now because there is no
use in making it before the jury.

The Court-The question· is
whether or not Mr.. Scopes taught
men descended from the lower order
of animals.

Mr. Hays-And whether or not
that is contrary to the theory in the
St. James version.

The Court~No, not-
Mr. Malone-Your honor ruled that

we could not go before the jury with
it; that Mr. Scopes taught that man
descended from a lower order of
animals; and you ruled out important
testimony for the defense.

Defense Wants Bryan as a
Witness.

Mr. Hays-The defense desires to
call Mr. Bryan as a witness, and, of
course, the only question here is
whether Mr. Scopes taught what
~hese children said he taught, we rec
ognize what Mr. Bryan says as a
witness would not be very valuable.
We think there are other questions
involved, and we should want to take
Mr. Bryan's testimony for the pur
poses of our record, even if your
honor thinks it is not admissible in
general, so we wish to call him now.

The Court-Do you think you have
a right to his testimony or evidence
like you did these others?

B. G. McKenzie-1 don't think it is
necessary to call him, calling a law
yer who represents a client.

The Court-If you ask him about
any confidential matter, I will pro
tect .him, of course.

Mr. Darrow-I do not intend to do
that.

The Court-On scientific matters,
Col. Bryan can speak for himself.

Mr. Bryan-If your honor please,
t insist that Mr. Darrow can be put

on the stand, and Mr. Malone and Mr.
Hays.

The Court-Call anybody you de
sire. Ask them any questions you
wish.'

Mr. Bryan-Then, we will call all
three of them .

Mr. Darrow-Not at once?
Mr. Bryan-Where do you want

me to sit?

Mr. Bryan Willing.
The Court-Mr. Bryan, you are

not objecting to going on the stand?
Mr. Bryan-Not at all.
The Co~rt-Do you want Mr.

Bryan sworn?
Mr. Darrow-No.
Mr. Bryan-I can make affirma

tion; I can say "So help me God, I
will tell the truth."

Mr. Darrow-No, I take it you will
tell the truth, Mr. Bryan.

Bryan Goes on Witness Stand.
Examination of W. J. Bryan by

Clarence Darrow, of counsel for the
defense:

Q-You have given considerable
study to the Bible, haven't you, Mr.
Bryan?

A-Yes, sir, I have tried to.
Q-Well, we all know you have,

we are not going to dispute that at
all. But you have written and pub
lished articles almost weekly, and
sometimes have made interpretations
of various things?

A-I would not say interpretations,
Mr. Darrow, but comments on the
lesson.

Q-If you 'omment to any extent
these comments have been interpre
tations.

A-I presume that my discussion
might be· to some extent interpreta
tions, but they have not been primar
ily intended as interpretations.

Q-But you have studied that ques-
tion, of course?

A-Of what?
Q-Interpretation of the Bible.
A-On this particular question?
Q-Yes, sir.
A-Yes, sir.
Q-Then you have made' a gen

eral study of it?
A-Yes, I have; I have studied the
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water I can overcome the law of the earth if it stood still suddenly?
avitation and lift it up. Whereas A-No.
thout my hand it would fall to Q-Don't you know it would have
e ground. If my puny hand can been converted into a molten mass
ercome the law of gravitation, the of matter?
ost universally understood, to that A~You testify to that when you
tent, I would not set power to the get on the stand, I will give you a
nd of Almighty God that made the chance.

Diverse. Q-Don't you believe it?
Mr. Darrow-I read that years
o. Can you answer my question A-I would want to hear expert
rectly? If the day was lengthened testimony on that.

stopping either the earth or the Q-Yon have never investigated
n, it must have been the earth? that subject?
'A-Well, I should say so. A-I don't think I have ever had
Q-Yes? But it was language that the question asked. .
as understood at that time, and we Q-Or ever thought of It? .
ow know that the sun stood still as._ A-I have been too busy on .thmgs
was with the earth. A •_ ldtfl1 1lAl that I thought were of more Impor
Q-We know also 4:he sun does tance than that.

ot stand still? Q-You beli.eve t~e story o! the
A-Well, it is relatively so, as Mr. flood to be !1 bteral mterpretatIOn?
lnstein would say. A-Yes, SIr.
Q_I ask you if it does stand still? Q-When was that flood?
A-You know as well as I know. A-I would not attempt to fix the
Q-Better. You have no doubt da.te. Tht: date is fixed, as suggested
out it? thIS mormng.
A-No. And the earth moves Q-Abont 4004 B. C.? .
ound A-That has been the estimate of
Q-y'es? a man that i~ ~ccepted today. I
A-But I think there is nothing im- would not say. It IS a.ccnr~te. .
oper if you will protect the Lord .Q-That estimate IS printed m the
ainst your criticism. BIble? .
Q-I suppose He needs it? A-Everybody knows, at least, I
A-He was using language at that think most .of the people know, that

e the people understood. was the estImate given. .
Q-And that you call "interpreta- Q-But what do you think that

on1" the Bible, itself, say~? Don't you
A-No, sir; I would not call it in- know how it was arrived at?

retation. A-I never made a calculatIOn.
I say you would call it in- Q-A calculation from what?

retatio~ at this time, to say it A-I could not say. .
eant something then? Q-From the generatIOns of man?
A-You may use your own lan- A-I would not wa~t to say that.
age to describe what I have to say, Q-What do Y0I! thmk? .

nd I will use mine in answering. A-I do not thmk about thmgs I
don't think about.

What If Earth Had Stood Still? Q-Do you think about things you
Q-Now, Mr. Bryan, have you do think about? .

vcr pondered what would have hap- A-'Vell, sometimes.
ened to the earth if it had stood (Laughter in the courtyard.) .
Ull? The PoIfceman-Let us have order.
A-No. . Mr. Darrow-Mr. Bryan, you have
Q-You have not? read these dates over and over
A-No; the God I believe in could again?
ve taken care of that, Mr. Darrow. A-Not very accurately, I t!lrn
Q-I see. Have you ever ponder- back sometimes to see what the time

what would naturally happen to was.

"I Believe Bible Inspired."
Mr. Darrow-No, except that

answer be longer.
(Laughter in the courtyard.)
A-I believe that the Bible is in.

spired, an inspired author, whethor
one who wrote as he was directed to
write understood the things he wa~

writing about, I don't know.
Q-Whoever inspired it? Do YOU

think whoever inspired it believed
that the sun went around the earth 7

A-I believe it was inspired by th~

Almighty, and He may have used
language that could be understood 01
that time.

Q-Was
The Witness-Instead of

language that could not be under.
stood until Darrow was born.

(Laughter . and applause in th
courtyard.)

Q-So, it might not, it might have
been subject to construction, might it
not?

A-It might have been~<Pin Ian.
guage that could be understood then.

Q-ThaJ means it is subject to con·
struction? .

A-That is your construction.
am answering your question.

Q-Is that correct?
A-That is my answer to it.
Q-Can you answer?
A-I might say, Isaiah spoke or

Goa sitting upon the circle of the
earth.

Q-I am not talking about Isaiah.
The Court-Let him illustrate, it

he wants to.
Mr. Darrow-Is it your opinion

that passage was subject to construc·
tion?

A-Well, I think anybody can
put his own construction upon it,
but I do not mean that necessaril~
that is a correct construction. ]
have answered ~e question.

Q-Don't you belil;lve that in ordel'
to lengtb,en the day it would hav
bel;ln construed that the earth stood
still? '

A-I would not attempt to say
what would have been necessary,
but I know this, that I can take 8
glass of water that would fall to th
ground without the strength of my
hand and to the 'extent of the gla51
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A-.:.I believe what the Bible says.
I suppose you mean that the earth
stood still?

Q-I don't know. I am talking
about the Bible now.

A-I accept the Bible absolutely.
Q-The Bible says Joshua com

manded the sun to stand still for the
purpose of. lengthening the day,
doesn't it, and you believe it?

A-I do.
Q-Do you believe at that time the

entire sun went around the earth?
A-No, I believe that the earth

goes around the sun.
Q-Do you believe that the men

who wrote it thought tliat the day
could be lengthened or that the sun
could be stopped?

A-I don't know what they thought~
Q-You don't know?
A-I think they wrote the fact with

out expressing their own thoughts.
Q-Have you an opinion as to

whether or not the men who wrote
that thought-

Gen. Stewart-I want to object,
your honor; it has gone beyond the
pale of any issue that could possibly
be injected into this lawsuit, except
by imagination. I do not think the
defendant has a right to conduct the
examination any further and I ask
your honor to exclude it.

The Court-I will hear Mr. BryaD.
The Witness-It seems to me it

would be too exacting to confine the
defense to the facts; if they are not
allowed to get away from the facts,
what have they to deal with?

The Cl'lurt-Mr. Bryan is willing to
be examined. Go ahead. '

Mr. Darrow-Have you an opinion
as to whether-whoever wrote the

.book, I believe it is, Joshua, the
Book of Joshua, thought the sun
went around the earth or not?

A-I believe that he was inspired.
Mr. Darrow-Can you answer my

question? . .
A-When you let me finish the

statement.
Q-It is a simple qul;lstion, but

finish it.
The Witnll8s~Youcannot measure

the length of my answer by the
len~ of your qu~stiun.

(L'aughter in the courty.,lrd.)
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Q-You are not satisfied there
is any civilization that can be traced
back 5,000 years?

A-I would not want to say there
is because I have no evidence of it
that is satisfactory.

Q-Would you say there is not?

Scientists Will Have to Get
Closer.

A-Well, so far as I know, but when
the scientists differ, from 24,000,000
to 306,000,000 in their opinion, as to
how long ago life came here, I want
them nearer, to come nearer to
gether before they demand of me to
give up my belief in the Bible.

Q-Do you say that you do not be
lieve that there were any civilizations
on this earth that reach back beyond
5,000 years?

A-I am not satisfied by any evi
dence that I have seen.

Q-I didn't ask you what you are
satisfied with. I asked you if you
believe it?

The Witness-Will you let me
answer it?

The Court-Go right on.

No Evidence Satisfying.
The Witness-I am satisfied by no

evidence, that I have found, that
would justify me in accepting the
opinions of these men against what I
believe to be the inspired Word of
God.

Q-And you believe every nation,
every organization of men, every
animal, in the world outside of the
fishes-

The Witness-The fish, I w:mt you
to understand, is merely a matter
of humor.

Q-I believe the Bible says so.
Take the fishes in?

A-Let us get together and look
over this.

Mr. Darrow-Probably we would
better, we will after we get through.

Darrow Relentless on Question
of Years.

Q-You believe that all the various
human races on the earth have come
into being in the last 4,000 years or
4,200 years, whatever it is?

A-No, it would be more than that.
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The Witness-It is given here, as
8 years B. C.

Well, 2348 years B. C. You be
ve that all the living things that

e not contained in the ark were
troyed.
-I think the fish may have lived.

O-Outside of the fish?
A-I cannot say.
Q-You cannot say?
A-No, except that just as it is, I
ve no proof t,o the contrary.
Q-I am asking you whether you
Illeve?
A-I do.
Q-That all living things outside
the fish were destroyed?

A-What I say about the fish is
erely a matter of humor.
Q-I understand.
The Witness- Due to the fact a
an wrote up here the other day to
k whether all the fish were de
oyed, and the gentleman who re
ived the letter told him the fish
ay have lived.
Q-I am referring to the fish, too?
A-I accept that, as the Bible gives
and I have never found any reason
r denying, disputing, or rejecting

Q-Let us make it definite, 2,348
ears? .
A~I didn't say that. That is the

e given there (indicating a Bible)
ut I don't pretend to say that is
act.
Q-You never figured it out, these

enerations, yourself?
A-No, sir; not myself.
Q-But the Bible you have offered
evidence, says 2,340, something, so

at 4,200 years ago there was not a
ving thing on the earth, excepting
e people on the ark and the an
als of the ark and the fishes?
A-There have been living things

efore that.
Q-I mean at that time?
A-After that.
Q-Don't you know there are any

umber of civilizations that are
aced .back to more than 5,000

ears?
A-I know we have people who

race things back according to the
umber of ciphers they have. But
am not satisfied they are accurate.

What About the Flood?
Mr. Darrow-How long ago

the flood, Mr. Bryan?
A-Let me see Usher's calculation

about it?
Mr. Darrow-Surely.
(Handing a Bible to the witness.)
A-I think this does not give it.
Q-It gives an account of Noah,

Where is the one in evidence, I am
quite certain it is there?

The Witness-Oh, I would put th
estimate where it is, because I hav'
no reason to vary it. But I would
have to look at it to give you the ex
act date.

Q-I would, too.. Do you remem·
ber what book the account is in?

A-Genesis.
Mr. Hays-Is that the one in evi.

dence?
Mr. Neal-That will have it; that i,

King James' version.
Mr. Darrow-The one in eviden~

basiL
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Q-You want to say now you have because he does
no idea how these dates were com- fool religion.
puted? The Court-I will

A-No, I don't say, but I have told that.
you what my idea was. I say I don't Mr. Darrow-For what
know how accurate it was. doing?

Q-You say from the generation The Court-I am talking to both I
of man- you.

Gen. Stewart-I am objecting to Gen. Stewart-This has gone b
his cross-examining his own witness. yond the pale of a lawsuit, you

Mr. Darrow-He is an hostile wit- honor. I have a public duty to PCI'
ness. form, under my oath and I ask tb

The Court-I am going to let Mr. court to stop it.
Bryan control- Mr. Darrow is making an effort til

The Witness-I want him to have insult the gentleman on the witnes
all the latitude he wants. For I am stand, and I ask that it be stopped,
going to have some latitude when he-t4 for it has gone beyond the pale of •
gets through. -;\ lawsuit.

Mr. Darrow-You can have lati- The Court-To stop it now would
tude and longitude. not be just to Mr. Bryan. He want

(Laughter.) to ask the other ~entleman question
The Court-Order. along the same hne.
Gen. Stewart-The witness is en- Gen. Stewart-It will all be in

titled to be examined as to the legal competent.
evidence of it. We were supposed to The Witness-The jury is not her,
go into the origin of the case, and we The Court-I do not want to b
have nearly lost the day, your honor. strictly technical.

Mr. McKenzie-I object to it. Mr. Darrow-Then your
Gen. Stewart-Your honor, he is rules, and I accept.

perfectly able to take care of this, Gen. Stewart-The jury is
but we are attaining no evidence. here.
This is not competent evidence.

Bryan Charges Defense With
Evil Motive.

The Witness-These gentlemen
have not had much chance-they did
not come here to try this case. They
came here to try revealed religion.
I am here to defend it, and they can
ask me any question they please.

The Court-All right.
(Applause from the court yard.)
Mr. Darrow-Great applause from

the bleachers.
.The Witness-From those whom

you call "yokels."
Mr. Darrow-I have never called

them yokels.
The Witness-That is the ignor

ance of Tennessee, the bigotry.
Mr. Darrow-You mean who are

applauding you? (Applause.)
The Witness-Those are the people

whom you insult.
Mr. Darrow-You insult every man

of science and learning in the world

f
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A-The recollection of what I have
read on that subject is not distinct
enough to say whether the record5
attempted to fix a time, but I have
seen in the discoveries of archaeolo
gists where they have found records
that described the flood.

Q-Mr. Bryan, don't you know that
there are many old religions that de
scribe the flood?

A-No, I don't know.
Q-You know there are others be

sides the Jewish?
A-I don't know whether these are

the record of any other religion or
refer to this flood.

Q-Don't you ever examine reli-
gion so far to know that?

A-Outside of the Bible?
Q-Yes.
A-N0; I have not examined to

know that, generally. -
Q-You have never examined any

other religions? '
A-Yes, sir.
Q-Have you ever read anything

about the origins of religions?
A-Not a great deal.
Q-You have never examined any

other religion?
A-Yes, sir.
Q-And you don't know whether

any other religion ever gave a similar
account of the destruction of the
earth by the flood?

Christian Religion Sufficient.
A-The Christian religion has sat

isfied me, and I have never felt it
necessary to look up some competing
religions.

Q_Do you consider that every re
ligion on earth competes with the
Christian religion?

A-I think everybody who does not
believe in the Christian religion be
lieves so-

Q_I am asking what you think?
A-I do not regard them as com

petitive because I do not think they
have the same source as we have.

Q_You are wrong in saying "com
petitive"?

A-I would not say competitive, but
the religious unbelievers.

Q-Unbelievers of what?
A-In the Christian religion.
Q-What about the religion of Bud-

dha?

at the human race is much more
ncient?
A-I think there may be.
Q-And you never have investigat

d to find out how long man has been
on the earth?

A-I have never found it necessary.
Q-For any reason, whatever it is?
A-To examine every speculation;

but if I had done it I never would
bave done anything else.

Q-I ask for a direct answer?
A-I do not expect to find out all

those things, and I do not expect to
find out about races.

Q_I didn't ask you that. Now, I
ask you if you know if it was inter
esting enough, or important enough
lor you to try to find out about how
old these ancient civilizations were?

A-No; I have not made a study of
·It.

Q-Don't you know that the an-
cient civilizations of China are 6,000
or 7,000 years old, at the very least?

A-No; but they would not run
back beyond the creation, according
to the Bible, 6,000 years.

Q_You don't know how old they
are, is that right?

A-I don't know how old they are,
but probably you do. (Laughter in
the courtyard.) I think you would
give the prefer'ence to anybody who
opposed the Bible, and I give the
preference to the Bible.

Q-I see. Well, you are welcome
to your opinion. Have you any idea
how old the Egyptian civilization is?

A-No.

Any Other Record of the Flood!
Q-Do you know of any record in

the world, outside of the story of the
Bible, which conforms to' any state
ment that it is 4,200 years ago or
thereabouts that all life was wiped
oft' the face of the earth?

A-I think they have found rec-
ords.

Q-Do you know of any?
A-Records reciting the flood, but I

am not an authority on the subject.
Q-Now, Mr. Bryan, will you say if

you know of any record, or have ever
beard of any records, that describe
that a flood existed 4,200 years ago,
or about that time, which wiped all
life oft' the earth?

e,:er human beings, including all the
tribes, that inhabited the world and
have in.habitt:d the world; and' who
run theIr pedIgree straight back and
all the .animals, have, come ont~ the
earth SIllce the flood?

A-Yes.
Q-Within 4,200 years. Do you

know a scientific man on the face of
th~ earth that believes any such
thmg? '
f\-~ cannot say, but I know some

sCIentIfi.c l?en who dispute entirely
the antIqUIty of man as testified to
by other scientific men.
Q~Oh, that does not answer the

q~estI?n. Do you know of a single
sCIentIfic man. on the face of the
earth that beli@Yes any such thing as
you stated, about the antiquity of
man? '.
A~I don't think I have ever asked

one the direct question.
Q-Quite important, isn't it?
A-Well, I don't know as it is
Q-It might not be? .

No Interest in Remote Ancestors.
A-If I had nothing else to do ex

cept speculate on what our remote
ancestors were and what our remote
descendants. have been, but I have
be~n mor~ mterested in Christians
gomg ?n rIght now, to make it much
~ore Important than speculation on
eIther the past or the future.

q-You have never had any inter
est III the age of the various races and
people .and civilization and animals
that e?,Ist upon the earth today? Is
that rIght?
. A-I h~ve never felt a, great deal of
mterest m .the effort that has been
made t~ dIspute the Bible by the
speculatIons of men, or the investiga
tIOns of men.

Q-Are you the only human being
on earth who knows what the Bible
means?

Gen. Stewart-I object.
, The Court-Sustained.

To which ruling of the court coun
sel for the defendant duly excepted.

Mr. Darrow-You do know that
there are thousands of people who
profess to .be Christians who believe
the earth IS much more ancient and
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Q-1927?
A-Some time after creation, be

fore the flood.
Q-1,927 added to it?
f\-The flood is 2,300 and some

thI?g, and creation, according to the
estImate there, is further back than
that.
Q-The~ you don't understand me.

If we don t get together on it look at
the b~o~. . This is the year ~f grace
1925, Isn t It? Let us put down 1925
Have you a pencil? ' .

(One of the defense attorneys
hands MI:. Darrow a pencil.)

The WItness-Add to that 4,004?
Mr. Darrow-Yes.
A-That is. the date (referring to

the BIble) gIVen here on the first
pas:e, according to Bishop Usher,
WhICh I say I only accept because I
have no r.eason to doubt it. In that
page he gIves it.
Q-1,9~5 plus 4,004 is 5,929 years.

If ~ .falbble person is right in his
addItion. Now, then, what do you
subtract from that?

A-That is the beginning.
Q-I was talking about the flood.
A-2,348 on that, we said.
Q-Less than that?
A-No; subtract that from 4000' it

would be a~out 1,700 years. ' ,
Q-Th:;lt IS the same thing?
A-~o; subtracted it is 2,300 and

somethI?g. before the beginning of
the ChrIstIan era, about 1,700 years
after the creation.
,The Policeman-Let us have order.
Mr; Darrow:-If I add 2,300 years,

that IS the begInning of the Christian
era?

A-Yes, sir.
. Q-If I add 1,925 to that I will get
It, won't I?

A-Yes, sir.
Q-That makes 4,262 years. If it is

not correct, we can correct it
A-According to the Bible' there

was a civilization before that de-
st1'Oyed by the flood. '

q-Let me make this definite. You
belIeve that every civilization on the
eart!?- and every living thing, except
possIbly the fishes, that came out of
the ark were wiped out by the flood?

A-At that time. .
Q-At that time. And then, what-
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I!.!lI How Many People 5,000 YearsA-No, sir. h','lr..:i Ago?
Q-Do you know they .ar~ bot ' Q-Wait until you get to me. Do

!nore ancient than the ChnstIan re- you know anything abC!ut how
IIgion? many people there were m Egypt

A-I am not willing to ta~e the 3 500 years ago, or how many peo
opinion of people ,:"ho. are trymg .to pie there were in China 5,000 years
find excuses for reJectmg the Chns- ago?
tlan religion when they atte~pt to
..lve dates and hours and mmutes, A-No. . d t fi d
:'nd they will have to get together Q~Have you ever trIe 0 n
nd be more exact than they have yet out?

been able, to compel. ~e to accept A-No, sir. You are the first. man

fust what they say as If It were abso- I ever heard of who has been mter-
utely true. ested in it. (Laughter.)

A-Are you familiar with' Jam~s Q-Mr. Bryan, am I the first man
Clark's book on the ten great reb- you ever heard of who has been
gions? interested in the age of human so-

cieties and primitive man?
A-No. . A-You are the first man I ever
Q-He was a Unitarian minister, heard speak of the numb~r of peo-

wasn't he? You don't think he was pIe at those different perI~ds. II
trying to find fault, do you? Q-Where have you lIved a

A-I am ,not speaking of the mo- your life? d
lives of men: A-Not near you. (Laughter an

Q-You don't know how old they applause.) . ?
are, all these other religions? Q-Nor near anybody of learnulg

A-I wouldn't attempt to speak cor- A-Oh, don't assume you know
rectly, but I thifik it is. much more it all. th
Important to know the dIfference be- Q-Do you know ther~ are. ou-
tween them than to know the a.ge.. sands of books in our lIbrarIes .on

f th all those subjects I have been askmgQ-Not for the purpose 0 IS m- you about? . k "...-.,.
quiry, Mr. Bryan? Do you know A-I couldn't say, but I wIll ta e ~
about how many peopl~ t~ere fe~e your word for it. . .
on this earth at the begllllllng 0 t e Q-Did you ever read a boo~ 0!1 __ ~
Christian era? primitive man? Like Tsler's PrImI-

A-No, I don't think I ever saw a tive Culture, or Boaz, or any of the
census on that subject. great authorities?

Q-Do you know about how many A-I don't think I ever read the "'-
people there were on this earth 3,000 ones you have mentioned. I'
years ago? Q-Have you read any?

A-Well I have read !l li,ttle from
A-No. fi d t? time to time. But I dIdn t pursue
Q-Did you ever try to n ~u. it because I didn't know I was to
A-When you display my Ignor- b~ called as a witness.

ance could you not give me the facts,
so I ~ould not be ignorant any long- Never Interested in Primitive
er? Can you tell me how m~ny peo- Peoples.
pIe there were when ChrIst was Q-You have never in all your -J..
born? . life made any attempt to find out r

Q-You know, some of us mIght about the other pe?p.l~s o~ the earth
get the facts and still be ignorant. -how old their CIVIlIzatIOns are-

A-Will you please give me th!lt? how long they had existed on the
You ought not to ask me a questIon earth, have you?
When you don't know the answer A-No, sir, I have .b~en so .v.:ell ~'

satisfied with the ChrI~han re!IgIOn . ~
to it. that I have spent n? hII?-e trymg to

Q-I can make an es!imate? find arguments agamst It. Iiir.....A-What is your estlffiate ~

Recriprocity and the Golden Rule.
Mr. Bryan:"'-'I had occasion to study

Confucianism when I went to China.
I got all I could find about what Con
fucius said, and then I bought a book
that told us what Menches said about
what Confucius said, and I found that
there were several direct and strong
contrasts between the teachings of
Jesus and the teaching of Confucius.
In the first place, one of his follow
ers asked if there was any word that
would express all that was necessary
to know in the relations of life, and
he said, "Isn't reciprocity such a
word?"" I know. of no b t er i lqs
tration or- e <Iffference etween
Christianity and Confucianism than
the contrast that is brought out there.
Reciprocity is a calculating selfish
ness. If a person does something for
you, you do something for him and
keep it even. That is the basis of the
philosophy of . - Christ's
doctrine was not reCiprocity. We
were told to help people not in pro
portion as they had helped us-not
in proportion as they might have
helped us, but in proportion to their
needs, and there is all the difference
in the world between a religion that
teaches you just to keep even with
other people and the religion that
teaches you to spend yourself for
other people and to help them as
they need help.

Q-There is no doubt about that;
I haven't asked you that.

A-That is one of the differences
between the two.

How Old is Confucianism '!
Q-Do you know how old the Con

fucian religion is?
A-I can't give you the exact date

of it.
Q-Did you ever investigate to find

out?
A-Not to be able to speak defi

nitely as to date, but I can tell you
something I read, and will tell you.

Q-Wouldn't you just as soon an
swer my questions? And get along?

A-Yes, sir.
Q-Of course, if I take any advan

tage of misquoting you, I don't object
to being stopped. Do you know how
old the religion of Zoroaster is?
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A-I can tell you something about.
that, if you want to know.

Confucious or Buddha?
Q-What about the religion of Con

fucious or Buddha?
A-Well, I can tell you something

about that, if you would like to
know.

Q-Did you ever investigate them?
A-Somewhat.
Q-Do you regard them as compet

itive?
A-No, I think they are very in

ferior. 'Would you like for me to tell
you what I know about it?

Q-No.
A-Well, I shall insist on giving it

to you.
Q-You won't talk about free sil

ver, will you?
A-Not at all.
Gen. Stewart-I object to him

counsel going any further with this
examination and cross··examining his
own witness. He is your own wit
ness.

Have Right to Cross-Examine
Hostile Witness.

Mr. DarrOW-Well, now, general,
you understand we are making up a
record, and I assume that every law
yer knows perfectly well that we
have a right to cross-examine a hos
tile witness. Is there any doubt about
that?

Gen. Stewart-Under the law in
Tennessee if you put a witness on
and he proves to be hostile to you,
the law provides the method by
which you may cross-examine him.
You will have to make an affidavit
that you are surprised at his state
ment, and you may do that.

Mr. Bryan-Is there any way by
which a witness can make an affi
davit? That the attorney is also hos
tile?

Mr. Darrow-I am not hostile to
you. I am hostile to your views, and
I suppose that runs with me, too.

Mr. Bryan-But I think when the
gentleman asked me about Confucius
I ought to be allowed to answer his
question.

Mr. Darrow-Oh, tell it, Mr. Bryan,
I won't object to it.
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Q-Were you afraid you might
find some?

A-No, sir, I am not afraid now
that you will show me any.

Q-You remember that man who
said-I am not quoting literally
that one could not be content
though he rose from the dead-you
suppose you could be content?

A-Well, will you give the rest
of it, Mr. Darrow?

Q-No.
A-Why not?
Q-I am not interested.
A-Why scrap the Bible-"they

have Moses and the prophets"?
Q-Who has?
A-That is the rest of the quota

tion you didn't finish.
Q-And so you think if they have

Moses and the prophets they don't
need to find out anything else?

A-That was the answer that was
made there.

Q-And you follow the same rule?

1;
"All the Information I Need."

A-I have all the information I
ant to live by and to die by.
Q-And that's all you are inter

ested in?
A-I am not looking for any more

n religion.
Q-You don't care how old the
rth is, how old man is and how
ng the animals have been here?
A-I am not so much interested
that.

Q-You have never made any in-
estigation to find out?
A-No, sir, I have never.
Q-All right?
A-Now, will you let me finish
e question?
Q-What question was that. If

f,o{ ~ there is anything more you want
to say about Confucious I don't ob
ject.

A-Oh, yes, I have got two more
things.

Mr. ·Darrow-If your honor please
I don't object, but his speeches are
not germane to my question.

Mr. Hicks (Sue K.)-Your honor,
he put him on.

The Court-You wellt into it and
I will let him explain.

Mr. Darrow-I asked him certain
specific questions about Confucious.

Mr. Hicks (Sue K.)-The questions
he is asking are not germane, either.

Mr. Darrow-I think they are.

Other Differences.
The Witness-I mentioned the

word reciprocity to show the differ
ence between Christ's teachings in
that respect and the teachings of
Confucius. I call your attention to
another difference. One of the fol
lowers of Confucius asked him
"what do you think of the doctrine
that you shoulu reward evil with
good?" and the answer of Confu
cius was "reward evil with justice
and reward good with good. Love
your enemies. Overcome evil with
good," and there is a difference be
tween the two teachings-a differ
ence incalculable in its effect and
in-The third difference-people
who scoff at religion and try to
make it appear that Jesus brought
nothing into the world, talk about
the Golden Rule of Confucius. Con
fucius said "do not unto others
what you would not have others do
unto you." It was purely negative.
Jesus taught "do unto others as you
would have others do unto you."
There is all the difference in the
world between a negative harmless
ness and a positive helpfulness and
.the Christian religion is a religion
of helpfulness, of service, embodied
in the language of Jesus when he
said "let him who would be chief
est among you be the servant of all."
Those are the three differences be
tween the teachings of Jesus and the
teachings of Confucius, and they are
very strong differences on very im
portant questions. Now, Mr. Dar
row, you asked me if I knew any
thing about Buddha.

Q-You want to make a speech
on- Buddha, too?

A-No, sir; I want to answer
your question on Buddha. .

Q-,-I asked you if you knew any-
thing about him?

A-I do.
Q-Well, that's answered, then.
A-Buddha-
Q-Well, wait a minute, you an

swered the questions-
The Court-I will let him tell

what he knows.

Mr. Darrow-All he knows?
The· Court-Well, I don't know

about that.
The Witness-I won't insist in

telling all I know. I will tell more
than Mr. Darrow wants told.

Mr. Darrow-Well, all right, tell
it, I don't care.

Buddism is Agnostic.
The Witness-Buddism is an ag

nostic religion.
Q-To what?-what do you mean

by agnostic?
A-I don't know.
Q-You don't know what you

mean?
A-That is what "agnosticism" is

-I don't know. When I was in
Ranggoon, Burma, one of the Bu!Id
hists told me that they were gomg
to' send a delegation to an agnostic
congress that was to be held soon
at Rome and I read in an official
document-

Q-Do you remember his name?
A-No, sir, I don't.
Q-What did he look like, how

tall was he?

As Tall As You, But Not So
Crooked.

A-I think he was about as tall
as you but not so crooked.

Q-Do you know about how old
a man he was-do you know
whether he was old enough to know
what he was talking about?

A-He seemed to be old enough
to know what he was talking about.
(Laughter.)

Mr. Darrow-If your honor please,
instead of answering plain specific
questions we are permitting the wit
ness to regale the crowd with what
some black man said to him when
he was traveling in Rang-who, In
dia?

The Witness-He was dark-col
ored, but not black.

The Court-I will let him go
ahead and answer.

The Witness-I wanted to say
that I then read a paper that he
gave me, an official paper of the
Buddhist church and it advocated
the sending of delegates to that ag
nostic congress at Rome, arguing
that it was an agnostic religion and

I will give you another evidence of
it. I went to call on a Buddhist
teacher.

Objects to Bryan Making Speeches.!
Mr. Darrow-I object to ~r.

Bryan making a speech every hme
I ask him a question.

The Court-Let him finish this
answer and then you can go ahead.

The Witness-I went to call on a
Buddhist priest and found him at
his noon meal, and there was an
Englishman there who was also a
Buddhist. He went over as ship's
carpenter and became a ~uddhist
and had been for about SIX yell;rs
and while I waited for the BuddhIst
priest I talked to the Englishman
and I asked him what was the most
important thing in. Buddhism ll;nd
he said the most Important thmg
was you didn't have to believe to
be a Buddhist.

Q_You know the name of the
Englishman? .

A-No, sir, I don't know hIS
name.

Q-What did he look like? What
did he look like?

A-He was what I would call an
average looking man.

Q-How could you tell he was an
Englishman? .

A-He told me so.
Q-Do you know whether he was

truthful or not?
A-No, sir, but I took his word

for it.
The Court-Well, get along, Mr.

Darrow, with your examination.
Mr. Darrow-Mr. Bryan ought to

get along.

Tower of Babel~

Q-You have heard of the Tower
of Babel haven't you '/

A-Yes, sir.
Q-That tower was built unc!er

the ambition that they could buIld
a tower up to heaven, wasn't it?
And God saw what they were at and
to prevent their getting into heaven
he confused their tongues?

A-Something like that, I wouldn't
say to prevent their getting into
heaven. I don't think it is neces;,;
sary to believe that God was afraid
they would get to heaven-
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Says Bryan Quotes Montebank.
Mr. Darrow-He has quoted a

man that every scientist in this
country knows is a montebank
and a pretender and not a geologist
at all.

The Court-You can ask him
about the man, but don't ask him
about who publishes the book.

Q-Do you know anything about
the college he is in?

A-No, I can't tell you.
Q-Do you know how old his

book is?
A-No, sir, it is a recent book.
Q-Do you know anything about

his training?
A-No, I can't say on that.
Q-Do you know of any geologist

on the face of the earth who ever
recognized him?

A-I couldn't say.
Q-Do you think he is all right?

How old does he say the earth is?
A-I am not sure that I would

insist on some particular geologist
that you picked out recognizing him
before I would consider him
worthy if he agreed with your
views?

Q_You would consider him
worthy if he agreed with your views?

A-Well, I think his argument is
very good.

Q-How old does Mr. Price say
the earth is?

A-I haven't examined the book
in order to answer questions on it.

Q-Then you don't know any
thing about how old he says it is?

A-He speaks of the layers that
are supposed to measure age and
points out that they are not uniform
and not always the same and that
attempts to measure age by those
layers where they are not in the or
der in which they are usually found
makes it difficult to fix the exact
age.

Q-Does he say anything what
ever about the age of the' earth?

A-I wouldn't be able to testify.
Q-You didn't get anything about

the age from him?
A-Well, I know he disp'utes what

you say and has very good evi
dence to dispute it-what some
others say about the age.
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A-I wiII give you George M.
Price, for instance.

Q-Who is he?
A.,--Professor of geology in a col

lege.
Q-Where?
A-He was out near Lincoln,

Neb.
Q-How close to Lincoln Neb.?
A-About three or four miles. He

is now in a college out in Cali
fornia.

Q-Where is the college?
A-At Lodi.
Q-That is a small college?
A-I didn't know you had to

judge a man by the size of the col
. lege-I thought you judged him by

the size of the man.
Q-I thought the size of the col

lege made some difference?
A-It might raise a presumption

in the minds of some, but I think I
would rather find out what be be
lieved.

Q-You would rather find out
whether his belief corresponds with
your views or prejudices or what
ever they are before you said how
good he was?

A-Well, you know the word
"prejudice" is-

Q-Well, belief, then.
A-I don't think I am any more

prejudiced for the Bible than you
are against it. .

Q-WeII, I don't know?
A-Well, I don't know either, it

is my guess.
Q-You mentioned Price because

he is the only human being in the
world so far as you know that signs
his name as a geologist that believes
like you do?

A-No, there is a man named
Wright, who taught at Oberlin.

Q-I wiII get to Mr. Wright in a
moment. Who publishes his book?

A-I can't tell you. I can get you
the book.

Q-Don't you know? Don't you
know it is Revell & Co., Chicago?

A-I couldn't say. .
. O-He pu!?lishes yoprs, doesn't he?
A-Yes, SIr.
Gen. Stewart-Will you let me

make an exception. I don't think
it is pertinent about who publishes
a book.

TENNESSEE EVOLUTION TRIAL

Q-I mean that way? kspo en all ~hose various languages']
A-I think it was a rebuke to A Nothem. - ,SIr..

Q
A b k Q-And you say that all those

that-;"a~? u e to them trying to go languages of all the sons of men
A-To build that tower for that have come on the earth not over

purpose. 4,150 years ago?
Q-Take that short cut? A-I have seen no evidence that
.A-That is your language, not would lead me to put it any further

mme. back than that.
Q-Now when was that? '{:..- Q-That is your belief anyway-
A-Give us the Bible. ( ~~at that was due to the confusion
Q~Yes, '\Ye wip have strict au- of. tongues at the tower of Babel.

thonty on It-SCIentific authority? DId you ever study philology at all?
f A-That was about 100 years be- '-I. A-No, I have never made a study
.ore the .flood, Mr. Darrow, accord- {of it-not in the sense in which
mg to thIS chronology. It is 2247- you speak of it '
the date on one page is 2218 and on Q Y h' d
!he other 2247 and it is described YOU-I'fo~ ave use language aU
In here- ,1' 1 e.

Q-That is the year 2247? . A-Well, hardly all my life-ever
A 2218 B C' t th t f smce I was about a year old

pag;-and 2247 I~t thee o~~e~ ~~d Q-And good language, to'o, and
there is nothing in here to indicate h~d haveth~ever btaken hany p.ai?s to
the change I any mg a out t e ongm of

Q-Well: make it 2230 then? a~uages? . ~'
A-All right about . -I have never studIed it as I
Q Then" SCIence.
A-No 19~~u add 1500 to that- Q-Have you ever by any chance
Q-Add 1925 to that, that would reA~Max Mueller?

be 4,155 years ago. Up to 4 155 Q ~o. . .
years ago every human being' on A_N~e great German phIlologIst?
earth spoke the same language? Q O· b k

A-Yes, sir, I think that is the in- A-I rdanx 00 on that subject?
ference that could be drawn from d- bonkt remember ~o havethat. rea .. a 00 on that subject, es-

Q-All the different Ian ua es f pecially, but I have read extracts,
the earth, dating from the to~er ~f of course, and articles on philology.
Babel, is that right? Do you know How Old is Earth?
how many languages are spoken on Q M B .the face of the earth? h - r. ryan, c~uld you tell me

A-No, I know the Bible has been ow old th~ earth IS? ,
tran!,lated into 500 and no other A-No, SIr, I couldn t.
bo.ok has been translated into any- Q .f?ould you come anywhere
thmg like that many. near 1 ,

Q-That is interestin 'f t? A-I w~mldn t attempt to. I
Do you know all the lanit.'a;es th~~e cO~ldt.PtOSSdlbIYbcomeas near as the
are? sCIen IS s 0, ut I had rather be

A-No, sir, I can't tell you. There more accurate ~efore.1 give a guess.
ma

d
y be many dialects besides that scantGfs

u dg~~~? thmk much of
an some languages, but those are A Y , . I .
all the principal languages. Q-I eShSI~, do, SIr· .

ar~n01~e;j;.c~~~lla~;~~g~~ny that W~ld1;3~ ~hinkn~I~~he~Wts in the
A-Yes, SIr. o.
Q-You haven't Q-Who? ,

many there are? any idea how f\.-~eIl, I thmk the bulk of the
A-No, sir. sCIenbsts-,.
Q-How man y people have Q-I don t want that kmd of ananswer, Mr. Bryan, who are they?
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Q-Where did you get your in
formation about the age of the
earth?

A-;-I am n?t attempting to give
you Informahan about the age of
the earth.

Wright of Oberlin?

W~'[~rob~~Ii~ar ther.e was Mr.

A-That was rather I think on the
age of man than upon the age of the
earth.

Q-.There are 'two Mr. Wrights of
OberlIn? '

A-I couldn't say.
Q-Both of them geologists. Do

you know how long Mr. Wright says
man has been on the earth?

.A-Well, he gives the estimates of
dIfferent people.

Q-Does he give any opinion of his
own?

A-I think he does.
Q-What is it?
A-I am not sure.
Q-What is it?

. A-It was based upon the last gla
c~al age-that man has appeared
SlUce the last glacial age

Q-Did he say there ~as no man
on earth ~efore the last glacial age?

A-I thInk he disputes the finding
of any proof-where the proof is au
thentic-but I had rather read him
than quote him. I don't like to run
the risk of quoting from memory.

Q-You couldn't say then how long
Mr. Wright places it?

A-I don't attempt to tell you.
Q-When was the last glacial age?
A-I wouldn't attempt to tell you

that.
Q-Have you any idea?
A-I wouldn't want to fix it with

out looking at some of the figures.
Q-':['l1at was since the tower of

Babel, wasn't it?
A:-W~ll, I wouldn't want to fix it.

~ think It was before the time given
In here, .and that was only given as
the possible appearance of man and
not the actual.

Q-Have you any idea how far
back the last glacial age was?

A-No, sir.
Q-Do you. know whether it was

more than 6,000 years ago?

A-I think it was more than 6,000
years.

Q-Have you any i~ea how old the
earth is?

A-.No.

Bible Gives Age of Earth?
Q-The book you have introduced

in evidence tells you, doesn't it?
A-I don't think it does, Mr. Dar-

row. .
Q-Let's see whether it does' is

this the one? '
A-That is the one, I. think.
Q-It says B. C. 4004?
A-That is Bishop Usher's calcula

tion.
Q-That is printed in the Bible you

introduced?
A-Yes, sir.
Q-And numerous other Bibles?
A-Yes, sir.
Q-Printed in the Bible in general

use in Tennessee?
A-I couldn't say.
Q-And Scofield's Bible?
A-I couldn't say about that.
Q-You have seen it somewhere

else?
A-I think that is the chronology

usually used.
Q-Does the Bible you have intro

duced for the jury's consideration
say that?

A-Well, you will have to ask those
who introduced that.

Q-You haven't practiced law for a
long time, so I will ask you if that is
the King James version that was in
traduced? That is your marking, and
I assume it is?

A-I think that is the same one.
Mr. Darrow-There is no doubt

about it, is there, gentlemen?
Mr. Stewart-That is the same one.
Q-"':Would you say that the earth

was only 4,000 years old?
A-Oh, no; I think it is much older

than that.
Q-How much? '
A-I couldn't say.
Q-Do you say whether the Bible

itself says it is older than that?
A-I don't think the Bible says it

self whether it is older or not.
Q-Do you think the earth was

made in six days?

Bryan-UNot Six Days of Twenty
four Hours."

A-Not six days of twenty-four
hours.

Q-Doesn't it say so?
A-No, sir.
Gen. Stewart-l want to interpose

another objection. What is the pur
pose of this examination?

Mr. Bryan-The purpose is to cast
ridicule on everybody who believes
in the Bible, and I am perfectly will
ing that the world shall know that
these gentlemen have no other pur
pose than ridiculing every Christian
who believes in the Bible.

Mr. Darrow-We have the purpose
of preventing bigots and ignoramuses
from controlling the education of the
United States ~nd you know it, and
that is all.

Mr. Bryan-I am glad to bring out
that statement. I want the world to
know that this evidence is not for
the view Mr. Darrow and his associ
ates have filed affidavits here stating,
the purposes of which I understand
it, is to show that the Bible story is
not true.

Mr. Malone-Mr. Bryan seems anx
ious to get some evidence in the rec
ord that would tend to show that
those affidavits are not true.

Bryan Wants World to Know He
Is Not Mraid.

Mr. Bryan-I am not trying to get
anything into the record. I am sim
ply trying to protect the word of God
against the greatest atheist or ag11os
tic in the United States. (Prolonged
applause.) I want the papers to know
I am not afraid to get on the stand in
front of him and let him do his
worst. I want the world to know.
(Prolonged applause.)

Mr. Darrow-I wish I could get a
picture of these clackers.

Gen. Stewart-I am not afraid of
Mr. Bryan being perfectly able to
take care of himself, but this exami
nation cannot be a legal examination
and it cannot be worth a thing in the
world, and, your honor, I res.pect
fully except to it, and call on your
honor, in the name of all that is le
~al, to stop this examination ,and stop
It here.

Mr. Hays-I rather sympathize
with the general, but Mr. Bryan is
produced as a witness because he is
a student of the Bible and he presum
ably understands what the Bible
means. He is one of the foremost
students in the United States, and we
hope to show Mr. Bryan, who is a
student of the Bible, what the Bible
really means in connection with evo
lution. Mr. Bryan has already stated
that the world is not merely 6,000
years old and that is very helpfUl to
us, and where your evidence is com
ing from, this Bible, which goes to
the jury, is that the world started in
4004 B. C.

Mr. Bryan-You think the Bible
says that?

Mr. Hays-The one you have taken
in evidence says that.

Mr. Bryan-I don't concede that it
does.

Mr. Hays-You know that that
chronology is made up by adding to
gether all of the ages of the people in
the Bible... counting their ages; and
now then, let us show the next stage
from a Bible student, that these
things are not to be taken literally,
but that each man is entitled to his
own ,interpretaton.

Gen. Stewart-The court makes the
interpretation.

Mr. Hays-But the court is entitled
to information on what is the inter.
pretation of an expert Bible student.

Stewart Bitterly Opposes
Proeedings.

Gen. Stewart-This is resulting in
a harangue and nothing else.

Mr. Darrow-I didn't do any of the
haranging; Mr. Bryan has been do
ing that.

Gen. Stewart-You know absolute
ly you have done it.

Mr. Darrow-Oh, all right.
Mr. Malone.....:Mr. Bryan doesn't

need any support.
Gen. Stewart-Certainly he doesn't

need any support, but I am doing
what I conceive my duty to»e, and I
don't need any advice, if you please,
sir. (Applause.)

The Court-That would be irrele
vant testimony if it was going to the
jury. Of course. it is excluded from
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The Court-It is not compett'nt
evidence for the jury.

Gen. McKenzie-Nor is it compe
tent in the appellate courts, and
these gentlemen would no more file
the testimony of Col. Bryan as a
part of the record in this case than
they would file a rattlesnake and
handle it themselves.

Messrs. Darrow, Hays and Ma
lone (In Unison)-We will IDe it.
We will file it. File every worl! of
it.

Mr. Bryan-Your honor, they
have not asked a question legally,
and the only reason they have ask
ed any question is for the purpose,
as the question about Jonah was
asked, for a chance to give this ag
nostic an opportunity to criticize
a believer in the word of God; and
I answered the question in order
to shut his mouth so that he cannot
go out and tell his atheistic friends
that I would not answer his ques
tion. That is the only reason, no
more reason in the world.

Mr. Malone-Your honor on this
very subject, I would like to say
that I would have asked Mr. Bryan
-and I consider myself as good a
Christian as he is-every question
that Mr. Darrow has asked him for
the purpose of bringing out whet!ler
or not there is to be taken in this
court only a literal interpretation
of the Bible, or whether, obviously,
as these questions indicate, if a gen
eral and literal construction cannot
be put upon the parts of the Bible
which have been covered by Mr.
Darrow's questions. I hope for the
last time no further attempt will be
made by counsel on the other side
of the case, or Mr. Bryan, to say
the defense is concerned at all with
Mr. Darrow's particular religious
views or lack of religious views.
"We are here as lawyers with the
same right to our views. I have the
same right to mine as a Christian
as Mr. Bryan has to his, and we do
not intend to have this case charged
by Mr. Darrow's agnosticism or Mr.
Bryan's brand of Christianity. (A
great applause.)

The Court-I will pass on each
question as asked, if it is objected
to.

Gen. Stewart-I think this is not
gal evidence for the record in the

ppellate courts. King James' ver
Ions of the Bible, as your honor
ys-
The Court-I cannot say that.
Gen. Stewart-Your honor has

eld the court takes judicial knowl
dge of King James' version of the
ible.
The Court-No, sir; I did not do
at.
Gen. Stewart-Your honor charged

the grand jury and read from that.
The Court-I happened to have

the Bible in my hand, it happened
to be a King James' edition, but I

ill charge the jury, gentlemen, the
ible generally used in Tennessee,
s the book ordinarily understood

in Tennessee, as the Bible, I do not
think it is proper for us to say to
the jury what Bible.

Gen. Stewart-Of course, that is
all we could ask of your honor.
This investigation or interrogation
of Mr. Bryan as a witness, Mr.
Bryan is called to testify, was of
the counsel for the prosecution in
this case, and has been asked some
thing, perhaps less than a thousand
questions, of course, not personal
to this case, and it has resulted in
an argument, and argument about
every other question cannot be
avoided. I submit your honor, it
is not worth anything in the record
at all, if it is not legal testimony.
Mr. Bryan is willing to testify and
is able to defend himself. I accept
ft, if the court please, and ask your
honor to stop it.

Mr. Hays-May I ask a question?
If your contention is correct that
this law does not necessarily mean
that the Bible is to be taken liter
ally, word for word, is not this com
petent evidence?

Gen. Stewart-Why could you not
prove it by your scientists?

Mr. Darrow-We are calling one
,J the most foremost Bible students.
IOU vouch for him.

Mr. Malone-We are offering the
best evidence.

Gen. McKenzie-Do you think
this evidence is competent before
a jury?

Mr. Darrow-I think so.

more questions about the creation.
The Court-I know. We are going

to adjourn when Mr. Bryan comes 01T
the stand for the day. Be very brief.
M~. Darrow. Of course. I believe I
~Il.l ~ake myself clearer. Of course,
It IS mcompetent testimony before
the jury. The only reason I am al
lowing this to go in at all is that they
may ha,:e it in the appellate courts,
as showmg what the affidavit would
be.

Bryan Insists He Is Not Afraid of
. Agnostics or Atheists.

Mr. Bryan-The reason I am an
swering is not for the benefit of the
superior court. It is to keep these
gentlemen from saying I was afraid
to meet them and let them question
me, and I want the Christian world
to know that any atheist, agnostic
unbeliever, can question me any tim~
as to my belief in God, and I will an
swer him.

Mr. Darrow-I want to take an ex
ception to this conduct of this wit
ness. He may be verypopular down
here in the hills. I do not need to
have his explanation for his answer.

The Court-Yes.
Mr. Bryan-Jf I had not, I would

not have answered the question.
Mr. Hays-May I be heard? I do

not want your honor to think we are
asking questions of Mr. Bryan with
the expectation that the higher court
will not say that those questions arc
proper testimony. The reason I state
that is this, your law speaks for the
Bible. Your law does not say the
literal interpretation of the Bible. If
Mr. Bryan, who is a student of the
,Bible, will state that everything in
the Bible need not be interpreted lit
erally. that each man must judge for
himself; if he will state that, of
course, then your honor would
charge the jury. We are not bound
by a ·literal interpretation of the
Bible. If I have made my argu
ment clear enough for the attorney
general to understand, I will retire.

Gen. Stewart-I will admit you
have frequently been difficult of
comprehension, and I think you ar('
as much to blame as I am.

Mr. Ha~'''S--I know I am.

the jury on the point it is not compe
tent testimony, on the same ground
as the affidaviting.

Mr. Hic;ks-Your honor, l,et me say
a word rIght there. It is in the dis
cr.etion of the court how long you
wIll allow tqem to question witnesses
for the purpose of taking testimony
to the supreme court. Now, we as
taxpayers of this county, feel that
this has gone beyond reason.

The Court-Well, now, that tax
payers doesn't appeal to me so much
when it is only fifteen or twenty min~
utes time.

Mr. Darrow-I would have been
through in a half-hour if Mr. Bryan
had answered my questions.

Gen.. Stewart-They w'ant to put in
affidavIts as to what other witnesses
would swear, why not let them put
in affidavits as to what Mr. Bryan
would i!l'W"ear?

Mr. Bryan-God forbid.
Mr. Malone-I will just make this

suggestion-
Gen. Stewart-It is not worth any

. thing to them, if your honor please
even for the record in the suprem~
court.

Mr. Hays-Is not it worth anything
to us if Mr. Bryan will accept the
story of creation in detail, and if Mr
Bryan, as· a Bible student, states yo~
cannot take the Bible necessarily as
literally true?

Mr. Stewart-The Bible speaks for
itself.

Mr. Hays-You mean to say the
Bible itself tells whether these are
parables? Does it?

Gen. Stewart-We have left all an
nals of procedure behind. This is a
harangue between Col. Darrow and
his witness. He makes so many state
ments that he is forced to defend
himself.

Mr. Darrow-I do not do that.
Gen. Stewart-I except to that as

not pertinent to this lawsuit.
The Court-Of course, it is not per

~inent, or it would be before the
Jury.

Gen. Stewart-It is not worth any
thing before a jury.

The Court-Are you about through,
Mr. Darrow?

Mr. Darrow-I want to ask a few
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Mr. Darrow:
Q-Mr. Bryan, do you believe that

the first woman was Eve?
A-Yes.
Q-Do you believe she was liter-

ally made out of Adam's rib?
A-I <fo.

Where Did Cain Get His Wife?
Q-Did you ever discover where

Cain got his wife?
A-No, sir; I leave the agnostics

to hunt for her.
Q-You have never found out?
A-I have never tried to find.
Q-You have never tried to find?
A-No.
Q-The Bible says he got one,

doesn't it? Were there other people
on the earth at that time?

A-I cannot say.
Q-You cannot say. Did that ever

enter your consideration?
A-Never bothered me.
Q-There were no others record

ed, but Cain got a wife.
A-That is what the Bible says.
Q-Where she came from you do

not know. All right. Does the
statement, "The morning and the
evening were the first day," and
"The morning and the evening were
the second day," mean anything to
you?

A-I do not think it necessarily
means a twenty-four-hour day.

Q-You do not?
A-No.
Q-What do you consider it to

be?
A-I have not attempted to ex

plain it. If you will take the sec
ond chapter-let me have the book.
(Examining Bible.) The fourth
verse of the second chapter says:
"These are the generations of the
heavens and of the earth, when they
were created in the day that the
Lord God made the earth and the
heavens," the word "day" there in
the very next chapter is used to de
scribe a period. I do not see that

. there is any necessity for constru
ing the words, "the evening and the
morning," as meaning necessarily a
twenty-four-hour day, "in the day
when the Lord made the heaven
and the earth."

Q-Then, when the Bible said,

for instance, "and God called th
firmament heaven. And the evenillfl
and the morning were the second
day," that does not necessarily
mean twenty-four hours?

A-I do not think it necessarily
does.

Q-Do you think it does or doe.
not?

A-I know a great many think so.
Q-What do you think?
A-I do not think it does.
Q-You think -tho'se were not lit·

eral days?
A-I do not think they were

twenty-four-hour days. .
Q-What do you think about it?
A-That is my opinion-I do not

know that my opinion is better on
that subject than those who think
it does.

Q-You do not think that?
A-No. But I think it would be

just as easy for the kind of God we
believe in to make the earth in six
days as in six years or in 6,000,000
years or in 600,000,000 years. I do
not t.Qink it important whether we
believe one or the other.

Q-Do you think those were lit·
eral days?

A-My impression is they were
periods, but I would not attempt to
argue as against anybody who want·
ed to believe in literal days.

Q-Have you any idea of th
length of the periods? .

A-No; I don't.
Q-Do you think the sun wa.

made on the fourth day?
A-Yes.
Q-And they had evening and

morning without the sun?
A-I am simply saying it is II

period.
Q-They had evening and mol"

ning for four periods without tbe
sun, do you think?

A-I believe in creation as there
told, and if I am not able to explain
it I will accept it. Then you can
explain it to suit yourself.

Q-Mr. Bryan, what I want to
know is, do you believe the SUII
was made on the fourth day?

A-I bel~eve just as it says therll.
Q-Do you believe the sun WIlN

made on the fourth day?
A-Read it.

Q-I am very sorry; you have
read it so many times you would
know, but I will read it again: "And
God, said, let there be lights in the
firmament of the heaven, to divide
the day from' the night; and let
them be for signs, and for seasons,
Ind for days, and years.

"And let them be for lights in
the firmament of the heaven, to give
light upon the earth; and it was
so.

"And God made two great lights;
the greater light to rule the day,
and the lesser light to rule the
night; He made the stars also.

"And God set them in the firma
ment of the heaven, to give light
upon the earth, and to role over
the day and over the night, and to
divide the light from the darkness;
and God saw that it was good. And
the evening and the morning were
the fourth day."

Do you believe, whether it was a
literal day or a period, the sun and
the moon were not made until the
fonrth day?

A-I believe they were made in
the order in which they were given
there, and I think in dispute with
Gladstone and Huxley on that
point-

Q-Cannot you answer my ques
tion?

A- --I prefer to agree with
Gladstone.

Q-I do not care about Gladstone.
A-Then prefer to agree with

whoever you please.
Q-Can not you answer my ques

tion?
A-I have answered it. I believe

that it was made on the fourth day,
in the fourth day.

Q-And they had the evening and
the morning before that time for
three days or three periods. All
right, that settles it. Now, if you
call those periods, they may have
been a very long time.

A-They might have been.
. Q-The creation might have been

going on for a very long time?
A-It might have continued for

millions of years.

Eve and the Serpent.
Q-Yes. All right. Do you believe

the story of the temptation of Eve
by the serpent?

A-I do.
Q-Do you believe that after Eve

ate the apple, or gave it to Adam,
whichever way it was, that God
cursed Eve, and at that time decreed
that all womankind thenceforth and
forever should suffer the pains of
childbirth in the reproduction of
the earth?

A-I believe what it says, and I
believe the fact as fully-

Q-That is what it says, doesn't
it?

A-Yes.
Q-And for that reason, every

woman born of woman, who has to
carryon the race, the reason they
have childbirth pains is because
Eve tempted Adam in the Garden of
Eden?

A-I will believe just what the
Bible says. I ask to put that in the
language of the Bible, for I prefer
that to your language. Read the
Bible and I will answer.

Q-All right, I will do that: "And
I will put enmity between thee and
the woman"-that is referring to
the serpent?

A-The serpent.
Q-(Reading) "and between thy

seed and her seed; it shall bruise
thy head, and thou shalt bruise his
heel. Unto the woman he said, I will
greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy
conception; in sorrow thou shalt
bring forth children; and thy de
sire shall be to thy husband, and he
shall rule over thee." That is right,
is it?

A-I accept it as it is.
Q-And you believe that came

about because Eve tempted Adam
to eat the fruit?

A-Just as it says.
Q-And you believe that is the

reason that God made the serpent
to go on his belly after he tempted
Eve?

Bryan Insists on Bible Being
Quoted Verbatim.

A-I believe the Bible as it is,
and I do not permit you to put
your language iIi the place of the
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language of the Almighty. You read
that Bible and ask me questions,
and I will answer them. I will not
answer your questions in your lan
guage.

Q-I will read it to you from the
Bible: "And the Lord God said un
to the serpent, because thou hast
done this, thou art cursed above all
cattle, and above every beast of the
field; upon thy belly shalt thou go
and dust shalt thou eat all the days
of thy life." Do you think that is

. why the serpent is compelled to
crawl upon its belly?

A-I believe that.
Q-Have you any idea how the

snake went before that time? '
A-No, sir.
Q-Do you know whether he

walked on his tail or not?
A-No, sir. I have no way to

know. (Laughter in audience).
Q-Now, you refer to the cloud

that was put in the heaven after

the flood, the rainbow. Do you be
lieve in that?

A-Read it.
Q-All right, Mr. Bryan, I will

read it for you.
Mr. Bryan-Your honor, I think

I can shorten this testimony. The
only purpose Mr. Darrow has is to
slur at the Bible, but I will answer
his question. I will answer it all
at once, and I have no objection in
the world, I want the world to
know that this man, who does not
believe in a God, is trying to use a
court in Tennessee-

Mr. Darrow-I object to that.
Mr. Bryan-(Continuing) to slur

at it, and while it will require time,
I am willing to take it.

Mr. Darrow-I object to your
statement. I am exempting you on
your fool ideas that no intelligent
Christian on earth believes.

The Court-Court is adjourned
until 9 o'clock tomorrow morning.




